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ASSEMBI.Y COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC SAFE'l'Y
JOHN BURTON, CHAIR
Hl'~ARING ON
CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING INMATE DEATHS OCCURRING ON
JULY 3, 1991
AT THE CALIFORNIA MEDICAL FACILITY AT VACAVILLE

19, 1991, 9:00a.m., Room 4202

State

The Committee on Public Safety will come to
these hearings is to look into the circumstances
of the three inmates in Vacaville earlier this year on
The purpose of the hearing is to determine exactly what happened,
, what procedures should be
to make sure that
unfortunate occurrences do not
We're going to have
fully we'll be able to accomplish
in two mornings -- this
rrow morning.
witne s s today will be James O'Br
County Coroner; Dr.
former Chief Psychiatrist at the medical
; Dr. Isaac
Director of West Oakland Mental Health
inic; Carl Jordan who is a
mechanical engineer; Michael Bien,
for the plaintiffs
v. Deukmejian matter; Donald Spector, who is Director of the
Office; and Carl London of the Califo
logical Association.
we'll be hearing from Director
CDC; Dr. Mayer,
Health; Warden Ylst; Dr. Thor Dr. Morentz, Sylvia Blount;

O'Brien, thank you very much for
Because of the
these hearings and the facts and the record we're creating, we
each witness to stand and be sworn
if you, and I guess your
could stand .... Do each of
swear that the
about to give before this Committ
Public Safety is the
truth, and nothing but the truth to
best of your abilit
I

do.
I do.

BURTON:

Thank you.

Could you

'BRIEN: My name is James E. O'Brien.
Solano County.
BRANNON:

yourselves for

I am the Coroner

Thomas E. Brannon, (inaudib e),
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remer's office,

CHAIRMAN BURTON: Present with us are members
Barbara Lee, and committee staff. Mr. O'Brien what we'd
auld just brief
summarize what your findings were in
to the death of the three inmate , please.
MR. O'BRIEN: On the morning of July 3, 1991, at 0
received a call from the California Medical Facil
~hree inmates.
The removals and the processing of
funeral home in Val
o where subsequent autopsies

The determination of the three inmates, there
died f hyperthermia,
is internal body
rature
degrees Fahrenheit at the death, was due to a susc
of
t
physical and mental status. There was
unusual elevated ambient temperatures. There also
congestion of edema of the lungs and brain, multiple petechial hemor
the lungs and heart,
tamorphosis. In the toxico
, the
the drug of
ramine was .27 micrograms per m
Benztrop
a 0.2 micrograms per milliliter, and Haloperidol is at 0.1
pe
milliliter. Joseph Cannata was in the mental health ec ion of the hospital
and under the state mental health program.
The other two inmates, James Wes
the psychiatric ward of the CMF hospital.

Otwe

Otwell was found second in his cell and
arne up with
rature wa
o
rees Fahrenheit, and it was also due to his preexist
status, his
and the unusual
This was also
rece
believe that the
were susceptible to
surround
them didn'
time to acclimate the
temperatures. And with all of the drugs and thei
mental status it caused their death.

1

l

The third person was Cecil Bracy. His death
hyperthermia. His
rature was in excess of 108 de
re taken at
was .. all of them had a l
degrees rectal temperature
hospital. The thermometer
went up to 108, so the bodie could have
quite a bit higher.
nine hours after the deaths when the autopsy was
performed, this was
o' lock, on one of the inmate
ratun" was
stil around 100 degrees.
The drugs that they were taking -- Benztropine,
Haloperidol-- areal ... the Haloperidol is taken as a mind-alte
ine is
, which is used to relieve
Pa
ridol which cause shakes and involuntary movements.
Benadryl which is taken to -- they said to he
them sl
take away the n
res that they have. All three drugs
ve
anticholinergic effect, which is it inhibits the heat relea
of the
It
shuts down the system so that the person cannot sweat and it affe~t their
brain so that the body cannot regulate heat. Also the imnates at the time,
according to the techs and according to our labs, state that the inmates would
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that they were in trouble, so therefore a lot of them would not holler
'd lle more lethargic, passive, they might be laying down, they would
The skin becomes very dry and hot, but yet he or she would not
lize that they were in trouble.
Becaus they were exposed to the ambient temperature, and because of
rugs that they were taking, also because of their predisposed disease
-- fat
ivers in two of them and a 80 percent occluded coronary
ry in Bracy, the deaths were listed as accidental basically to the exposure
the combination of the drugs that they were taking.
We did go inside the facility and had some interviews with the
the staff, and received good cooperation from all involved.
to at this time thank the Warden for his cooperation in
that we seeked made available to us and to our
ion.
Tum would you like to say anything about the investigation about the
'!

MR. BRANNON: As Mr. O'Brien mentioned, we did conduct inquiries with
lmates of the deceased.
CHAIRMAN BURTON:

(Inaudible)

Could you spell your name for the

c

MR. BRANNON: Thomas.
The last name Brannon.
CHAIRMAN BURTON:

I'll spell it again. Thomas. "E" as in
B-R-A-N-N-0-N. Coroner Investigator, Solano

Thank you.

MR. BRANNON: As I mentioned, we did enter the facility at CMF and
talked to the cellmates of the deceased, both in Vacaville and down in San Luis
of the prisoners had been transferred ... and Corcoran as well.
interviewed some of the correctional officers at the facility
t ied to summary basically what came out of it. There was no
p
that we were able to determine whatsoever. There was
that did arise as I reflected in the report that I wrote, that
experience some discomfort prior to their deaths which I
the report. Any further questions?
le)
was various thoughts there were provided by the various
rs as well as the inmates as far as the temperature of the
provided in the report also and that runs between 90 and 100
the prisoners said that it was even higher than that, in the
fficult
determine, but I think that essentially it was well
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CHAIRMAN BURTON: Did you ... sergeant? It's kind of loud.
up there? I guess it's not that loud. Hello? The thing's a little bit loud,
can you turn it down? Can she hear me? Can you talk to her? Okay. Thank
you.
You were the one who interviewed the various ... ('
HR. BRANNON:

l mate ....

Yes sir.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: Now, according to a memo we havt>, Mr. Bracy's eel
mate, who is, his name is Lafayette Toney. Mr. Toney claimed that Mr. Bracy'
breathing was kind of labored that night, he thought there was
but then he said he didn't really want to raise the alarm because he was ... fo
fear of reprisals. Did he tell you that.
MR. BRANNON:

No sir.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:

I think that ie> somewhat

(mt

of context there.

Okay, tell us.

MR. BRANNON: The reprisals are, according to im, and I think he
embellished on that to some degree. Essentially what he was saying it that the
prisoners, as I understand, if they yell out "Man Down!" there's supposed to be
a man down, and according to him he said if he would yell out "man down" and
was being facetious in his remarks, that they could take action against him for
fabricating an issue, but that's basically it. All three of the cell mates
said essentially the same thing ...
CHAIRMAN BURTON: In other wor-ds ... well this wouldn't be a quest
for you to answer, we could ask Corrections tomorrow, but
they got
something between, you know, man down and the guy sounds like he's in trouble,
I guess.
MR. O'BRIEN: There was one thing that he said ... a lot of times the
inmates make a lot of sounds in that place, he says, and in this place they
make all kinds of grunting sounds and in the morning they'r-e okay , they're up
walking around and they're doing everything like they normal
would. So
was afraid that this might be one of these instances and hP didn't want to all
out and have a false alarm.

ahead.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:
Ms. Lee.

I understand .... Pardon'?

You got a question?

Go

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BARBARA LEE: Yeah, Mr. O'Brien. You know there,
according to some the reports that we have, there was a discrepancy noted
between the time the personnel indicate they found Mr. Bracy alive at 7 o'clock
and the time that I guess rigor mortis actually began to s t in. Based on your
examination, what time do you think he actually died?
MR. O'BRIEN: That is one of the problems even our ... I'm not a
doctor. And our pathologist stated that it was difficult to pin down a time.
In the books, hyperthermia is not well-documented, but it is documented on
heat, and heat has a way of accelerating the .indicators that we use to come up
with an estimated time, and rigor mortis is one that would he accelerated by
heat. Algor mortis is the cooling of the body ... in this case it was an
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y

Liver mortis is the settling of the blood, and the
a lot of times will stain the body from two to three
can tell the position of it, but with heat, it at'l'Plerat PS.

re's another indicator, which is the food that's in the stomach.
is having a problem with regulating the heat, that process of
shut down. So all of these indicators that we used to be able
on them to put a consensus together as to a possible time is
... we can't really do it with accuracy. So we're left with a body
mortis at the time it was found and about nalf hour to 45
earlier he was seen talking by a guard. It's hard for us to put that
I understand that they might have thought they were talking to the
sed and it might have been a cell right next to them, and they were
inmates there. Because this person was Bracy and he evidently was
that cell during the evening, about 9:30 or 10 o'clock the evening
he might not have recognized who he was talking to at the time;
a lot of activity going on. The other death had just been found.
ASSEMBLYVOMAN LEE:
, between, say 7:10 and
previous cases and
that point and with

Okay, well let me ask you if a person died,
7:20 or 7:25 that morning, maybe 20 minutes,
what you know, would rigor mortis have begun to
all the factors that you just mentioned.

MR. O'BRIEN: It's always possible, but it would be highly rare. The
that there is a probability it could happen. And that's, that's ....
ASSEMBLYVOMAN LEE:

Well, every ... yeah, yeah ....

Okay.

Thank you

CHAIRMAN BURTON: Thank you. That was one of the questions that I
ask ... is the nurse who found, I think, two of the prisoners
that Bracy was far in advanced stages of rigor than were the others,
raise questions that we will have for the Department of Corrections
not you.
MR. O'BRIEN: Our doctor believes that Otwell died first.
Cannata was third. Cannata was the first one found.
CHAIRMAN BURTON:

Bracy was

What time did he ... Otwell ....

MR. BRANNON: The doctor states that Otwell died sometime after
Secondary was Bracy.
CHAIRMAN BURTON:

And he couldn't fix a time exactly?

MR. BRANNON: No sir. And the third person died shortly before he
Joseph Cannata.
CHAIRMAN BURTON: And they fixed a time on Cannata, I mean,
, okay. About what ... it's in the report.
MR. BRANNON:

Approximately ....
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CHAIRMAN BURTON: And so we've got that, it's
any other questions from members of the committee? Alr
Mr. O'Brien; thank you
Mr. Brannon.
You were
to have for u some information
past ... at the facil
, and when you
a
tt
that in some order and send t to us in written form we'd

MR. O'BRIEN:

I'

to have that done

CHAIRMAN BURTON: And als we may, and for othe
have some written questions that we will want to
llow
contact you.
Thank you
very much for your cooperation
time that you've taken away from your official duties to

MR. O'BRIEN:

we apprec
he

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: Next witness is
Psychiatry at CMF, and still works for Corrections.
your right hand
eas ? Do you solemnly swear tha
to give before this committee is the truth, the whule t
the truth to the best of your abil
so he
you God?

f

rais

Yes, I do.
CHAIRMAN BURTON: Thank you, doctor. You can
you want, as
as the yellow 1
is on you an talk.
DR. MEENAKSHI:
, my name is Dr. Meenakshi
Psychiatrist at Vacaville
September of 1987 to
presently I am ass tant
ssor at UCD Medical Cente ,
Psychiatry, and am stationed at the Sacramento
Ja
at Yale Medical School and was in private practice in
becoming Chief Psychiatrist at Vacaville.
I listened to
Coroner's report and
cause of death on the three inmates and what I
three did seem to die from heat stroke and the
specific causes for each particular person.

, stand, whi<
wa

Chle
And

hi
l

It is we l known in
tranquilizers and anticholine
sometimes Lithium and a so ant
ssants,
sweating. These three medications have two different
which they make
hard for a person's body to sweat
regulate their
rature. So there are two methods
these
medications act. One in the brain where in a place called anterior
hypothalamus and one is on the body itself where the anticholine
effect i
what is in the periphery or rather the body where they constrict the sweat
glands as well as constrict the vessels so that they can't sweat it out so when
the temperature goes beyond the body temperature they have to sweat it out.
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The two other methods of convection and radiation do not work and
which happened in Vacaville is the heat went beyond the body
these patients could not sweat it out. And the bodies
the brain as it is ... the thermostat of the brain just shut
se mechanisms and that was the problem. And the question now
ther this could be preventable or not. And the problem is that all
these patients are well aware of these effects of medications
BURTON: Could you, could .... I mean we're trying to keep
is not necessarily within our purview, so ....
DR. MEENAKSHI:
BURTON:

Okay.

You want me to talk slower?

If you could .

. KEENAKSHI: Okay. As I said, there are two mechanisms hy which
a ions work. One is in the brain and one is in the periphery of the
the sweat glands and the vessels which bring blood out of the
know, right under the skin so that when they sweat the heat comes
temperature of the atmosphere, as the Coroner calls the
rature," if it goes close to the body temperature, then the two
sms which the body used to use -- that is, convection and
not work. And, because these medications constrict the vessels
narrow them -- and the sweat glands are also constricted, the
out and the body keeps getting heated. And also at the same
central mechanism in the hypothalamus is also not working -lamus regulates; it gets information from the body and then
it is going to get rid of this heat from the body so that th0
t getting heated up or rather burned up -- and both mechanisms
the medications that the patients are on ... they get hot and
question as I said is now what do we do if we are already aware
the mechanisms by which these medications work in the body.
rists who work with patients who are on these medications
ients know about these difficulties and inform them to take
, drink a lot of fluids, and not to go out into too much heat.
is extremely important also. We usually tell them not to
lves to these temperatures. And the question is in Vacaville what
done in terms of preventing this heating up of the bodies. And
that the two of the inmates were in the area where there was no
One of the inmates was in the area of airconditioning and
have happened except that I think or I am told the
didn't work that particular time.
other problem is the body heat regulating mechanisms require time
the temperature. It takes anywhere from one week to three
to regulate itself. Actually here we are only talking of
fact of the matter is when the temperature goes below, it
lems to the body because of these three different kinds of
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So basically its the heat regulating mechanism we are talk
about
and that's what we need o worry about as to how that can be taken care of f
the people are not going to get heated up and die.
The problem as I see it, it is very difficult to dist
f
the early symptoms of heat stroke. There's confusion, there's restles
there is agitation, and a feeling of discomfort. And with chronically menta
ill patients it's sometimes difficult to distinguish these quick symptoms,
these subjective symptoms as we call, from what is their actual chronic mental
illness. And sometimes when the patients are complaining enough attention is
not given because heat stroke is not something people think about in Vacaville.
If there are private patients or patients in a regular clinic that's the irs
part we would think about is maybe he's reacting to the heat ... maybe the
medication is too much ... but that kind of evaluation is not easy in
ment
of Corrections because of lack of staff and lack of access to the patients.
CHAIRMAN BURTON:
consider the fact there

Why would the lack of staffing make i
be heat exhaustion?

diff

l

to

DR. MEENAKSHI: Who is going to talk to the
t? The
lo s
of patients and not enough staff to evaluat~ each individual and there
... I
can't talk about how many numbers there are at this time because
there, but when I was there the number of patients and the ratio of staff
patients was very small and if each patient who is on any of these medications
is to be evaluated on a frequent regular basis that's not possible.
CHAIRMAN BURTON: Well, it doesn't take a lot of staff o onside
the fact there would be ... that heat exhaustion is a possibi
It would take
a lot of staff to evaluate ... or not a lot of staff ... but i would take more
staff to evaluate each patient. But the fact ... I mean is it not foreseeable
that someone on these medications, especially the combination of medications,
could be subject to severe problems when the weather is above the
temperature? Is that a foreseeable situation?
DR. MEENAKSHI: It is a foreseeable situation, except unlt: s you have
enough clinical staff to distinguish between the primary symptoms of the mental
illness itself from the heat stroke symptoms, it is hard. That's where the
point is to make the distinction as to these other normal symptoms which the
patient is complaining about as usual, or it's someth
extra which ha
happened and which needs to be taken into consideration.
And the other problem is that when t.hey' re locked up, which is what
it seems like these patients were, in single cells, locked up in a locked-up
wing, not only the heat goes higher, especially third floor in Vacaville, the
access to these patients by clinical staff is pretty difficult. There is
usually just one officer at the end of one wing and there are, at least form my
recollection, about 30 cells to each wing. And if the
has to be
and each cell has to be opened for the clinical staff to go in and see the
inmate, that's almost not possible.
avoided?

CHAIRMAN BURTON:
And if so, how?

In your opinion could these deaths have been

-8-

The ... there are two things. The best method is
airconditioned. And that's something I can't address myself to
that's considered the best way of dealing with these
ly, if that cannot lw don<>, th~en the minute the temperature
11 he patients net~Ll to be start evaluated ... they need to
continuously about the heat problems, they need to have cold
of cold showers both day and night which means that
represent. And they can't be just told, "take a shower,"
to be around to kind of coax them into going for showers
the mental patients do not like to take care of themselves.
And to ask them to go for showers every 15 minutes or every
difficult.
CHAIRMAN BURTON: Are you familiar with the heat stroke incident at
fac i
in 1988 involving an inmate named Lydell Seymour?
MEENAKSHI:

Yes, I was.

BURTON:
.

MI~ENAKSHI:

Were you there then?
Yes, I was.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: Could you tell us a little bit about: that incidt>nt
t wa
done after it happened?
What I can recall of the incident was that this
the second floor, was ... had actually been on the outside and
or exercising, I'm not ... I don't recall very well about
11 that he was out ... out of the building and doing some
activity, came back, went to his cell, and after about a
temperature got high, he was taken down to the B-1 clinic,
out because the physician who examined him did diagnose him as
s roke and he was sent to the community hospital; he was in the
spital for a couple of days and sent back and he has ever since
don' know where he is now in G-1 as convalescent and was
a saultive, and difficult patient.
Were any procedural changes made at the facility as
ident, do you know?
Yes. We did institute measures at that time. I'm
when it was ... which month of '88 it was, but there was
we did institute that if the temperature goes over 90
would be fans placed both in the hallway as well as the wing
ice would be ordered and extra fluid would be supplied and
ouraged to drink more water.
BURTON:

Ms. Lee?

LEE: You know, aside from heat stroke, can death occur
from other circumstances?
It's noncommon.

-9-

just in
an you

was on
medications a
Unfortunate
ffect, which

person
t

k'

are us

e

DR. MEENAKSHI
ASSEMBLYWOMAN
facil

Thank .

are
ion

t

DR.
y •..

CHAIRMAN BURTON:
patients in certain pa
drugs 7

Wha
the

it then, was it ba

that are on one

of

DR. MEENAKSHI:

Yes.

The second and third floor both.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: And most of these drugs are primarily given in
ion, one to help the chemical imbalance or whatever it is, straighten
thought process, and then one of the others to cure the side effects
caused by this?
DR. MEENAKSHI:

Yes.

There was a third medication also.

Lithium is

CHAIRMAN BURTON: Yes. I think that two of them ... two had three and
two. But given that there's no airconditioning, given the low staffing
given the high temperatures, I guess quote given the economic facts of
for the fact that this Governor's never met a prison he didn't
r did the last one, so you think they would have spent a little bit of
mak
the jobs of the Department of Corrections and the staff a little
what orders would you write for staff to prevent these types of
occurring in the future for patients who are taking these type of
medications? You know, like solve the problem for us ....
DR. MEENAKSHI: (Laughter) First and foremost, there's got to be
c culation. That place is really extremely hot. Even with the three
that they used to have, it really doesn't circulate the air, and even when
circulate the air it's extremely hot and those locked cells in a locked
, it'
really impossibl~. unless something is done about it. And as far
said, medication should be kept to the minimum, which means they need
llowed in order to stabilize them and decrease the amount ... the least
f medication should be given instead of putting them on medications and
them at that and as I stated before evaluation needs to be done. And I
that the mental patients should not be in the prison.
CHAIRMAN BURTON:

You believe what, doctor?

DR. MEENAKSHI: That the mental patients should not be in a plain
t
should be in a different kind of treatment.
CHAIRMAN BURTON: well, you've said in the things that I have looked
ind
ted that it's not the level of the dosage that causes the
the dosage itself is going to cause the problem, so when you say
shou d b~ kept at a minimum, what do you mean by that?
DR. MEENAKSHI: Tu decrease the side effects so we may not have to
tin and the Benedryl.
CHAIRMAN BURTON: So, if you used the first drug and if the dosage of
to a minimum, that could eliminate the need for the second drug to
side effects, which then compounds the inability of the
deal with hot temperatures?
DR. MEENAKSHI:
CHAHIJ1AN BURTON:

Yes.
... or cold temperatures, I guess.
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So in other

DR. MEENAKSHI:

Even the ...

, real cold ....

CHAIRMAN BURTON: ... so this a ±fee s the whole
know, the body's airconditioning system, so to speak?
DR. MEENAKSHJ:

regu atu

Right.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: Do you think the type of procedures that you'
talking about should be implemented on a statewide basis...
the
rtment?
DR. MEENAKSHI:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: Would it_ be beneficial at all i f the
rtment of
Mental Health was
the responsibility for the delivery of all psychiatr
care of inmates within the department, or would that matter?
DR. MEENAKSHI: I would think so, because at least it d iminat s
complication, that is to continuous
depend on custody staff to give
access to the patients.
CHAIRMAN BURTON:
DR. MEENAKSHI:
CHAIRMAN BURTON:
DR. MEENAKSHI:

Why is that a problem?
Because it is

i:i

prublem.

t

has

n a problem.

Pardon?
It has been a

CHAIRMAN BURTON: Well, explain.
trying to build a record here.

lem
I mean ....

In other words. we'

DR. MEENAKSHI: Okay. For instance, it really de
s on the
attitude, and I don't feel comfortable talking about it, but the situation is
that most of the attitudes are that they are there for serving a term, and when
the clinical staff goes to do certain things which are nete ary the attitude
is, well, you know the clinical staff is going overboard or doing things which
are not that important, and all these things come out and so when we are
waiting for the door to open, sometimes it took hours before somebody showed

up.
CHAIRMAN BURTON:
DR. MEENAKSHI:

Literally hours'!
Literally.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: So, in your judgment, it was fo
type of situation
happen in times of
temperature
these medications, as I understand, that's correct
DR. MEENAKSHI:

Correct.
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seeab
that
for peop
on

CHAIRMAN BURTON: And that had the policies that have been
lemented since the emergency regulations of showers, of fluids, of fans with
ra been implemented, is an ongoing policy that conceivably this
ould have been avoided?
DR. HEENAKSHI:

Yt~ s .

CHAIRMAN BURTON: And c lead.y ... not clearly, because I don't want to
in your mouth ... but, had monies been spent to aircondition the units,
whether it's with a central airconditioning and heating and whether it's like,
guess, individual ones for the cells, or whatever, that could have done
to regulate the heat in the cells and in the wings, that these
ituations could have been prevented?
DR. HEENAKSHI:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:

Any ....

Ms. Lee, you have a question?

ASSEMBLYVOMAN LEE: Could you just briefly let us know and tell us
long-term effects on individuals, especially inmates, who use
and then what are the implications for those who do get paroled,
in terms of the transition?
of

DR. MEENAKSHI: That's a difficult question. Long-term effects in
st the medication~; themselves causing problems'! Do you mean that'f
ASSEMBLYWOMAN LEE: Well, are these medications curative in nature or
u
to just maintain the individuals while they're there, like, to
tl1rough, or I mean, do they become addicted to them, do they have to
all their lives, if these are psychotic people, I mean, are they ... do
lly get well and get off of them?

DR. MEENAKSHI: The medications are not curative. They ... all they do
decrease some of these psychotic processes and patients do have to
take them, but they need to be also involved in other kinds of
Medication alone does not change their lives. And these
are not given to them only because they are in prison ... most of
iously mentally ill and do need the medications. When they go on
parole out-patient clinics are supposed to follow these patients
with their medications.
back to your question, I was wanting to remind you that the
tients who are in the DMH in-patient unit who are receiving the
are in airconditioned units and then they come out of the
ioned unit to this heat, hot place with the same medications. And
sn't make any reasonable sense.
CHAIRMAN BURTON:

Ms. Boland?

Bob Holmes?

You want to sit up?

Go

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BOLAND: Let me just understand. The medications you
about are the same medications that people are taking that are on
world that have not been in prison, are they ... ! happen to know
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some people that are functioning and the
medication, and when they stop, someth
medication.

way
can function is under
snaps. Is it the same type of

DR. MEENAKSHI: Yes. It's similar . . some, t
more of he medications because we ge
more seriouE;
system ..
ASSEMBLYVOMAN BOLAND:

So, you may have

may
il

on a l tt
tree
i

)_U

iet dose:; is what

're

saying?

DR. MEENAKSHI:

R

t.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:
between ...
what you consider to be the relat
ship
tween the correctional sta
clinical staff. I mean, is there .... Yes, is there custodial staff
clinical staff, is there like, I mean
there tension, is there hos
in other words, when you said you want
go in and see a pa ient
took literally hours, was that a result o what, in your judgment
DR. MEENAKSHI:

I

wouldn't say it':; because of any

ind

f

ter1s

i t s just that ...

CHAIRMAN BURTON:

got otlwr stuff

~hat,

do!

ser
DR. MEENAKSHI: They have other
tu do p us
the importance of the clinical
is not obvious
them.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:

Any oth1-:r

or

rtor:.

stion

Mit~~ MICHAE_1_1_,__l'JNKE_B'f0~:
Due ur, if yuu Ll)(lk trH: kinJ uf patient
t.hat are currently housed or were houseJ t
he in-patient p
t i l ' un t
that's run
the
rtment of Mental Health, what kind or what regular
o
psychiatric rounds by nurses or physicians would be onsidered reasonab
competent medical practice for those type of patients?

DR. MEENAKSHI: Regular
on a routine basis, '
different times, like this heating ... ?

MR. PINKERTON:

DR. MEENAKSHI:

on

t

On a routine basis.

DR. MEENAKSHI: Routine basis.
to be seen the same way as they are be
MR. PINKERTON:

re you

At least those who are locked up are
seen in t.he in-patient unit.

Which would mean what?
lea t

About how often?

e a

MR. PINKERTON:
And what would tho:;p
ind nf <'llf•cks
side t>l! PCt :; ()j Llit• liwd i< at iun a:; wP! l <J:; I ak ing uwdicat ions HI

consic~t

illl

of.

Tht-!

ht>t:dU:.e

these chronic mentally ill patients do nuL take medications in spit!:~ of being
on it for years and years without someone at least kind of reminding them and
checking that they're do
that.
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MR. PINKERTON: Ami would Lhat kind of a check involve actually
ar:tually having physical contact with the patient or could that be done through
a

t'

·I I door?

DR. MEENAKSHI:
ical check.

Not the side efiecls.

There will have tu

lw

a

MR. PINKERTON: Would you take blood pressure or anything else such
as that during those kind of checks.
DR. MEENAKSHI:

Routinely, no.

MR. PINKERTON:

So it could be handled without blood pressure and

DR. MEENAKSHI:

Yes.

whatnot?

MR. PINKERTON: Now could you contrast that kind of protocol with the
kind of protocol that would be required or called for during a heat emergency
o hi~h temperatures?
DR. MJ<:ENAKSHI:

I didn't get your question.

MR. PINKERTON: Well, would you compare that kind ... that intensity of
patient review, if you will, with the kind of patient review that would be
required during higher elevated temperatures when the patient is receiving this
kind of drugs?
DR. MEENAKSHI:
aking care of.

I would say every four hours.

If the heating is not

MR. PINKERTON: And what would the check consist of during those kind
of circumstances? Would there be the same kind of check or would it be more
intense?
DR. MEENAKSHI: Yuu would do a formal mental status, especially
se they get confused; they also get lethargic and that which needs to be
checked also and they have restlessness which is different from the side effect
medication, but the side effect of medication also causes restlessness, so
ha to be a clinician who can make the distinction who evaluates them. The
reason for saying every four hours is because heat stroke is very fast. The
ffect takes place within half an hour to four hours.
MR. PINKERTON: Would that kind of exam during the heat time entail
blood pressure or temperature, or not?
DR. MEENAKSHI: Temperature is the most important.
t be checked. Then the blood pressure and pulse.

That absolutely

MR. PINKERTON: What kind of clinical staff would be required to
perform this type of exam? Would you necessarily need physicians, or could it
psychiatric nurses, or what?
DR. HEENAKSHI:

Psychiatric nurses can perform that.
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HR. PINKERTON:

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: Thank you very much Doctor.
some written questions to you.
DR. MEENAKSHI:

We may follow up with

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: Appreciate your time. Dr. Isaac Slaughter? Doctor
raise your hand please. Do you solemnly swear the testimony you're about to
give before this committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and ntJ bing but
the truth, to the best of your ability, so help you God?
DR. ISAAC SLAUGHTER:
CHAIRMAN BURTON:

I do.

Thank you, Dell: tor.

DR. SLAUGHTER: My name is Dr. Isaac Slaughter. I am present
Director of (inaudible) of Mental Mental Health Center in Wes Oakland and a
private practice in San Pablo. I am present
the President f the
ack
Psychiatrists of America and previously worked at Vacaville State ... I like to
call it Vacaville Medical Facil
... from July of 1960 to December of 1989. In
that capacity, I a one time was the directing physician of what is now the
Department of Mental Health Unit in the prison -- at that time it was called
S-Wing -- and was responsible for those patients in Q-wing, which is a unit
that previously was used for people that graduated from the closed unit S-W
My feeling about this issue is that the reports you've had up to this
point, including the printed material you have, have been fair
accurate. I
don't think you can determine much more from other fulks who will testify
except for the fact_ that there are some th
about conditions that doesn'
appear in any of these reports -- conditions at Vacaville.
Vacaville was initially built and staffed for the purpose of treating
the emotionally disturbed inmates in the Department of Corrections. That was
its purpose and that's what it attempted to do for many years and I suppose is
attempting to do now. I just think that Vacaville, along the way, lost its
vision.
Medication in Vacaville, as well as any other psychiatric
institution, is supposed to be an adjunctive to treatment; psychotherapy for
emotionally ill patients. Vacaville has made a deliberate shift in treatment
efforts from therapy to medication. So in my feeling, Vacaville was an
accident waiting to happen. My suggestion that the amount of medication is a
problem. I think the number of people on medication is a problem. I'm not
suggesting that medication is being used in any kind of way different from
other institutions, except that the number of folk, the maj
ratio of
people on medication to people not on medication, I would venture to say, is
high at Vacavi11••.
1 ltc>ft Vacaville in 1989 L>ecause ut that shift in concern for the
kind of treatment that people were offered at Vacaville. As I said, Vacaville
moved from what was veritably a therapeutic community to a community of
medication. It's better through chemistry, rather than better through trying
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to deal with people in Vacaville as they try to do in psyd1iarriL' institutions.
And I hesitate to classify Vacaville (inaudible) as a psychiatric institution
because its fast become a prison with some psychiatric treatment within it,
rather than as it was formerly a psychiatric institution that happened to be in
a prisun.
Its move irum a place were psychiatrists wanted tlJ be to where
psychiatrists were made to feel they didn't need to be or shouldn't be. We
once had at Vacaville a treatment facility that was the envy, or at least
the ... folks all over came to Vacaville to get an idea about the kind of
treatment that we had there. That's no longer the case. The staffing at
Vacaville has quadrupled over the last decade while the treatment ... the
administrative staff, the nonmedical staff has quadrupled or more over the last
decade while the treatment staff has reduced. That is, the psychiatric
treatment staff has reduced.
So I think that the problem that we see has naught to do with the
medication. Vacaville has always had hot summers. I've never known a cool
summer in Vacaville. We've always had patients on medication, but people who
are on medications of the sort that we are talking about need to be for the
most part in facilities in areas where the temperatures are regulatable in
keeping with what the temperature is. It doesn't happen to be the case -- in
these instances where these inmates died that happened not to be the case.
These after-the-fact kinds of discussions that we're
having ... ah ... will go for naught except that we recognize that you do things
about problems ... these are not new things ... most of us know that the
medications that these inmates were taking affected the temperature regulations
of the body. Centrally and peripherally. So, to talk about it as if it's a
kind of, it's not a rare thing to have a heat stroke, I should say it that way,
and the medication we are talking about feeds into that ... enhances that
possibility. Makes that possibility more likely. And knowing that,
preparation has to he made to take care of those folks who you put on these
medications when the temperatu1:e does increase.
And this sort of funny little emergency plan that's here is an
after-the-fact kind of thing. Factually, if you're going to have people on
medication that should be locked in cells where there is any question about
ventilation, there's any question about your ability to control the temperature
in that facility, be they in prison, be they in any other place.
Vacaville now has found itself in the last few years ... within the
last decade ... having to turn its inpatient treatment services over to DMH,
which is in an institution that was built to deal with inmates who were in
prison. Basically, because DMH didn't want to handle that kind of patient.
o, all of these things are after the fact, and I think that if you're going to
do anything productive, you would be talking about structuring a situation that
folk who are in prison and who are psychiatric patients and who are on
medication would not be placed in jeopardy ... their lives wouldn't be placed in
jeopardy
the ptJssibility that if enough staff happened to be around, or if
attention happened to be paid to their situation that they would be
tak~n care of properly.
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I think

it~

borders on malpra('t icl-:;

Lu

have this kind of situat

exist.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN LEE: Due or S
for being here and let me just ask you a

r, first ot
1
of questions
Vacaville and mak
t.he shift over the 1
or 15 years.
first of all that the shift was made
rom a more v.l!nbined t1ul
strictly a medical medication model o treatment?

DR. SLAUGHTER: Well, Vacavi
s sort of a nonp
on
that's not the most ... it was not the mos appreciated kind o ins itut
the CDC kind of s ructure.
Because
t ... in order to have a he
community you had to have a lot of, kind of relaxed atmosphere ... the atmos
had to be more relaxed ... people had
reated with more respect.
had to be ... you had to act toward these f lks as if they had a reason to
be ... like they were human being of a so , and not ... there had to be wha
penologists would call "looseness," and
was just people treating people as human
of contention between custody and the c
set up the prison recognized that that would be~ .. o in
it was
mandated that the prison would a
s be headed
a
A few years back, there was a serious accident
p
a
Vacaville.
An officer was killed accidentally.
I say accidentally because two
inmates were fighting.
One stabbed the other.
One chased ... the one that was
stabbed pulled a knife, chased the fellow who stabbed him and the officer saw
him runn
down the second floor ... beaut ful officer-- an officer who
wouldn't do any
wrong to an inmate s
out between them, and the
inmate, in his
effort, stabt)ed the officer.
And
both d d
r
there.
At the end of that, the custod l staff at Vac
go on a
itable riot.
The medical s
that point lu
prison.
Shortly thereafter, the medical staff was removed
prison, and a nonmedical staff administration fuoved in.

ASSEMBLYVOMAN

Ll<:E:

Do you remembe

what year tha

was, Doctor?

DR. SLAUGHTER: I'm not sure. A decade ago...
more ... I'm sure there are some administrative types here who

a litt
an tel

it
you that.

I ... .

ASSEMBLYWOMAN U:E:

W<~ i l , that '

Okay ...

DR. SLAUGHTER:
it, I

But I know tha
jut don't know the exact years.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN LEE:

i

fine:.

the history ab accurate as I

Okay

DR. SLAUGHTI':R:
The tn•atment. .. a
lt'i:!Sl from t.hal pnint ... s artt'd
change, l.ilUSe cust
and ¥!(~• know th;..:re an~ lH,autiful people i_n cus
but there's still that attitudinal thing that this is a prison, these are
criminals, and they're supposed to be treated that way.
And it's easy for
folks who work in prisons, folks whose staff who work in prisons ... prisons are
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a sort of closed system. Folks who work in that system after a point start to
forget that the people who work there are not prisoners. You start almost to
treat each other as prisoners. The attitudinal thing shifts, the staff, the
medical staff ... at least the psychiatric part of that staff, started to not
have the kind of respect that they previously had. They no longer were in
change. People who are in charge call the shots. And a lot of good
psychiatric staff were driven away. Literally driven away from that prison by
the kind of attitudes and those things that they had to put up with. And over
the years people came in who did not have division of that prison as it
once ... as it was when it started and seemingly were willing to accept this kind
of demotion of the psychiatric-psychotherapy kind of treatment modalities
there, and over the years that has shifted to where it's now it's "pass out the
medicine, damn the therapy."
ASSEMBLYWOMAN LEE: Okay, now. Could you just tell us then, what. as
you see it, is the outcome of treatment and the benefits or the pluses and
minuses for treatment in terms of treatment using the therapy medication model
combined verses just strictly medication, in terms of its impact on the inmates
long-rangR, the staffs, society in general?
DR. SLAUGHTER: People who have emcJtional problems hav~ mixed-up ways
of thinking. Some of those mixed-up ways of thinking enter into why they com1!
to [Jrison in the first place. You ... medication is sort of like a cast ... if you
break a leg, you put a cast 11n it for a while and the leg heals. The only
difference is the medi~ation will cast the mind, but the minute ... unless you
help the mind, because it's a dynamic thinking apparatus, unless you connect
that control or do something with that thinking, help that person to think in a
different kind of way, why you got that sort of cast on ... when you take that
cast off the mind is about like it was before you put it on.
Now in that controlled situation in prison with the addition of the
control and medication, the prison for the most part just kept quiet. The
person leaves the prison and goes back into the free society, he carries with
him all of those crazy kinds of ways of thinking that nothing has been done
about other than keep the prison quiet with the medication, and he's back on
the streets and whatever he came in with he goes back out with. A lot of these
people, like has heen said by previous persons who testifies here should not be
in prison in the first place. They should be in hospitals. But over the last
decade or so, laws were passed that said you didn't have much control over how
long people stayed in hospitals, so rather than send folks to
hospitals ... people used to would be sent to hospitals now sent to prison, and
at a time when people are being sent to prisons who have more emotional
problems than before, at that time they're reducing the psychiatric care for
those people, except medication.
Medication without adequate psychiatric staff is wrong.
with adequate psychiatric staff can be very right.

Medication

ASSEMBLYVOMAN LEE: Given the overcrowding prison population, or
overcrowded prison population, what do you think, I mean realistically, is a
reasonable staffing ratio? Do you have any idea at this point what we should
look at in terms of medical staff to, or psychiatric staff to patient?
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DR. SLAUGHTER: I, you know, l would ... I don't have any way of giv
you the ratios of what Yl•U would want, but I would not staff a hospital with
more than 50 to 75
ients to every doctor there
ASSEMBLYWOMAN LEE:

That gives us

general round ....

Thank

very much.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:
DR. SLAUGHTER:

Thank you very rmK h,

Doc to 1 .

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: (Inaudible) Raise your hand, sir. Do you s
swear the testimony you're about to give l1efore lhis committee is the truth,
the whole truth, and noth
but the truth iil the best of your ability?
MR. CARL H. JORDAN:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: Could you identify yourself for
us what your testimony would be.

he record and

el

MR. JORDAN: Certainly. l1y llarne is C<trl H. Jordan, i 'm a consu
mechanical engineer in Berkeley, California. I've practiced in the des
study of heating ventilating and airconditioning systems for 34 years.
years of that was as Director of Mechanical Electrical Engineering for
Skidmore, Owings, and Merrill in San Francisco. I have a private practic~ now,
an independent practice. In the course of those 34 years, I've been involved
in almost all building types, including many, many hospitals, but to point out,
no prisons.
CHAIRMAN BURTON:

MR. JORDAN:

Few prisons, or no prisons?

Beg your pardon?

CHAIRMAN BURTON: Did you say you hav,,
airconditioning for prisons or no?

MR. JORDAN:

I

en involve

in des

have not.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:

Okay.

fine.

MR. JORDAN: I am an elected fellow of the American Society uf
Heating, Refrigerat
, and Airconditioning Engineers, which for convenience if
I refer to that again, I will use the acronym ASHRAE, A-S-H-R-A-E. I'd like to
start with just a few basics to set a framework for the discussion.
First the four factors that I believe are the primary things that
make people feel the way they feel in any environment and
are obvious
the temperature; the moisture content of the air is the second, and that can be
expressed in several different ways; thirdly is radiation either from the human
body to surrounding surfaces or vice versa; and finally the velocity of the air:
motion across your skin. The greater the velocity, usually the greater the
cooling effect. Now the body c:ools itself again using four primary techniques
that I'm aware of as an engineer. The first of which is respiration,
breathing. Both heat and moisture are expelled in that process. Secondly is
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convection, that is the conJuction of heat from the body skin to the ambient
air, and that happens anytime there is a difference between your skin
temperature and the air temperature. Evaporation, which is initially caused by
sweating of one form or another, and then that moisture on your skin
evaporating into Lhe air has a cooling effect on the body. And finally
radiation. Here again, any time there is a difference between the body skin
rature and the surrounding surfaces -- walls, ceilings, floors, and so on
-- there will be radiation one way or the other. For example, if the body
rature skin temperature is greater than the surrounding surface
temperatures, there'll be radiation from the body to the surrounding surface,
and vice versa.
In terms of systems and being a little on the simple side here for
brevity, the kinds of systems that one would find in most facilities, and
including prisons, are the obvious -- aidconditioning. The second would be
some form of evaporative cooling -- could either be directive evaporative
cooling. Raised in Fresno, we called them "swamp coolers" at that time in
residential work. But there's a second kind called "indirect" evaporative
cooling wl1ich cools the air to some degree without adding moisture to the air
as direct evaporative coolers do. The third category would be simply
ventilation, without it-her heating or cooling, necessarily. The first kind of
that, of course, is natural ventilation, simply by opening windows or other
apertures. And the second way is mechanical ventilation, usually fans through
a ducted system.
With that, I'd like to move on just a moment to the way I interpret
code as may apply to the situation at hand and I'm going to refer to Title 24
of the California Code of Regulations, which is basically the State Building
Code. For prisons and mental hospitals, the only thing I can find in the co~e
s in Part 2, and it requires ventilation either in the form of an operable
window whose area is at least one-twentieth of the floor area or ventilation
with outdoor air at a rate cf five cubic feet per minute per person ... a very
low rate. I set· r:o otb~'r ncquirements in the State Building Code for prisons
or mental hospitals.
For hospitals, on tlw other hand, in the same document, in tht:;
ical portion of the same document, it is very clear that if you're in an
ronment where the outdoor temperature exceeds 90 degrees, according to
r ain standards that I won't bore you with, you must provide mechanical
coo
to keep the space temperature inside to less than 80 degrees. And
Vacaville fulfills this criteria. Vacaville's outside air temperature under
the standards I'm citing is 100 degrees. So by code, Vacaville's ... a hospital
in Vacaville would have to have airconditioning. It's the state building code.
I'd like to talk about some design variations and buildings which
could either be appljed to new structures or in some cases existing structures.
I'll just go through them very, very quickly. Mass is an obvious, like our
outhwest Indians used to do, large adobe structures that capitalized on cool
overnight, storing it in the mass of the walls so that it became beneficial
cooling the next day. The same thing can be done in most climates.
Underground structure is another way to do that. Solar orientation, that is
how the windows face. For example, if all the windows face north, you're very
like
to get very little solar radiation into the cells for warming, and on
contrary if they face the other three compass directions, sometime during
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the day the sun go
to sh.ine ill and contribute to the jnterior heat uf the
celL temperatures ... which can be mit
ed
the fourth item here,
shade ... shade either
rees or pe
mo
practically, new canst
sh
acent build
If the w
s f a build
such a manner that they shade one another, beneficial shad
ran
ther design variation is b
in your outJoor ir for ventilatl
an unde
system of some o ... elaborant, a tunnel, a
basement ... and pick up actual "coolth." if you w 1 , as opposed to wa
, from
the earth, before that air is delivered u the space.
One of the things that's
according to what I've
he
that some of the spaces and, if you
that part of the time the
ircondit
system was not workin , therefore all of the spa e were Ge
ilated with air whos
emperature was at approximate
tht:c
outdoor air
rature. So if it's 100 or 105 degrees ou d(;or
venti
the empty space , you're actually pump
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bit so hat
the next.

Ice storage is used in umme ial aircorulitioning
the cost of power is
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from construction ....

MR. JORDAN:
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Well, that's ... some of the things that I've a rea
auld be either new construction or they could he retr"fit.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:

Which ones wr.JUld be retrofit!
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MR. JORDAN: Shading, for example. Some form of awning or other
of shading on the outsides of the windows in the cases where those
windows pointed either south, east, or west directions. Ah ... airconditioning
could be added, as a retrofit situation. It might or might not have the ice
feature that I talked about. And the air outlets might be able to be
retrofitted. Now I have not seen these, but that's a place I would certainly
~ypes

CHAIRMAN BURTON: And on ... because I know that there would be a
concern of, you know, the Legislature and the Governor about quote spending
money to make life easy for these miscreants of society. And I'm wondering,
like, what can be done, and using the broadest sense, retrofit way that we
could sure some 11f these problems with, I guess, you know, the least amount of
expenditure. I think things like awnings certainly are not a big-ticket item.
I would guess, you know, you would weigh off the retrofitting, the central
airconditioning versus the small airconditioning outfits that you see somewhere
that we could either put, you know, in the cells themselves or somewhere else,
in other words, I guess the least expensive way of doing this, because I can
imagine (inaudible) you know a lot of resistance for spending a lot of money
for airconditioning for prisoners that if they weren't bad people, you know,
wouldn't be where they are type of thinking. And so I would be interested
in the type of things you could think of that could be ... as well as systemic
changes, but also like I guess more or less the quicker economic fix that we
might do in places like Vacaville.
MR. JORDAN: I have not been to the site. The only one I've been to
is San Quentin and Atascadero and I think they are site specific. One would
almost have to look at that situation in one form <lr another in order to answer
your question more specifically. What I've tried to do here is simply outline
those things that one would have as a check list upon embarking upon such an
analysis.
CHAIRMAN BURTON: Before l interrupted you were getting at the
operational asperts. Thank you.
MR. JORDAN: Some of these I've already heard mentioned, but for
ompleteness I'll list them all. Obviously t11rn the lights off when it gets
oo hot. Try to enforce low activity of personnel. Remove as much clothing as
practical. Fanning with a fan on a person to increase the air velocity
o s the skin. Drinking more water, which permits more evaporation, the
rat ion prov idt::; more cooling ...
CHAIRMAN BURTON: When you're talking fanning, you're just talking
individual window fans?
MR. JORDAN: Absolutely. Absolutely. Absolutely. One could think
f an
lectr ic fan installed in a cell, but I' 11 leave that to
j ty tn lJe able to decide whether that's wise or not, but the principle i;
same
Cl!iling fans, as you·d find in a restaurant, for example, or in sowe
s. Show·ers, obvi<JUS ly, in an emergency situation ... again without knowirq
type of air handling equipment ... and by that I mean fans and ducts, it
d not. nee ssatily be impractiL:al to dump icP into them on a temporary basis
em•· rgency and le1 the ice melt and provide direct cooling for some
i<'cl o li!iw.
The direct. application of both wat!o!r and ice to persons. And
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it at times when the outdoor air is cooler -then absolutely yes. The more you can cool down the
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that process once the
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rature

reverse.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:

MR. JORDAN:

Any other questions?

Okay.

Thank you very much,

You're welcome.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: Michael Bien ... and Donald Spector. Raise your
se. Do each and each of you solemnly swear the testimony you're
about to give before this committee is the truth, the whole truth, and nothing
but the truth to the best of your ability?
MR. MICHAEL BIEN:
~IL

I do.

DONALD SPECTOR.

I do.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: Identify yourselves for the record please.
better sit at the other one or something. There you go.

You'd

MR. SPECTOR: My name is Donald Spector. I'm the Director of the
Prison Law Office, the legal services organization that provides services for
soners.
MR. BIEN: My name is Michael Bien. I'm one of the plaintiff's
ounsel along with Don Spector in the Gates v. Deukmejian litigation and also
in the newly filed Coleman litigation.
CHAIRMAN BURTON:

Go ahead.

MR. BIEN: I'm here to give you a little bit of background on Gates
v. DPukmejian which is a litigation filed in 1988 against the Department of
rrections. Later the Department of Mental Health was added as a defendant,
and we represent a class of prisoners at Vacaville on issues -- and my area of
the case was on psychiatric care, the case also dealt with other issues at
Vacaville. The case went to trial in the fall of 1989 and in the middle of the
rial the parties entered into negotiations and a consent decree was entered by
Carl on at the federal court here in Sacramento.
And the consent decree, as to psychiatric care provided for
changes in the level of staffing and the type of programming
ilable for prisoners at Vacaville. The schedule under the consent decree
tting these programs up and running unfortunately has not been followed.
onsent degree envisioned that the out-patient psychiatric program, the
where two of the prisoners who died on the night of July 2 were housed
s on I-3. That program was supposed to be fully staffed and
ional by October of last year. In fact, I returned this morning from a
of this federal court because the program is still not fully staffed
operational today, and we on June
in June of this year filed a motion
t with the court because this program has not been brought up to

Would these prisoners have been saved if the program had been fully
I can't answer that question. I do know that as of July 2, one-third
staff
lDPntal health professional staff -- that was supposed to be on
uni s, wa not there. These positions were vacant and unfilled.
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As I'm sure you've learned today, about heat stroke, as I've learned
in the last month or two, if ident fied in time, people can be saved. There
are symptoms of heat stroke. The onse
an be
f
taff
and if they know what they're look
for, perhaps these
auld
saved.
We have worked with the
degree procedures to develop ...

on officials

ASSEMBLYilOMAN LEE: Excuse me. Mr. Bien let me
question with regard to staffing leve s. What were
before the consent decree and what actual staffing leve s
and what do you think they are now?

r

MR. BIEN: Before the consent ... Dr.
expert on what they were before the consent decree
ratio of staff was far less in terms of the number
things have happened. One, the number of prisoner
prison since Gates v. Deukmejian was filed.
increased. Unfortunate , the b
increase in menta
we're waiting for to happen that's happening now ort
under
contempt ... it should have happened in our mind pursuant
which was an agreement of the parties and a court rder ...
the staffing would be far richer in the outpatient program
degree.
The ... ! was going to address the heat emergency
developed at CMF. We have been involved in mediations with
Corrections over the heat emergency plan. We spent time cal
country to other hot weather states to talk to people in
corrections, their experts, and we b
that informat
a good heat emergency plan has been developed for the sho
there's one major issue that so far not been satis
our opinion. The plan calls for at a certain temperature
the prison to take place. People who have high risks of
people on these medications, other people at the prison
patients, people with major disabilities, all these peop
heat. All these people would be identified at a
those people would receive special services at the pr
monitoring, and at some point actual vital signs monito
perhaps every eight hours basis.

f

at

lan.
plan
We think this is what is necessary and it's a
is the
has major flaw which we hope will be corrected soon. The
activating temperatures ... the
ratures at which the
special procedures in effect are
r than the
rature
that were in effect on
2nd or 3rd. So we devised a p
these deaths that, as we understand the facts that have been
Coroner's report, would not have been implemented on Ju
2nd and 3rd.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:

What are the temperatures that t
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the plan?

MR. BIEN: Ninety-five degrees inside is the temper~ture of the
latest version of the plan that I've seen which was an August 1 plan. And then
99 degrees internal temperatures to activate the more extreme part of the plan,
which includes vital signs monitoring. Our experts, the people we've
consulted, believe that that's too late.
CHAIRMAN BURTON: Rather than, I mean just for purposes of something,
guess clarification ... monitoring begins when the outside reaches 90
degrees ...

I

MR. BIEN:

Are you looking at the August 1 version?

CHAIRMAN BURTON:

MR. BIEN:

Yeah.

(Inaudible)

Monitoring begins of the temperatures, but in terms of

the ...
CHAIRMAN BURTON:

Yeah.

I see your point, yeah ....

MR. BIEN: But in terms of the program, stage two program, when the
temperature reaches 95 degrees inside the institution, then these things
happen. These are the things that really start benefiting the prisoners. And
then another set ...
CHAIRMAN BURTON:
MR. BIEN:

Get ready.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:
MR. BIEN:

Yeah.

95 is ...

CHAIRMAN BURTON:
MR. BIEN:

Alright, 90 degrees is like "get ready."

95 is do something.

And then if you look at page five, 99 is where ...

CHAIRMAN BURTON:

Activation plan.

MR. BIEN: The things really start happening that we think should
have happened before. We think this ... we're hopeful that they will react to
this in a way that ... and move these temperatures down. In our opinion ...
CHAIRMAN BURTON:

Do you have a figure?

MR. BIEN:

Well, it's something that we've gone around looking for
and thee isn't one, but we think the fact that these people who died ...
CHAIRMAN BURTON:
when they died?

Which should be a little bit better than it was

MR. BIEN: Yes. We think it should be 90 degrees internal for the
maximum operation. So about nine too high and maybe about 85 to start the
program going.
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CHAIRMAN BURTON:
before us tomorrow.

CHAIRMAN

staffing of the

l

'll br

MR. BIEN:

(Inaudible) This hearing was before Magistrate Moulds who
inns were that they

'owmendn t i Pns to Judgt> Car !ton.
His rPcommendat
until Octolwt Z to gt•t PVPry pu::ition fl.llt>d

Ol"

ltavP a wriltt•ll

ion from the person agreeing to take the position that they would fill
ion. In the interim, any vacancy for more than 20 days would have to
by overtime or by going to outside registries where you can hire
doctors. So, they've already been put under an order that hopefully
to
the program staffed ... and I hope that they'll comply by
to avoid an actual contempt fine.
CHAIRMAN BURTON: Is the out-patient program, you know, operational
not fu1
operational even though not fully staffed?
MR. BIEN: No. A recent report of the court-appointed mediator found
of July 1 it was less than 50 percent operational. Some parts of the
were closer to 30 or 25 percent operational. They are not operating
low staff.
're far from being operational.
I'd also point out that this same prison was airconditioned under
court orders in 1989. A hospital unit, the DMH unit we call it now,
tient unit, s airconditioned. Those wings are the same wings that
part of thi" regular facility and they're architecturally
ishable. Somehow it was possible to airconJition those wings to get
.program licensed. The in-patient medical hospital is also
ioned. That's all part of the same architectural structure and the
rative offices ... are airconditioned. I was up at the prison on July 3
were, there's nice airconditioning where I was ... and so we know the
an be airconditioned ... and again it's a matter of, of who's going to
and make that decision.
CHAIRMAN BURTON:
MR. BIEN:

The warden's office is airconditioned?

Yes sir.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: Why not? ... how 'bout ... statewide procedures such
You think that procedures that you're talking about here should have
application?
MR. BIEN:

Do you mind if I hand-off to Don?

CHAIRMAN BURTON:

Absolutely ...

MR. BIEN
CHAIRMAN BURTON:

... not.

Go ahead sir.

MR. SPECTOR: Well, that was just going to be my point is that I
ust the tip of the iceberg here. You have ... l,OOO or so
ients at Vacaville ... and to get to that level they have sent,
, hundreds f prisoners who are on these same types of medications to
e far-flung institutions that have grown-up in the last five years. He
in B
, which is near the Mohave Desert, we have prisons in
, prisons in San Diego where the temperatures regularly go
Now ... we have filed a lawsuit on behalf of all these
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prisoners because we don't believe they are getting adequate psychiatric care
and we made a motion for preliminary injunction, after the three deaths to
get ... prison officials to develop a statewide emergency plan
dea with hot
weather. Fortunately, and to their credit they have...
to come-up with a
plan; however, the plan will not be operational til November 1, when the
weather is expected to start cooling down. They have to in some inte
measures, but as Mr. Bien pointed out, we can expect these interim measure not
to be sufficient because we have a basic disagreement about when the
temperature rises when these plans should kick in.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: Well, well maybe as a result of
maybe the temperatures will drop a bit or someth
MR. SPECTOR:

s

hea

(Laughter)

CHAIRMAN BURTON: Do you have any ... other prisons that are in areas
where cold temperature could be a factor? Except for, I guess, are there any
prisons that are really in areas ... where, in other words, the test
we've
received that these drugs can also have an adverse effect on the individual if
you had, if you weren't really, let's assume you're in Siberia or some
like that with Mr. Gorbachev would there be anything that .. any of the prisons,
I'm trying to think of the ones, what Susanville?
MR. SPECTOR:
guess.

Susanville is ...

CHAIRMAN BURTON: Pelican Bay, Pellcan Bay wouldn'
Susanville probably would.

get that cuLd I

MR. SPECTOR: Susanville probably -would get the coldest. Jamestown
is in the Sierras. A lot of the prisons are in the val
, lone, Mule Creek,
Corcoran ... near, and Tehachapi also gets sno-w, I'm told. So
think that is
very much of a problem.
CHAIRMAN BURTON: A factor that, that the
rtment ought to look at
programs for ... for prisons that, that conceivably this ... in other words, the
reverse could happen if temperatures really dropped, I guess, a person might
freeze to death.
MR. SPECTOR: Right, and I just -wanted to point out that it's ... we'
not dealing just with temperatures, we're dealing, as Dr. Meenakshi pointed
out, -with staffing. You have to have the staff to properly monitor these
people ...
CHAIRMAN BURTON:

I understand.

MR. SPECTOR: ... and according to a study that was done at the behest
of the Legislature and it was released in 1989. About 25
t
prisoners in our population now are mentally ill. Of course, not all of them,
or actually not most of them, are on these psychotropic medications, but about
~ight p~rcent are at any given time.
That means -- or should be -- rhat means
Wt' tuve :1round, we have thousands of prisoners who are basically at risk from
suffering the same type of illness or brain damage tl1at these other prisoners
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and I think it's a ... Vacaville is near a major, two metropolitan areas,
ramento and San Francisco. These other prisons are in the middle of no
CHAIRMAN BURTON:
MR. SPECTOR:

Vacaville itself is becoming a ...

Major metropolitan area (laughter).

CHAIRMAN BURTON:
... metropolitan, major metropolitan area,
cording to recent census reports with its growth.
MR. SPECTOR: That's true and we're very concerned that the prisoners
these far-flung institutions that can't get psychiatrists to ... to implement
se kinds of plans, and I think one of our recommendations to the committee
would be to think about centralizing ... prisoners with these types of mentally
problems in specific prisons, which are close to metropolitan areas. So
you could ... have adequate staffing.
Other recommendations that we have, is ... is what
Meenakshi said, is that, you might want to think about having the
rtment of Mental Health take over more of the responsibility of caring for
these prisoners than the Department of Corrections. They do that partly at
Vacaville for the hospitalized patients. They're more mental health oriented.
The Department of Corrections is custody oriented, and by nature is going to
more of a difficult time implementing these kind of systems. So, I just
urge the committee to think of the others besides Vacaville here.
CHAIRMAN BURTON:

Questions, members of the committee? Ms. Lee.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN LEE: Yeah. Did the consent decree order a different
of treatment modality in recommending the increase, or ordering the
increase, in staffing, or did it just strictly deal with the staffing issue?
MR. SPECTOR: Well it's a whole program that's about ... SO pages long,
think ... and it has all different components about what type of therapy should
and what type of staffing is necessary.
ASSEMBLYVOMAN LEE:

So it did speak to programmatic?

MR. SPECTOR: Yes. It does reach programs. It dosen't order
programs for specific people obviously. That's a clinical judgment
staf can make once they're there. The problem is they're not there
it ... either Vacaville or at the other institutions.
The other problem that I wanted to touch on was the fact that,
of the budget problems that the counties are having and the lack of
that's gone into mental health in the counties, the prisons have become
less the dumping ground for mentally ill patients. That's why we have
25 percent in there and I think the Legislature and this committee snould
think seriously about whether it's appropriate to punish mentally ill prisoners
ing them in a strict prison setting and whether, whether there are
ternatives ... such as putting them in a Department of Mental Health facility
putting them on an intensively supervised out-patient probation, which
wouldn't be more cost-effective and more public safety oriented. Thank you.
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be allowed to be used as interventions
are not
the same authority that
, and that is the authority to be able to
behavioral point of view, the psychological
conduct, and design programs to combat their
lusion is that we need to reach a decision and
we want to happen in these facilities. If the
t better, then we need to more closely examine, I
, and nature of the hospitals. I would be more
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testify today
because many of them
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on in San Francisco. There are now 17,500
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(Inaudible)

BOLAND:

Ms. Boland.

Hi, Mr. London.

we doing anything about the physical
we're finding out what happens? Is it a birth
a lot of patients in the prisons, but we also
're controlling them with drugs. Have we found

the jury s not completely in on that.
that shows that ... that there is quite possi~ly
a and some other mental disorders and
ture has done a proper job of dumping money
will help in the com
years, if we are able
··au s of the disorders and illnesses that people
chance of treating them, that's for sure.
One of the reasons for asking that, is there
give for different degrees? Does counseling
Is the theory that it is controllable with
s and counse ing, and again are there
lize the prisoners into degrees in the

the ... from what I understand, again I'm not
resent the r views, as I understand it
ient individually and try to ascertain what

t
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is going to best work for them in a treatment prugr
There re, I think the
idea, though, is to condition them and condition their behavi(Jt so that they
can become more
With the
prison populat
think,
suffer from
severe mental illnesses and
s ... medications
are almost always neces ary
into any
of
treatment program. However
erventions with
the prison
ion I
a
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that suffer
severe mental illnesses and disorders and no
es medications
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enter into any type of
treatment program. Howeve , you do
interventions, the
milieu therapy
succe sful
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How can they go
whatever environment
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doubt the medicat
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CHAIRMAN BURTON:

Anna regorJ_an,
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a brief
we hear

Legal Assistant, Prisoner's
the Protection Advoc
people.
go into session it' my underst
opening statement or rebuttal
llasical
from the
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Would you
testimony you are
to
and no
but the truth to

swear that the
he whole truth,

Yes.

CHAIRMAN BURTON

, thanks.

r the

re~.:ord,

please?
name is Anna
the Prisoners' Right Union, which is an
the rights of prisoners
institutions. We do this in a variety of ways
and these people focus on issues important to them ...
MS. GREGORIAN:

CHAIRMAN

Just take your

t

MRS. GREGORIAN
.. and act
concern them. The deaths at
aus not
these deaths were handled
of Mental Health staff,
r Jame
Harris. We believe that a lot of money and time
deaths; the invest
ion was superficial and
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resent at ive of
d to protecting
penal
-help material

into it, go

in affairs that
and their families
's about how
and the Department
t Attorney Jack
these

to talk about changes in a few rules because there
medical practices and CDC rules that could have
There are a number of facts that illustrate our point.
that staff was unaware that there was a medical
Staff either misinterpreted or overlooked many
and morning, and conducted business as
il
trate these incidents we look at what happened to James
died around
on
3rd. He was a confused, mentally
and t
lized man sitting in a cell with plugged-up vents so air
circulate. Staff had twice entered the cell after James Otwell's
ted
possible fight between his roommate and himself and
the man was dead. They didn't even check him even though
himself which would have been a noticeable stench.
staff presented unusual evidence about what happened on July
died around 2 A.M., his cell mate had noticed that his
been labored but staff didn't notice even though he had urinated
well. In fact, three staff members, Lt. Canton, Correction
, and MTA Glenda Moore, all say they saw Cecil up and about in
at a time when he was dead. We do not believe that these highly
trained individuals ould all jndependently make this type of mistake. These
s may have been afraid and attempted to conceal the deaths, but we
concerned with this sort of behavior.
lea
there were no adequate procedures in place for the
1
summer
ratures to deal with patients on high-risk
who are too sick or confused to self-monitor. In fact, in the
Cannata was housed, the lights were turned off making it
minimal evaluation to take place.
the nurse on duty denies inmate Byron Johnson's
screamed for help. Mr. Johnson testified that Cannata
lot before he died. Johnson's description of the
is more probable than her description. He was
inted out. These incidents illustrate that it is
overlooked important clues that a medical emergency

Coroner, completed a very superficial
have investigated the two additional deaths that
heart attack and the suicide. These deaths may have
hot weather. To my knowledge there has been no outside
deaths. James O'Brien is also negligent in not
future deaths could be attributed to this heat wave.
complications as a result of this incident that
able. He did not require notification of hospital
for the following weeks, and he should have.
California Medical Facility's assessment of the
institution as 100 degrees are inaccurate. Because
from employees, prisoners, and ex-offenders who say
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CHAIRMAN
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best of your
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f your statement?
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very much. Next, f
the Protection
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whole truth, and nothing but the truth to the
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I do. My name is Arthur Rosenherg, I'm an
Advocacy. Protection Advocacy is a federally
t the
s of psychiatric patients both in
ric facilities throughout the state of California.
What this commit.1Y•' is trying to do 1~; correct some of the problems
in Vacaville on July 3rd and July 4th in the high temperatures
sulted in the deaths f three
ients. I think the concerns are valid
think what this committee is trying to do is really well taken and really
be done; however, I think, as Mr. Spector pointed out but in a
different context, I think this is just the tip of the iceberg.
The use of
ropic medications whether they be in state prisons
be in
iatric facilities is a very serious and very
rous use of medication. This is not to say that these medications do not
benefit and do not help psychiatric patients throughout California.
But what has to be
is that there is a concomitant responsibility to
with these medications properly and that they are dangerous.
In 1977 the Assembly Office of Research did a report on the deaths of
ients and the use f medications at mental health facilities.
zed
that time is that death is a result, not frequent,
cur as a result of the use of these kinds of medications.
rthermia is in the literature. Hyperthermia is a result of the use of
medications, while infrequent, does occur in facilities when the
rature gets too
We are making an attempt here through this
committee to try to address that problem; however, I think what I'd like to
-- and just spend a couple of minutes -- is there are other
There's other factors that need to be addressed whether these
are used in risons or in psychiatric facilities. It's been
while a low risk ...
CHAIRMAN BURTON: We are not into the issue of these drugs in other
ilities, that's something ....
MR. ROSENBERG:

Fine.

MR. ROSEtiBERG

rying to point out, though, today is that
kinds of facilities and in this prison, as in
that 1 wouldn't want this committee to come back at
road and deal with other issues and other risks. And I

CHAIRMAN
be deal

11, those issues will be dealt with, are dealt
Mr. Bronzan's Health Committee.

fine, thank you very much.
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in-patient program. I was quite concerned, I talked to Dr. Meenakshi in 87,
one of thl' tt::;t iii<~rs, and I was quite concerned with our ability to prcwide
in-patient services. I personally went to Mental Health and asked them to comt~
to the
artment of Corrections and operate the in-patient program, and I
mi
add at no ... at
by the majority of medical and treatment
staff at Vacaville including Dr. Meenakshi, at that time, who felt more
appropriate
it should be run
the Department of Corrections. We went and
got the Department of Mental Health to come in and I'll tell you the basic
reason. We knew that they have staffing levels that are approved by Finance
and the Legislature.
They spend in the Department of Mental Health In-Patient Unit between
That's the average cost of treatment in
an in-patient unit. We were not able to get that kind of staffing nor
resources when the department was operating it, so we went to get the
Department of Mental Health to come in and operate the in-patient unit. In
1988-89 we brought in $15 million of new in-patient care through the Department
of Mental Health. A hundred and forty new positions, 1988-89, to provide a
more adequate level of in-patient treatment services at the Department of
Corrections. In 1989-90, we added another $2-1/2-$3 million and 44 positions
for out-patient care, that's for the 950 inmates on the out-patient side of the
equation. And I bring you these staffing numbers just to let you know in the
last couple of years some great efforts have been made to try and increase
staffing.
$60,000-$70,000 per year per inmate.

You heard from the lawyers on the Gates case who are doing a fine
job, and aggressively pushing it, as I'm sure they should, that the ... in
particular a question by Assemblywoman Lee -- how many staff were added by the
litigation. You didn't get an answer to that question. The answer is
none. The answer is that in 1989-90 the Department of Corrections at its own
initiative and working with CRIPA at that time came up with a staffing package
that went to the legislature and through the Governor that added that $2-1/2
million for out-patient. Now, we have not been able to staff that and the
attorneys are correct. They are correct when they say we have not moved as
fast as we should have or we would like to have moved in terms of bringing that
program on board. But to give you perspective, today we have 100 positions
that were added;
are vacant, 14-1/2 are being recruited for a total of 21
itions. What
test fled to, and they are a hundred percent right, are
that we need to fill those positions in the out-patient side. We have 22
vacancies out of
0. So I want to put in perspective those kinds of staffing
issues. It
that we staff these facilities. And we concur with
the
or
entations that adequate staffing is critically important.

aker ha

CHAIRMAN BURTON: Mr. Director, I'm sorry to interrupt you, but the
ordered us to the floor.

MR. GOMEZ:

Could I add two more points.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:

Sure.

MR. GOMEZ
The issue of airconditioning has been brought up. We
at the issue of airconditioning, it's about $15 million. We are
look
that
We'll talk to it more tomorrow. Also, the issue of
whether we have sent a
to all institutions regarding the heat emergency
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The Committee on Public Safety will come to
rder as a subcommittee to continue the hearing on the Vacaville matters.
Could you all please rise and raise your rights hands? Do you and each of you
so
swear the test
you are about to give before this committee is the
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth to the best of your
abilities?
I do.
CHAIRMAN BURTON: Let the record so indicate.
, Mr. Gomez, so please continue.

Alright.

You had

I'll try and keep it brief. My name is James Gomez.
'm the Direct<Jr of Corrections and we had the opportunity yesterday to speak
r a few minutes on tra
at Vacaville. Today I'd like to outline three or
four what I consider
tant issues for the committee to hear regarding this
I think when one puts in perspective, we ask the question when this
what i di ferent, what is unique, what has made this happen in 1991
that did not happen for the past 10 or 20 years. As you all well know
p
services have been provided -- and testimony was given yesterday by
Dr. Slaughter and others -- for over 30 years at Vacaville and the heat
lems have been exist
at Vacaville during those full 30 years. So we
asked the questions f our experts, what was different in these particular
c rcumstances? Tak
a note from the coroner's investigation is probably the
most definitive material available today. They came out with the finding that
was a combination of four factors: the heat; lack of circulation of air;
medication, which Dr.
r will go into more detail in terms of Haldol, the
l ondit
the three inmates; and the suddenness of the heatwave.
few minutes on the suddenness of the heatwave. We had
e from the Friday prior to this to the Monday when July
icant rise in temperature and according to doctors
to, it appears it's very difficult for some people to
lamation. Even us in society that do not have these kind
have a hard time with that kind of major temperature
short period of time. We think that was certainly a part of the
and it is something that has not happened as frequently as many
we have reviewed. I'm going to ask Dr. Casey later
committee some general questions that we have asked
se in a little more detail.
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CHAIRMAN BURTON: Well you probably, I mean there's got to be some
kind, I don't know, but I would assume that there's a balance between what you
have on the day shift and what you might have available on the swing and the
graveyard shift.
MR. GOMEZ: I think you're right, but I think one would have to look
on a statewide basis. We have thousands and thousands -- probably 4,000 or
5,000 --out-patients throughout the Department of Corrections ... at all
different prisons. And to take a look at providing that kind of increased
surveillance is something we certainly can do. But, you have to put it in the
context of the need of typically psychiatric out-patients and their need for
that kind of observance.
Now, what we are going to do is we're going to go back and take a
look at those on heavy medication throughout the system. And whether we, there
is a need to design a different program on an outpatient basis. That's
something we will be looking at. But ... you need to be able to understand that
the significant difference between even the in-patient program fully staffed,
fully operational ... the problem occurred on that site as well as the
out-patient site. And I think that's important for this committee because it
puts in perspective that you, that there are some issues that staffing cannot,
cannot handle and I think heatstroke can be listed as one of those.
CHAIRMAN BURTON:

As one of what?

MR. GOMEZ: I don't think that I or anyone else can sit in front of
this committee or any other committee and guarantee you that if you gave me a
tremendous number of staff that I could guarantee or give you any assurance the
deaths in a psychiatric program are not going to occur, and I will not be able
to feel comfortable doing it. I would not do it.
CHAIRMAN BURTON: Well, I don't think anyone would ask you for a
guarantee about anything except best efforts in dealing with foreseeable
circumstances.
MR. GOMEZ: And I think that's reasonable.
reasonable. I think, uh ...

I think that's

CHAIRMAN BURTON: Have you given some thought or, I don't know if you
, hut as your looking at these other things maybe some ... there was a point
rai ed yesterday by I forget who ... about maybe having, in other words, instead
of having the psychiatric patients spread throughout the system that maybe
there would be a way to have them more consolidated.
MR. GOMEZ: ... We will be taking a look at some more regional
approache
I think that's a fair, it's a fair analysis. And we're going to
take a look ...
CHAIRMAN BURTON: In fact, I think the point was made in connection
with the, maybe the desirability of the position or your ability to fill some
vacant positions
professional people.
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MIL GOMEZ: I think that's true but on the othe
patient/out-patient program here at Vacaville ... which is a
out-patient program. Almost the size of a mental hospital.
very difficult to recruit at this particular location for a
in salary,
conditions, and the like. It is not
recruit for
compare other conditions that peop
came up yeste
and the
The emergency heat plan.
heat plan, we consulted with
deve
We than c lled in three
Department of Corrections with noth
Corrections from Harvard, Yale, and
to come in
and they have, and
've told us from their perspective that
plan
In
have
in writ
1 listened very
the test
and I went back and we met with medica
some people
believed based on those discussions and
committee
that we are going to err on the side of c
plan and so we'
go
to go back and we're going to make
emergency heat
and
the
ratures down
some of st
, very strong action rather than the 95
don't feel uncomfortable with the 95
plan listed.
this issue
err on the side of caution. I
BURTON:

MR. GOMEZ

We'll be

CHAIRMAN BURTON:

MR. GOMEZ

... (

to

o th<-:m ...

a

(Inaudible -- mic

L

)

.

(inaudibl(:) ... no

think you'

ri

bee us

and we

il

them.
CHAIRMAN BURTON: (Inaudible -- microphone
the emergency plan where Vacaville or on the s
to get a copy of it.
MR. GOMEZ:

No problem.

We'd be happy to

that.
The
Dr. Mayer get

u

We 1, and I went back ...

CHAIRMAN BURTON:

be

( lnaud b

are two other issues that I would like to

CHAIRMAN BURTON: I was refresh ... I was reminded
when I ta
itt
down
iat
with the
s
and the Director's comment was, yes that he would. And we
that
don'
have your proxy.
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MR. GOMEZ:

We'll sit down and discuss it with them.

We're more than

CHAIRMAN BURTON: Discuss and negotiate come to, you know, try to do
for the state.
HR.
!wu

GOHI'~Z:

y.,.

WP

will ity and du wlwl':; eight

Jot

tht:' st.ll<',

Ill'

i

The issue f aircondit
came up yesterday. It was brought up in
, it was also brought up by myself. We have taken a look and we gave
a preliminary estimate. It's a conceptual estimate of $15 million to
ion those
in Vacaville. We also have to take a look at the
r place where patients have psychiatric drugs being administered, and
r that's not something that we should ... if one should consider, wouldn't
do it at each institution or on regional basis if you went to regional ...
CHAIRMAN BURTON: For example, assuming San Quentin was San Quentin
years ago and you were treating people there, you probably wouldn't have
it. You might well want to do it in a San Diego prison. In other words,
know, I think you take the mix of the temperatures. I mean, in other
, you take the total
ture. I don't know if you need to do it in
And we talked about, we talked about Susanville and the one's up
You may want to take a look at something there, some type of at least
Roebuck, the p
, Quartz heaters that in case you have a, all of a
, you know, unseasonably cold period that you have something available
So, I mean, I don't think necessarily, although it would probably be
o have it systemwide, I assume that all the warden's offices are all
tinned and heated, etc.
MR. GOMEZ: I would like, I would like to put that in perspective,
of the Pelican Bay and Susanville and the like. We are not intending
psychiatric programs in remote locations where it is difficult to
and retain staff. One of the issues that is most ...
CHAIRMAN BURTON:
anvilJe or ...

You don't have any, you don't have any up in

MR. GOMEZ:
point is ... is simply that in order to effectively look
ssue
would require looking at a minimum of six or seven
that you would need to take into account. You'd also need to take
the physical layout. One of the issues is psychiatric services,
Bur
CHAIRMAN BURTON:

We're talking about psychiatric services or

?

MR. GOMEZ:

We're talking airconditioning ...
, I know, I'm serious.
Well I'm very serious.
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CHAIRMAN BURTON: How about, well why not, I'd like you, and 1
money situation sitting on the subcommittee that deals with your
, I would think you could, should give some consideration to,
there are, you know there's other ways to have airconditioning
aircondit
--there may be ... some portable cooler-type
fans. You could have fans blowing off blocks of ice. I don't
int tha I'm
is, this again, there should be something
ized airconditioning and old showers and fluid. I mean, you
maybe find out that that's exorbitant or maybe you find out
million-one you can have portable, you know some kind of
ion
ope
ives or fans or cold blowers in the whole
if it's 14 million, I mean then that's another thing. If
a million-one then we can take a look at it.
I unde
tand, and we will go back and look ... we'll go
whether we an isolate units, and only do units where
.. certain medic ion administered. There's a lot of things that
opportunity to look into which may be more cost effective. But,
perspect i•1e ...

BURTON:

• GOMEZ:

I

No, I understand.

thi

I mean I, you know, I mean I,

's

CHAIRMAN BURTON:

You know you way that you could ... you know, you way
You ould way the $15 million versus the human life
ial of lawsul s with the state and potential, if they sue
section, the attorney's ... the attorney's fees become rather
any balance off ... I guess you'd have to up to 20 before you

5.

120

• GOMEZ: I under tand that. I'd like to put into perspective for
the rest of the committee members. We had budget reduced by
this year ... $120 million.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:

were treated better than anybody.
we we

treated better than anybody.

But

l lor,. reduct

BURTON:
GOMEZ:

We understand.

No, I mean, I think everybody

I'd like to be able to finish what I'm saying.

BURTON:

Al

I really

, well, go ahead.

One
red
lion dollars,
amount in a $2.4 billion budget. Even
We did not cut medical ervices, which
40 m Ilion. We cut med al services zero
-48-
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... we' 11

with

orne
not the
Some

We asked a series of 11 questions that we tried to put down
will come up and give you some testimony on that. But let me
inds of questions we asked so that a lay person could better
what steps do we make, do we need to take to avoid a recurrence?
be substituted for these drugs and what are their side
have we sent to the field? Should we move the California
out-patient program to CMC or other, some less hot location?
afe temperature in the housing units? Does reducing the
dosage, the dosage during heat periods make sense? That's
say, "well why I don't we just reduce the dosage"?
BURTON: Well, according to testimony we had yesterday, it's
dosage, it's the deal itself.
That's r
And we tried to get you some answers.
ral questions. What procedures and practice have we changed at
ility since the deaths? Is there any reliable information that
move these informations? Can we identify some specific factors
Those are the kinds of questions that we've been asking and
to have Dan Casey after Dr. Mayer testify as one of our
rts and some of the information they're providing us. We're
those penetrating questions that can allow us to better operate a
than we do today. With that, I'm going to turn it over to
opening comments.

BURTON:

We l, well before we hear from the doctor, I think
I've got some questions.

ou tell me whether these better go to the warden or you, okay?
GOMEZ:

Let'

lis

Sure.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:
... statement yesterday ... that it can be
staff twice entered Mr. Otwell's cell. As they went in, you
words, somebody ... his roommate went in. His roommate ... you
and came back and conceivably the person, Otwell, could have
nobody recognized that or nobody was alarmed. The ... you add
staff members say that they had ... that they saw Bracy up and
when I think it's a fair statement to say he was probably dead.
other, I mean those are facts, those are factual things.
've got an inmate who said he heard Cannata scream. The nurse
I mean that's, I mean, I don't even think that's necessarily
answering. The two, two additional deaths
could tell us what they were ... would appreciate
another thing that, is it a fact that the inmates
rviewed conce
first-hand knowledge to the incident all of
ransferred to other institutions ... and if so, why? Then there's
the windows and the cell doors are closed, which would make it
to hear if, you know, if the plaintiff was, (inaudible),

. GOMEZ: I think those are all appropriate questions.
presentation ...
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the

nothing to ga
isor, a lieutenant,
already
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CHAIRMAN BURTON: I mean I'm a -- I don't know maybe a doctor could
-none of it-- it may or may not be that important but it's just
ing but it would seem to me that rigor couldn't set in that

It'

r

tand

hat ...

Cau 1 l.inid:!
J gut>ss :>-ilt•ncv Ls <n·,···[>l.ut<·•· is
It would seem that in that kind of weather (inaudible) l

BURTON:

saw them that
se mean, again, we could get a doctor
ould probably say, but I
the guy wouldn't be looking
about 40 minutes before he threw his shoe. So I don't know the
either, and it
rta
wasn't a leading cause to the death,
an indication tha something's amiss with the procedures in the
's all, I mean that's all that would be indicated. I mean
be no
ility in the death, that if they hadn't seen him
be alive. Ir would just seem to me that if in fact they saw
couldn't or
saws
that almost any medical person
would probab
show that there was something wrong with him,
ion or I don't know what, that they should have been able to
out and at least all s
's attention to it, that in all
or may not have done any good and that's the only point
we're not try
lo fix lame, we're looking for systemic
can
ixed.
1

, so it isn't like --you're right, where they saw him they
the person
be nu different, the person would be dead.
interestinFj i , in fact, the person was dead 'Why did they say
1 three of them mistake somebody else for this person or if
he was in
alive, that there wasn't something brought to
he
't look that good, although the doctor could
he could look great and go over, you know, like that, so
the
soners that have been moved.
I

YLST:

The prisoners that have been moved on that particular
into a crisis state of management, obviously, with the
the situations. And I immediately made arrangements via
t uf al
intake and secondly to single cell the
that we had
difficul
on. You have to remember that at
didn't know what I was dealing with. I had a
that we
me advice and from a lay perspective I
thing to do was at lea t start by single celling. And so,
made the decision to take 50 inmates off of that floor and
r institution.

BURTON:

• YLS1':

were moved, excuse me, you moved

Ye .

BURTON

of these 50 how many were like, "percipient
interviewed like ...
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you Dr.
or the

ells
windows,
auld

after the death but then when the sergeant ordered that the
, be torn down but then told the inmates that as soon as he
them replaced.
Do you know anything about that Warden?
Yes.
The California Medical Facility is a very large
is basical
split into two areas.
Building Number 21 is at
new construction; it has nothing to do with psychiatric

BURTON:

It's a prison .

.. . is actually a separate prison.
As to whether the
lation system was working that day I do not knm.r. Yest'erday
that I heard that particular testimony.

was

report

CHAIRMAN BURTON: Didn't they report to you, shouldn't somebody
that the ventilation systems are down?
. YLST:

rta inly .
And they didn't.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:
YLS'f:

L don't

BURTON:
MR. YLST:

know that

Well, wil

it was.

I didn't lwa.

you check and see if it was or wasn't?

Certainly.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:

And then if it was down what are you going

do
. YLST:

If i

CHAIRMAN BUR'fON:
. YLST:

was down, obviously, I need to take at look at

Ho*' cc;me somebody didn't tell you .

Exact

CHAIRMAN BURTON: Because I would doubt that the custodial people
because thes are cons, "Who gives a damn."
I mean, I don· t
feel that way.
I don't either and again, that's new construction.
it actually went down, but I don't know.

I

BURTON: You didn't mention about weather or not the Otwell
think I asked, in other words, it's clear as a matter of
was taken someplace and brought back, which means that
cell twice.
YLST:

Somebody was in the cell twice by -- an actual sergeant,
entered the room between 3 and 3:30 and had a conversation
the conversation stemmed around that his particular cell mate
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Fine.

Ten

Yes, we have regular training programs, we're modeled
Program, and we're also modeled after Springfield,
federa institution, which was recommended to us in terms
And basically all members of that team are
only do we tra , obvious , correctional staff for
f psychiatric disorders, but also, conversely we ask for
ial workers and stuff to help with the security aspects. I'm
in the philosophy that you cannot have a good program unless
urity and you cannot have good security unless you have good
c
do with an individual if he does not feel
is a lot of training that takes place.

BURTON:
roximately, just how frequent is this, is it
six months, every year?
Oh, no, it's an ongoing, as to actual numbers and hours,
you,
'san ongoing, it's not a one shot.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN LEE:

av.

BURTON: And if this i
with t - one, J know
roke down'i
The aircondit
r to the inc

or Dr. Mayer, feel free t.o pass and
isn't
how long was the

system on the DMH Program was not
What happened was ...

What

is
was nut authorized, it was under
ized for completion prior to the incident.
t
ision prior to the incident to turn the thing
and in violation of -- excuse me, turn it on,
warranty and in violation of the State office of Architect.
happened was we turned it on in the morning at 9 o'clock. It
We had
at approximately 1 o'clock. It lasted
The a
system was turned back on fully
afte
3 o'clock and in the morning, the
a ire
, it tripped. The airconditioner
words, the cold- making mechanism, did not stop. It was
7:30 in the

BURTON
There was no air-conditioning there even in the
this one

. YLST:

The

was not.

UlHDENTIFIED VOICE:
I

'

That's correct.

Correc .
stem.
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CHAIRMAN BURTON:
HR. GOMEZ
We were renovating, a $2 million
aircondit oning into the building.
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CHAIRMAN BURTON:
GOMEZ

We 1, the mental health ...

CHAIRMAN BURTml:
HR. GOMEZ
'till 88-89 so the
i

tal out

in

Took so

The mental health facility itself d
out
program for that started
slature is about a three-year

CHAIRMAN BURTON:

HR. GOMEZ:

What took you so long?

ome
line
that year.

So an airconditioner· as a rer.ro i

That's correct.

CHAIRMAN BUR'l'ON: Okay. Now, I guess we could a
what they were
doing which probab
didn't make a hell of a lot of sense to me, maybe s
could comment, they were taking the hotter air from the out ide and blowing
that into the cell .
MR. GOMEZ:
system works on
wo s on outside
CHAIRMAN

that total
the facil ty
can ...

-- you have to have
air, even the air ondit
ThE; whole sys
works
That' s a not ht-: r· re son

l

unp

then, huh'l
MR. GOMEZ: Ye . What you cannot do is shut oii the air movement
systems, you would just end up with stale air, which wou
worse.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: I understand, I understand.
clear, Director Gomez, we would like to know, what
you
put your think
hat on, f
out what kinds of plans
can come up with,
within budgetary constraints. I mean, awnings are fair
inexpensive things, a
lot of
help if you're building new ons
tion, you know,
there were sugge
made. You may even want to even
t the person that
testified, how to build it so that the windows are fac
certain way. I
lot of stuff that could be done that I would bet
mean, there i
you none of us
to until something like
happens, and
ial
pr
orne of
f
down in those hot areas. And I would just think you'd
a lot of
consideration o that, and then whether or not there is a way that you can -under new construction and maybe less expensive in some way even to put some
aircond.i t ion in£.; prou:s~; into it
but there were a who I e lot of suggestions
-')I -

that aren't going to cost a lot of money-- it's just how the
and how it shapes and I don't whether it gets into trees or
the windows at a different -- at a different slant so they
the sun as much, but I would really would hope, you know, in
tion that's easy to do, and I would doubt if it's going to be that

. GOMEZ: I think that there has been a lot of, lot of thought
new construction, most of those areas as you just pointed out we've
onstruction, the slanting of the buildings, the airconditioning
some of the locations such as Imperial and Blythe we do have
systems
ai , swamp coolers. I think the issue of going back and taking a
ondit
ook at what the mechanical engineer (inaudible), we will certainly go and do
) to survey that, anything that is inexpensive.
that (
awning issue, although it sounds inexpensive may not be as
I asked that same question last night, and it may not be as
as we would first think.
-

Gove

elec
if

CHAIRMAN BURTON: Can't be that much. What you do is you take
ian's prison-- or whoever's prison industry program and we
become awning makers. I really think, I mean, you know, they make a
furniture for the Legislature, they used to when I first got
and I mean I really think that there is a kind of a way to do it anJ
that it might be something that makes their life easier you're
the best damn awnings you ever saw in your life.
MR. GOMEZ:

ll

I understand.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: And my brother's on that board and he'll give you
he can give you. Doctor, nice to see you. I hope we didn't keep

you

WILLIAM

is
of

what

the

M~Ylj:R:
Not at all. Chairman Burton and Ms. Lee, my name
r, I am a physician, specialist in psychiatry, and the Director
rtment of Mental Health.
(inaudible) Thank you.

feel very privil~ged to
considered to be a very
arcerated in the
a great privilege

be here to take part in this discussion of
serious issue and that is the care of
penal system who, also, are mentally ill,
to be here and I thank you.

We were very concerned. About six weeks after I arrived on the scene
ement was made that we had lost three patients at Vacaville. I
went down there where I met Director Gomez. We were together
e of hours of the incident or of the deaths, also met with Warden
lvia Blount who's here with me today, who is the Executive
Psychiatric Program run by our department within the facility

were particularly concerned because this kind of an incident is
almo
ard of for pa ients on the drugs that we assumed and, in fact, found
to be
, kinds tlf drugs that these people were on, while it is true, and you
heard from wo physicians yesterday that the major psychotropic drugs do
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(Inaudible) Okay. Ms. Boland, I think you're oppos"d to it. You're
Okay, moved by Lee, secnnd by Burton,
aye. Boland not voting, the bill's on call. Thank

ur whatever.

ahead, doctor .
. MAYER: The medications that we give for the side effects include
them is Benadryl, which is commonly available. If you've taken it
for example, you many notice some drying of the mouth, probably
that you don't perspire as freely. The more important drug
~hich we give specifically to combat side effects does have
i-colonergic effects which simply means that it interferes with
or reduces certain bodily functions, including sweating. The
lf reduces the ability of the body to perspire and to get rid of
a way that cools so we can assume that those effects may be additive
ext.ent, but again I have to repeat that in the hundreds of
people that have been given these drugs usually in combination
ing more than an irritant. It hasn't threatened lives of
anyone.

it's

CHAIRMAN BURTON: So you disagree with the other two physicians that
that this could happen'!
DR. MAYr:R:

Absolutely.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:
DR. MAYER:

Absolutely I disagree.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:
• MAYER:

I'm sure ... absolutely you disagree.

Okay.

I got it .

When rhe term is ...

CHAIRMAN BURTON: You didn't obviously fall dead of shock but you
over of shock when you -- in other words, was this one of the
you said, how could this possibly have happened?
• MAYER:

That'

what we felt, how could this possibly have ...

CHAIRMAN BURTON: There's a ton of medical journal things, you know,
ed heat stroke talking about the drugs, it goes, you know, kind
and on -- in other words if it were a mild form of heat stroke and
' t die would you have been surprised.
In other words, that if they
t stroke, but it wasn't fatal?
MAYER:

Even heat stroke, Mr. Burton, is not a frequent side
of giving these drugs. We give them, especially Haldol,
f choice in most psychiatric facilities not only in this state but
country, and even the western world. And the number of times
icular untoward incident has occurred is so small as a
of the number of doses given and the number of people
was completely surprising to us.
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DR. CHON: Right, but at the cause of death, at least what the
determined that the cause of death was, the excess of lithium in the
that time. They were not ...

CHAIRMAN BURTON: Which other people disputed and I mean the only
t
-- I'm not trying to rehash that but what I'm trying to say is
that
not as far as Ms. Palsgraf is concerned but that it is kind of -it's
the law students in the class -- that it's somewhat foreseeable that
these
s, one-- it isn't somewhat, it is totally foreseeable that they
cause
roblem in body temperature heat regulation. And that if the
temperatures -- if you have that problem plus with temperatures getting up
real
that that can exacerbate that situation, now whether it leads to
death or not is something that ...
DR. CHON:

Right.

The issue though -- lithium is a different class

of drug
drugs.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: ... I'm not talking lithium, I'm talking these other
I know what lithium is.
DR. CHON:

The individual who died was on the very low dose.

The

coroner ...
want

CHAIRMAN BURTON: And it was (inaudible) by anybody yt·t unless you
do it, that it's not so much the level of the dosage of these Jrugs ...
DR. CHON:

That's correct.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: ... it's okay, so we will leave out that i t was a
1 dosage. And we will say that the coroner did find that it was
poisoning. There are others, who somewhat -- and the staff can find
that disputed that so much, so that the only point that I'm making is
is, you know, it is foreseeable. It is conclusive one: that these
feet the body heat regulartory function and two; that when that
in extremely hot weather that gets to be a fairly dicey situation, and
in this case for whatever reasons, three people happened to die. And that the
Correc ions, and I suppose either with the advice or support of DHS, figured we
bet
Jo something and this changed some of the-- you know, h~'s instituted
the
pol ies they can given their budgetary constraints.
low

was a rhetorical question.
DR. CHON:

the
eve

Um-um.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: (Inaudible) You know there is a report from Dr.
1 -- so in other words, all I'm saying is it was a little bit -bit of warning here that something may happen. It may not
for a $15 million airconditioning deal. But I'm just saying
--you know there's studies going back to 1977 that indicate
bring about heat stroke, and whether that gets into mild or
the on
thing is that as a result of these deaths that obviously
, maybe there is something systemic in our program that the
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DR. MAYER:
What's needed is very careful observation of anybody
from the airconditioned environment while taking these drugs into
CHAIRMAN BURTON:
on''

And what is your definition of "ver-y careful

DR. MAYER: That definition is going to have to be ~;poken to a mon~
, actually encounter-ed face-to-face more frequently than is normally
a prison setting.
CHAIRMAN BURTON:

What?

DR. MAYER: I would say the first day or two, probably every half
hour. And
r any signs that he is suffering from this abrupt change in
environment, perhaps even more frequently.
CHAIRMAN BURTON:
DR.

MAYf~R:

What is the norm of ...

Wel 1, in our unit, we observe our patient

every 15

minute

CHAIRMAN BURTON:

And what does that entail when you observe them'?

DR. MAYER:
l

You look through the door, you don't flood the room with
of the night and wake the guy up every 15 minutes, but you
the door, there is available light.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:
DR. MAYER:

You see if he's in an apparently normal position.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:
DR. MAYER:

Yeah.

They missed that here.

That's quite possible.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:

I

understand.

I'm really not trying to lay

faul ...
DR. MAYER:

I

understand.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:

DR. MAYER:

I mean it isn't quite possible, I

think it

Well, actually ...

CHAIRMAN BURTON: Every 15 minutes if you just -- if all it is is
look, you wouldn't know if somebody was dead or asleep unless they
norers.
DR. MAYER:

Right, some people sleep very, vPry quietly.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:

You wouldn't know if they were dead or asleep?
-64-
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somebody doesn't know whether it's a sincere thing or just a
And maybe there is something in hetween man down and everything 1s
't know.
YLST: On our particular program, the out-patient progra:n, we
rounds once a day and we have medical technical assistants, kind
to a nurse round, four times a day and we have half-hour
ty individuals.
of the man down issue, yes, we do take that seriously, and
to respond and it is kind of prison jargon, we do not
individuals for quote ...
CHAIRMAN BURTON:

An honest mistake?

MR. YLST:

... :1 mistake or that type of thing, but yes, we take those:
very seriously, and we do follow a protocol with that. But in terms
folks, in terms of ignoring folks, no.

round

MR. MICHAEL L. PINKERTON: Warden, you sajd thc.t there was medical
once a day and then MTA rounds four times a day.
MR. YLST:

Yes

MR. PINKERTON:
a

Now, can you tell us what happens duriilg the medical
sician comes to the individual's cell?

By medical rounds I misspoke, I'm talking about 2ither a
a nurse, a social worker, a professional, and there is an actual
with the individual .

MR. YLST:
p

. PINKERTON:
fac

Does the ce1l door open and the individual come

with ..
. YLST: We do not do interviews ins ide the c.~u. If the
inician wants to see the individual, we bring him to their office
the wing, it is physically located on the wing, but we do not have
ly the cells.
PINKERTON:
Ic; there any kind of status check for vital signs or
tho sf> rounds'!

. YLS'I': There's observations, it you're talking about actual bluod
e type of issues, no.
PINKERTON:

vlhat about during the MTA rounds. is that esser:.tial

pnJtocol?
. YLST:

Yes.
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therapy as soon as they're able to do so. They have these daily
with one or the other of the professional staff. They have inner
tb the MTAs and with the security people who are there just in the
of a day's life in the prison, in the treatment unit.
So, it's
observation of perhaps half a dozen people more or less
during hours of sleep, that these judgments are made
we do so much staffing and so much interaction with one

ASSEHBLYVOMAN LEE:
regard

. MAYER:

the u

That's baloney .

ASSEMBYLYOMAN LEE:
. MAYER:

Okay, and I think with reference to what we hea
just medicine and medicat
Llpposed

.. . and their medication.

Absolute baloney.

ASSEMBLYYOMAN LEE:

'What is kind of a treatment plan, for instance,
t and an inmate of this type. I mean what model do you use?

DR. MAYER:

Well, the ideal model in the minds of most of us who've
psychiatric patients for many years is a combination of
, the minimum amount that's necessary to let us work with the
individual interactions with the patient by people of different
backgrounds, a psychiatrist with a medical background, a nurse,
r, psychologists, technicians, who after all see them more than
As the patient begins to respond and then sort of comes back
1, we then generally introduce that patient into some group work
ient under the supervision of one or more of the professional
As time goes on and that patient shares feelings and ideas,
the other patients and with the staff and the group, as that
s to show what by consensus we feel is more like the rest of us
our objective, is to get a seriously sick person back to be
of us, and to be able to function amongst us whether it is in a
in the community in a way that is not harmful to anyone, is not
fully productive, so the next s
tre
introducing even in the -- among the patients in the penal
s
in the process is toward rehabilitation in the sense o
ial techniques and the ability to communicate with other pe
le level to do the common business of everyday life. And then
ultimate thing is rehabilitation of the individual
means of
guidance, and even moment-to-moment supervision, rehabilitaticn
1 to the point where they can hold some kind of productive jo
, now at Vacaville; however,

• MAYER:

Yes.

type of, or p2~c
said versw, total m<:~dicatiun.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN LEr::

L

t

a
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. CHON:

Urn-urn.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN LEE: Has it been evaluated yet, and if
of the evaluation?

t

o, could we

• CHON: Sylvia, you might be able to speak to that.
been evaluated by a number of people because it was
UCLA and Camarillo State Hospital.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN LEE:
. CHON:

1

The mode
1

mean at Vacaville .

You're talking about Vacaville specifical

. BLOUNT:

Yes. When we first began this program we
UCLA tu help us develop the modules and
to do them.

s

donr-:
ilable

r approximately a year we had an evaluation that
modules that we had installed and we have that

ASSEMBLYWOMAN LEE: 1 guess what we're saying, though,
inmates, then, one of the inmates was actually in t
not. Now, how many are not in the model program
CHON:

There's ...

ASSEMBLYWOMAN LEE: Is it twcause of Lhe type of
termines the model that they go in?

_i

line

YLST: Yr"s. There's an in-patient program which
an uut-patient program which is run by the Depart

1

Your question as to how many individuals are in tha
:i 0.
ASSEMBLYVIOMAN LEE:
. CHON:

that

t

run by
of

ou -pat

Su this is the out-patient portion'!

No.

ASSJi:MBLYVOMAN LEE:
• YLST:

term:i
program,

No .

llo, 1 am the out-patient portion.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN LEE:

You're the out-patient port io:1 '!

And she is the in-patient program
M>SEMBLYVOMAN LEE:

Okay.

Okay.

YLST: Okay on the out-patient program, we have
in the
loping that program, it is currently operationa
about
-· we will have it fully staffed by the beg
of Octobe
10 units that we have, three to four ot them are 100 percent
-70-
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DR. MORENTZ: The usual group is 10 to 12. On a locked wing where
is a
or problem it may drop down to as low as 4.
CHAIRMAN BURTON:
MORENTZ:

Every week.

BURTON:
. MORENTZ:

Once a wcvk/

Yes.

BURTON:
DR. MORENTZ:

How often do they have the group therapy?

Fur how long?

Usually runs an hour to an hour and a half.

BURTON:

Who is the facilitator or something?

. MORENTZ: Facilitators can be a psychiatrist, a psychologist, a
ial worker.
CHAIRMAN BURTON:

so

DR. MORENTZ: That's only the group therapy, in additinn to that ve
individual therapy and ...
CHAIRMAN BURTON:
DR. MORENTZ:

DR. MORENTZ:

How long is individual therapy?

Individual

CHAIRMAN BURTON:

tht~rapy

usually lasts an hour.

How often'/

On the ...

BURTON:

,5 0

That's -- an hour a week or so, isn't really much.

Once a month, once ...

No, No. No, no. In the month of June, we had over
l sessions with inmates. It's part of the (inaudible) over

BURTON:
, what?
. MORENTZ:

So the average inmate gels individual therapy

OncP a week, at least.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: Once a week, that's still, I mean. I don't think
't know, I'm ommenting, I'm not criticizing.
I just ...
MORENTZ:
rapy.

True.

BURTON:
MORENTZ:

We also have recreational therapy.

What is recreational thPrapy?

Recreational therapy?
-72-
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CHAIRMAN BURTON:

Okay.

MS. BLOUNT: ... one difference, we have the in-patient program, which
is licensed as part of the Acute General Hospital, and the patients that are in
their program are generally acutely ill.
CHAIRMAN BURTON:

Right.

MS. BLOUNT: ... and psychotic. The patients in the out-patient
rograrns may be having chronic mental illness that is not exacerbated at the
time so the patients we deal with are different in that regard.
to

CHAIRMAN BURTON: It would be less likely to be -- I mean you've got
them to a state where they could even benefit from any kind of therapy.
DR. MORENTZ:

Right.

MS. BLOUNT: Correct, but, we do that. We have treatment rooms on
the units. We have two blocked quarters on the third and second floor which we
use for recreational and rehabilitational therapy, exercise, we ...
CHAIRMAN BURTON:
DR. MORENTZ:

You do psychodrama as part of the deal?

I don't think we have anybody doing psychodrama, right

now.
CHAIRMAN BURTON:
DR. MORENTZ:

How about you, doctor?

No, sir.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: Why not, it's a pretty good one, isn't it.
DR. MORENTZ: Yes, it is a good one. The difficulty is that we have
no therapist available who can do that, our staffing as you've heard is about
1/10 of the ratio that they have on the in-patient unit.
CHAIRMAN BURTON:
DR. MORENTZ:

So the staffing for your portion is understaffed?

It is ...

CHAIRMAN BURTON:
wants to do.

Because of the budget, not because of things

DR. MORENTZ: The problem is that we are staffed to do what we must
do, what we could do would, of course, be more but that is, again, up to the
Governor and the Legislature.
CHAIRMAN BURTON: What is it that you must do?
DR. MORENTZ: We must the requirements of Gates, which are the
minimum requirements for group patient ...
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CHAIRMAN BURTON: Does that make any sense? Or wouldn't it make
sense to have all of the-- shall we say the patients under one ... under the
of one treatment program and, you know, one group? I mean would
that not be a little bit disorienting to me if all of a sudden he's the doctor
who kind of got me to the point where I can get out of here, get out of the
ioned hole and move into a non-airconditioned freer space, and I mean
- wouldn't it or would it, I guess, question is, would it make sense to have
rtment of Mental Health as the people taking care of the -- I guess,
ric patient?
DR. MORENTZ: If you're willing to spring for the budget, yes. The
much larger for the Department of Mental Health than it is for the
of Corrections. None of the of things that I think is important ...
CHAIRMAN BURTON:

He's telling us that it's what, it's 70 grand

r, ..

DR. MORENTZ:

used a figure of $65-70,000, I don't have any ...

I

CHAIRMAN BURTON:
$

I'm not going to hold you to it, let's say you said

'000.
DR. MORENTZ:

You swore me in.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:

(Laughter)

I won't hold you to it.

So that's what Corrections

s.

MR. GOMEZ:

That's the in-patient cost for in-patient treatment at

CHAIRMAN BURTON:
DR. MORENTZ:

About $9,000-$10,000.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:
DR. M.ORENTZ:
MR. YLST:

That it's in addition to the basic cost of housing an

Which is what?

So you're looking at ilbout ...

CHAIRMAN BURTON:
MR. Yl.ST:

About $9,000-$10,000, $9,000-$10,000 a year?

Mr. Ylst?

CHAIRMAN BURTON:
MR. YLST:

What's the at DMH, cost?

About $29,000 so you looking at say, about $35,000.

Yes.

DR. MORENTZ:

I only count the clinical costs.

MR. YSLT: If one is an in-patient program and another is an
ient program.
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MR. GOMEZ: We have thousands of other people at Vacaville that are
her in in-patient nor out-patient, and so I think what we are trying to
Ind out is whethr>r you' n• lonldn!>, for dtt> nu!;wpr to how mnny pr>ople an• in
at ion ...

CHAIRMAN BURTON:
MR. GOMEZ:

Well, he raised the issue, to me.

I understand.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: We (inaudible) this, and we give them that, and I'm
ring how many of "that" we're giving them.
MR. YSLT:

Part of our out-patient program does call for education.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: Alright, how many of the out-patient ... out-patients
in the educational program?
MR. GOMEZ:

How many?

CHAIRMAN BURTON: If you don't know you can let us know.
best guess, you think it is 50 percent?
DR. MORENTZ:

I mean --

Oh, no, much less than that.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: I mean now-- in other words-- so we're to assume
that that those others who aren't in the educational program are all high
school graduates.
MR. GOMEZ: No, we're to assume that at any prison, whether it be the
ient, out-patient or anywhere else, we have three basic programs that are
lable, we have academic education, we have vocational education, and we
work where you are doing kitchen work, you're doing cleaning, you're doing
side work. Inmates get one of those three experiences or are unassigned.
lly at most institutions 10 percent to 20 percent of the inmates
upon the institution go to academic or vocational experiences, that's
the classrooms we have, that's all the teachers. The balance of the
inmates typically are in either prison industry or support services work
ignments. Just as general rule I would not anticipate ...
CHAIRMAN BURTON: Alright, so basically, what we're saying is there
't a hell of a lot of people being educated in the institution because
re is not enough money for classrooms and teachers.
MR. GOMEZ:
titutions.

I would say we have 10,000 people being educated in the

CHAIRMAN BURTON:
MR. GOMEZ:

There are 10,000 out of how many?

Out of 100,000.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:

Thank you, 10 percent.

Not many people.

I do have

a theory that there's very few college graduates that are in prisons for

lent crime, probably none, unless they happen to kill their spouse or lover,
but there's probably very few community college graduates in for violent crime,
-78-
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MS. BLOUNT: One of the things we've done since we've been at
lle, since we haven't had the airconditioning since it's been in the
truction phase is that each summer we have gone into a heat mode treatment
our own units since we knew that we were giving high levels of
because we had the most acute patients and in that mode we have
offering water to inmates Pvery 15 minutes.
CHAIRMAN BUR'l'ON:
MS. BLOUNT:

u~;lt~vp'/

Or

ju~;t

wlwn lllt•y'It'

IIWtll\t'.l

No, I'm serious.

No, well ...

CHAIRMAN BURTON:
MS. BLOUNT:

or

Ah--

CHAIRMAN BURTON:
MS. BLOUNT:

Awakt~

You don't wake them up in the middle of the

... we generally don't wake them up, we generally don't

wake them up.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:

Un-huh.

MS. BLOUNT: But they are often out during the day time and into the
so the time they are, in fact, in thei~ cells and asleep is really not
in number of hours.

r

The other thing we do is we ask our physicians to constantly review
patients and look at high priority patients and reduce medications as
feel that it is necessary to do so. Normally, this happens over a period
, because we know the heat is coming, we start preparing for it early
doesn't just sort of snap onto us, and by the time the heat really does
re, the patients have made some type of adjustment.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: ~hat are-- there's --two questions. I'm on the
ion, whatever normal dosage, how long would it take for me i f I was off
for my body function -- you know, for my heat regulators to get back to
, about, anybody know? Roughly, doctor?
DR. MORENTZ:

Probably, 10 days to 2 weeks to be safe.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: So even if you took somebody off you'd have to have
is probably a questionable ...
DR. MORENTZ:

Probably would.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: You would have to have 10 days. The other thing is
everything I've heard and hasn't been disputed yet, is not the level of
sage, it's the fact that it's -- that you've got it and so even reducing
intake so to speak, probably isn't going to do much, so I guess you're back
you know, the water, and the the showers, and the blah, blah, blahs.
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MS. BLOUNT: Since they're doing it so frequently, they probably
wouldn't be charting that frequently, but if the person consistently refused to
then they would chart that.
DR. MAYER:

SurP.

MR. GEROVITZ:

Then they chart it, what happens?

MS. BLOUNT: Well, during the evening hours there is a physician on
they would notify, they could go into, enter the cell and have the
come out and spend time with him, they could talk to him through the
they are any number of activities and different processes they could
CHAIRMAN BURTON: At night, we figure they aren't waking them up to
for it so if they don't do it, if they keep refusing water, that would be,
I guess, reported to the physician on duty as, you know, I mean ...
MS. BLOUNT: Right, we take care of different patients in different
ways if we think they're at risk, if they're at risk for any number of harmful
and maybe not drinking during heat would be one of them.
CHAIRMAN BURTON: You've instituted a quarter after, you know, 15
minute fluid deal and a person for 2 hours refused fluids for whatever, maybe
, so that the nurse then I would guess or whoever's on the floor would
man, I better tell the docto because this is serious."
And maybe they
whatever it is, whether it I don't know what ...
MS. BLOUNT: Because we are a licensed hospital we have a registered
every shift, on every unit 24 hours a day whose primary job is to do
assessment; as well as the
are licensed vocational nurses; so we have clinical people who are
ing that person and make the decision to call a physician if they feel
they need to.
CHAIRMAN BURTON: Okay, that's the point that I'm making. And if
question was asked Dr. Mayer you can forgive me if I repeat it, because I
be out of the room. How often is a patient on anti-psychotic medication
sed by the medical, and I mean "assessed" not just looked at; and what do
checks consist of?
MS. BLOUNT:
al checks?

You're talking about the 15 minute checks, or the

CHAIRMAN BURTON:

No.

I'm talking about medical.

MS. BLOUNT: Okay. When the person comes to us they are given a
physical examination, and a complete review and report from all
lines that are going to be treating him from social work, rehab,
logist,(inaudible)
CHAIRMAN BURTON: In other words, you're in the hospital, they come
wake you up in the morning and stick something in your mouth ...
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MS. BLOUNT: It's a fair statement for-- especially as related to
the heat issue we're talking about today.
CHAIRMAN BURTON: Basically that's one of the things, you know, that
're talking about. Okay, also without objection with a quorum present we'll
wi l reconsider the two bills that were up for reconsideration.
And the AJR is out by Tucker, but Tucker doesn't have to come up.
I mean are we all -- is there any doubt that if the state was awash
ith money and that you could meet your staffing standards that you could well
at Vacaville, well you just said that, cause you took a pretty big whack,
that you could use an increased staff in there if the money were available or
Gordon Getty were just to say I endow Vacaville with a trust ...
MR. GOMEZ:

We're available for endowment.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: You could use ... in other words the staffing levels
not optional, you're making do as good as you can with the best you can,
I'm not about to put you in a box.
MR. GOMEZ: I don't think they optimum, I think they're adequate, I
the out-patient staffing of 100 staff for 900 inmates is adequate.
CHAIRMAN BURTON: Well, we got down to -- well, we aren't counting,
professional staff is not quite 100 to 900.
MR. GOMEZ:

No ... well, that ...

CHAIRMAN BURTON:
MR. GOMEZ:

That's got 17 and then we have ...

Then, we have psychiatric social workers.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: You don't have enough people for psychodrama so
can tell me that an institution that deals with mentally ill is
adequately staffed. I don't know much about much, but I know enough about that
of aspect, that if you haven't got somebody who's even-- and it usually
sa couple of people, I think that are really into psychodrama, you ca~·t
ly be adequately staffed but you're doing, you know, I would think you
probably find somebody that could, you know, psychodrama people sometimes
just MSWs, too, they aren't necessarily psych ... you know, that can't cost
much money, isn't that a fairly good thing, a fairly good deal ... ?
MR. MORENTZ:

It's a fairly good modality.

It works.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: Well, while -- you know, put something in the
... I mean they can't be that expensive, a couple of psychodrama people, I
would think you could probably have a couple on central payroll and have them
circuit riders, I mean, seriously! Wouldn't that be a good idea, they
't have to be full-time at Vacaville, they could be at Vacaville, they good
at Folsom, they could be around?
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up a couple

UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:

That's true.

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: Do you want to stand up and raise -- you too, sir.
Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you're about to give is
ruth, thP wholt• tn1th nnd nothing hut the truth t.n the hust of ymn
ability, so help you God. ld1•ntify yourself fot· the record, plPasl', Duct.ut.
I'm sorry.

DR. DANIEL CASEY: My name is Doctor Daniel Casey. I'm from
Portland, Oregon. My job there is Chief of Psychiatry
search in Psychopharmacology at the Veterans Administration Medical Center
and I'm a Professor Psychiatry, Associate Professor of Neurology, at the Oregon
Health Sciences University.
CHAIRMAN BURTON: I guess I can give you some questions, we've gone
over your report. In the report of CDC, you state that the Hot Weather
Emergency Plan is a state of the art program that addresses the needs of the
s and staff. Do you have any judgment as to whether or not this program
was in place on the third that the situation might have been different as far
as the inmates were concerned.
DR. CASEY:

It may have been.

It's not possible to state for sure.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: What would have happened? It's not really state of
the art. You can't say cold showers is state of the art, I mean, it's a pretty
good make-do program, I mean state of the art would be full airconditioning and
higher levels of staffing and things like that. I mean showers and water is
not state of that, that's about as basic as you get, isn't it?
DR. CASEY: I put it in the context of compared to what? And it's
ompared to other programs that are around, and there aren't many other
programs. For example; in Oregon, we do not have such a program. You might
rgue we don't have as much heat, either.
CHAIRMAN BURTON: Yell, you do in Ashland. Is there a prison down
there? In some parts of Oregon, it gets
you know, Ashland, that southern
area can get very warm.
If you were drawing a program up and you were the -- you were drawing
and the Governor said propose to me a program and then let me worry about
budgetary aspects, what kind of things do you think you'd ...
DR. CASEY:

I'd ask for airconditioning.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:
DR. CASEY:

Airconditioning.

Yes.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: How about, I mean, some of the staffing or you
, better monitoring of the patients.
DR. CASEY: With airconditioning you would need to use far fewer
human resources to monitor patients for the risk of hyperthermia, it would be
much, much less of an issue.
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DR. CASEY:

Yes, yes.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: I would guess, I mean -- you could do it by, you
, the older ones get the showers first. If it's really just showers and
don't know, maybe the warden could tell us. I mean, if you gave
shower and water would that be a problem there. In other words
do that, I guess. Right? Or on your emergency plan did you
limited to X number of people or how are you going
it was going to be everybody on the drug.
MR. YLST: We have it identified to those individuals that are on
types of medication as well as physical conditions. Part of the
is in doing the mandate that I did in terms of mandatory showers,
also against violation of basic inmates rights, which also puts me in a
But right after the incident we just instituted it.
DR. CASEY:

I

Sir, what I was trying to get at is ...

CHAIRMAN BURTON: It would be the same whether they were high risk or
guess they can always refuse the shower.
MR. YLST:

Yes, they have the right to refuse.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: That doesn't get into the high risk, middle risk,
risk, you were going to say something, doctor.
DR. CASEY: The issue I was talking about of implementation is
lated to the population at large. We heard that there were approximately 170
le on Haldol. Out of that 170 you say which ones are the ones going to be
, how will we take care of all 170 at the same time. Then, when you
at all the other medicines,in the same class, Haldol is only 1 of 10 to 15
lass, and they all work the same where if there are approximately 800
on these class of medicines, how shall we reduce to the risk to zero for
all at the same time with the resources we have, and the answer is
We make a stratified plan, and the young men that died would have
the middle somewhere, they wouldn't have been at the top of the list.
CHAIRMAN BURTON: I mean literally might not have been gotten to. I
other words, depending on when either the water ran out or the showers
or something, but I mean they were in the middle depending if it was
middle or low middle they didn't fit ...
DR. CASEY: That's part of the problem when you're dealing with
that occurs as a rare event. How will you know? We looked into
many people, for example on Haldol, have had hyperthermia that the
manufacturer of the compound knows about? The 45 people that the manufacturer
about the medicine's been made 20 years plus ...
s

th

CHAIRMAN BURTON:
DR. CASEY:

Whoever had it or died from it?

Pardon?
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CHAIRMAN BURTON:

But, basically it was not ...

DR. CASEY: ... and it tends to be one or two days.
event where it goes on for five to seven days.

It's an unusual

CHAIRMAN BURTON: You would ... i f they put the proverbial gun at your
head and you had it the choose between staff and airconditioning, what would
you pick?
DR. CASEY:

I'd ask you for an commitment for the money first.

(Laughter.)
CHAIRMAN BURTON:
capital improvement.

Well, of course.

Take it out of bond money it's

DR. CASEY: And than I would seriously, seriously consider enriching
my staff. Because with an enriched staff I know I can take care of more people
everyday of the week. With providing airconditioning, I'm preventing or
greatly reducing the risk of a very rare event.
CHAIRMAN BURTON: So, basically the airconditioning would have quote
maybe prevented these three people from dying, but if you had an increased
staff level you might be able to cure more people and get them out -- get them
out -- one out of one of the institute, or maybe out of the whole deal and back
in a productive role in society.
DR. CASEY:

Good summary.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: With God willing. Any other -- Mr. Bates, Ms. Lee?
Thank you very much doctor. I appreciate it, and I appreciated your report.
DR. CASEY:

You're welcome.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: You solemnly swear that the testimony you are about
to give is the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth so help you
God is the best of your ability.
JOSEPH P. TURPIN, M.D.:
CHAIRMAN BURTON:

I do.

Identify yourself for the record please.

DR. TURPIN: I'm Dr. Joe Turpin, Professor
of Psychiatry, at the University of California at Davis, and Medical Director
of the University of California Davis, Medical Center. I have a background in
Psychopharmacology, particularly interested in anti-psychotic drugs, and have
been a consultant intermittently at Vacaville since about ...
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CHAIRMAN BURTON:
DR. TURPIN:

It doesn't help, and hurts a little bit.

That's right.

That's right.

It interferes with

sweating.
CHAIRMAN BURTON: I guess if it is somebody would have known about it
there is no drug ... if Frank Murphy is listening, get your client moving
is there any drug that can be taken to eliminate the body regulation?
DR. TURPIN:
either, because ...

Not that I'm aware of.

I don't think thl're will be

CHAIRMAN BURTON: It's not that big of deal unless you're in an
institution that you can't get out of --,it has to be in a Vacaville-type
setting, or Ashland, or Brawley, or something?
DR. TURPIN: Well, it may be even more complicated than that. It may
be that the very chemical action of the drug that improves the psychotic state
is the same chemical action that interferes with the control of body
temperature. That's what the current thinking might be, so if you get rid of
one, you've gotten rid of the other. That could be one possibility.
CHAIRMAN BURTON: So, in other words, if you -- so if you had a drug
that took care of the side effect, it might take care of the main effect?
DR. TURPIN:

Could be.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:
ASSEMBLYWOMAN LEE:
CHAIRMAN BURTON:

Could be.

All right.

Barbara, did you have ... ?

Yes.
Ms. Lee.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN LEE: Let me just ask you, in prescribing these drugs,
s there a difference in what you do in terms of how you prescribe them for
someone who is incarcerated versus that of a person who may be in a state
hospital, for instance, or a private psychiatric institute?
DR. TURPIN: I can't think of a different set of -- that occurs to me
right off the top of my head. I'm sure if I sat down and thought about it a
long time, there might be, but I don't think of one just as a spontaneous
response to your question.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN LEE: And do you look at the physical conditions or the
environment of the patient first, and then his diagnosis, and try to prescribe
the drugs based upon that? Or is it strictly based upon the individual's
psychosis or illness or ... ?
DR. TURPIN: No, generally, I think that most people advocate that
you look at the total patient for the choice of the medication. Any of these
medications have side effects. There is a different array of side effects
sl
ly, from one drug to the next, and so similar side effects conceivably
could be an advantage to you in certain circumstances, and in other situations,
you might very much want to avoid a particular side effect for a particular
-92-
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life and moved to an area that's immediately 15 degrees hotter. They went from
an airconditioned cell to a nonairconditioned cell. What type of monitoring,
and maybe Dr. Casey could do this ... what kind of monitoring or what should it
be that the doctor from Mental Health tells the doctor from Corrections that
this person's or actually probably it'd they'd have to come down from either
the Director or the Warden -- that when somebody goes from ward A to ward B
these are the things you've got to do: You've got to monitor them closely for
the first two weeks or you got pump them ... or give them an extra glass of water
or do something with them. In other words, because even if the temperature is
not that big a deal for the person who has always been in the nonairconditioned
thing, it's a sudden jolt for the person that was. Okay?
DR. TURPIN: Yes. Okay. The first thing I would do if I were one
physician talking to the other one. I would try to agree with that position
that's let's have some pre-defined categories of people that we need to talk
about at the time that transition is made. It may be that we would have a high
risk group, for example, age or cardiac disease. Secondly, I would ask the he
and I, the other physician and I, develop some kind of collaborative program of
monitoring that would emphasize probably two or three things. Number one, I
would emphasize monitoring the environment for the temperature. Number two, I
would emphasize ...
CHAIRMAN BURTON: What was one? I didn't hear ...
DR. TURPIN: Monitoring the environment for the
temperature.
CHAIRMAN BURTON:

Okay.

DR. TURPIN: Number two, I would monitor the fluid intake. Number
three, I would monitor and have some policy about exercise. Because, remember,
these people are going to be in and out of their cells and potentially out on
the grounds in direct sunlight is another issue. I would then have ...
CHAIRMAN BURTON:
DR. TURPIN:

Another issue in what?

Being out in the outside environment.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:

You said direct sunlight.

DR. TURPIN: Direct sunlight. That's going to be hotter.
going to be even more difficult to maintain.
CHAIRMAN BURTON:

That's

So that's something to be even more concerned

about?
DR. TURPIN: Even more concerned about. I would have some mechanism
of at least daily, if one could, of looking at them physiologically and make
sure that they are taking fluid; and I would try to monitor ...
CHAIRMAN BURTON:
DR. TURPIN:
change of shift ...

How often would you do that about?

The monitoring on the fluid, if you could do it at a
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CHAIRMAN BURTON:

Sure.

DR. CASEY: To add some context, there are two issues. One is that
from a 10 to a 15-degree differential is not that substantial of
stress on the body even for people receiving these medicines, but
we're talking about it as if there is an immense impact as if you've been
on the pavement somehow or another; and it's not that big a
siological stress on the body. We do it all the time ....
CHAIRMAN BURTON: What if it was twenty? The reason ... we aren't on
medication that screws up our heat-regulatory system.
DR. CASEY: But that's the other-- that's part two to my context
issue. There are millions of people in this country every day of the week on
these medicines moving from an airconditioned environment to a very hot
environment or leaving ...
CHAIRMAN BURTON: ... the airconditioned environment-- you know, we
are talking about people who are moving from-- and basically there's got to be
some magic to numbers or we wouldn't have temperatures kicking in the state of
the art program. So we're not talking about you and me leaving here walking
out into the heat and going into an airconditioned restaurant. We're talking
about somebody on this medication that affects them, leaving something cool,
and then going into perpetuity ...
DR. CASEY: That's what I was speaking about also. There are
literary hundreds of thousands of people in this country, who are on these
medicines, who live in very hot climates without airconditioning, who will be
admitted to a psychiatric facility for a few days to a few weeks, who are
taking these medicines, and then go back out to live in their group homes that
are not airconditioned.
CHAIRMAN BURTON: But they can open a window ... I mean you cannot
or I don't think -- I cannot accept defining these people who are
institutionalized with people out in the open society. They can always go sit
on the hammock and do this. They can buy an electric fan. I mean we are
talking about people who are basically locked up in very stuffy things and the
air they get is the air -- you know it's a different -- I understand what
you're saying; but I mean we're talking not apples and oranges, we're talking
about rocks and oranges.
DR. CASEY:

I think it's closer than that.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:
DR. CASEY:

Well, that's, you know.

I really do.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: Well, that's, you know, I'm wearing brown, you're
aring blue. I mean if you-- you know, I can't argue with your expertise.
You don't think it's a problem, you don't think it's a problem. I don't see
how it can't be a problem.
DR. CASEY:

No, sir, I don't ...
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Okay.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:

I understand.

DR. CASEY: So I would set thresholds and that each of those
thresholds, 95 - 95, I would institute some general response to that for the
population that we're talking about.
CHAIRMAN BURTON: Regardless of whether or not -- in other words, my
big thing is really no big thing?
DR. CASEY: I just don't know whether it is -- I guess I'm just
saying I don't know the answer to that, so I'm going to have to approach it on
the basis that's it's the absolute temperature rather than the change. So I
would go after the absolute temperature, and I would try then to institute at
stage 1, for example, increased fluid intake and restrict exercise. And at
state 2, say 95 degrees, I would institute the simple things that you can do
within the prison: the showers, ice in the room, and whatever. I would ...
CHAIRMAN BURTON:

Not the ice picks.

DR. CASEY: Not the ice picks (laughter) but the ice in the room and
showers. I think that the thing that I would want to monitor for this
particular side effect is body temperature. I think observation of them may or
may not be helpful, and I just don't know what -- if you would ask me what
would you look for, I would want to look for their body temperature ...
CHAIRMAN BURTON:

(inaudible) the more you saw them the more you

might ...
DR. CASEY: I might, sure, but that's a little late in the game.
You're going to lose those folks.
CHAIRMAN BURTON:
DR. CASEY:

(inaudible) Are you?.

Yeah.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:

(inaudible) starts doing that.

DR. CASEY: That's not a good sound.
Well, if their panting, if they are fluid ...
CHAIRMAN BURTON:

There are no real ...
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MR. YLST: It took quite a bit of staff overtime, it took quite a bit
of doing to get just the materials.
CHAIRMAN BURTON: Yeah, but I mean-- but that's what I'm talking
about really is like the staffing to like to do that without -- you were able
to do that without totally disrupting -- I don't what the hell there is to
disrupt -- but I mean in other words, you were able to do it although it was
not the easiest thing to do.
MR. YLST: We were able to do it but it was disrupting.
CHAIRMAN BURTON: Yeah. Okay. The two docs, and then ...
DR. CASEY: Sir, I misspoke. I misheard the numbers yesterday. I
thought I heard yesterday that there were 900 people taking these types of
medicines and I've been given a table that shows there are approximately 330
who were taking this class of medicines. So it makes the program easier. But
it's still a substantial number of people to work with ...
CHAIRMAN BURTON: I understand. Do you do it for just the people on
these drugs or did you go for the whole population? Do you remember? The
whole 900 or did you ...
MR. YLST: We went for the individuals that were on the specific
drugs. Also those that were identified by medical and psychiatric staff as a
high risk.
CHAIRMAN BURTON: High risk not because of the drug thing but because
of their regular physical ...
MR. YLST:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:

Okay, great.

Any other questions or ...

MR. YLST: Let me just make one last comment. I think the plan makes
some sense to me that you treat everybody in the group much the same. Then you
use your skilled professional trainees persons to quickly screen individuals
for signs of heat stroke or other physical conditions that are a concern to
you. You identify people with heart disease because they are going to have a
tougher time in the heat and so on down the line. So you have a decision tree.
Use your skilled people best, and cool them off and go forward.
CHAIRMAN BURTON: You are -- is there any special training that the
prison guards get that are working on, you know, the out-patient psyc wards?
MR. YLST:

Yes, and it was greatly intensified after the ...

CHAIRMAN BURTON:

More for recognition of various symptoms and ...

MR. YLST: Yes. We started with our medical and psychiatric staff to
make sure that they were the trainers. We then went to our custodial staff and
treatment team members, but then what we also did is we educated and informed
the inmate body as it relates in terms of what to look out for so to ask them
to help us look for issues as well.
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CHAIRMAN BURTON: I go back with them a bit. (Laughter)
back with them a bit. Alright go ahead why don't you ...

I said I go

DR. SVARTZMAN: Yhat I would like to do is really dramatic and to the
point. I was called because somebody wanted to know what I thought about these
deaths in particular. By the time I was called there were already newspaper
articles blaming medication. I am a well-known critic of excessive drugging,
and I was in fact recognized for my formal whistle-blowing on state mental
hospitals by the Assembly and the State Legislature awarded me $300,000 for
basically exposing the mishandling of violent mental patients at Napa State
Hospital by the executive branch and the Department of Mental Health. I
basically was shocked to hear that medications are being blamed in any way for
these deaths.
To keep it simple and dramatic, I'm showing you a copy of a book
entitled The Black Hole and Other Essays written by McDonald Critchley, the
most respected neurologist in the 20th Century in London where I trained in
neurology. In this book there is an analysis of an event that occurred in 1756
where 100 people died in Calcutta of heat stroke. They were locked in a
prison. There was no Haldol in 1756.
Ye have been operating, as Dr. Mayer has said, institutions like Napa
State Hospital in hot weather for over a decade and we've had thousands of
mental patients on this class of drugs. Not one single patient in my
experience has ever either died from this condition of hyperthermia or ever
even got it.
The medica ... (inaudible) there has been a great deal of confusion in
putting together things that are in fact rocks and oranges.
Dehydration states are the real issue. Adequate hydration, fluid
hydration states in hot weather is clearly necessary and as far as I can tell
from these newspapers these men did die of dehydration. (Inaudible) they die
of (inaudible) toxicity which presents quite different kinds of deaths. They
died of the same thing (inaudible) with. A hot (inaudible) environment. And
I'll give you two words. Not airconditioning, but vaporation. The (inaudible)
air, which is the air immediately around a person, if it goes beyond probably
120, because the body temperatures (inaudible) and death occurs about 108 and
the temperature regulating system of the brain ... of the brain, not of the sweat
glands (inaudible) defective at about 105.
If the ambient air goes beyond 108, which means it has to go up
probably to (inaudible) 120, you're going to (inaudible) the body temperature
goes up and a certain part of the brain ceases to function. In order to
produce that situation (inaudible), you have to have heat (inaudible) trapped
and not getting helped. Airconditioning is obviously preventive, (inaudible)
didn't die of heat stroke in California or elsewhere. They died being put into
the black hole of Calcutta or its equivalent. A closed space without
sufficient ventilation.
Until I have clear evidence that these men were not in closed space,
or that the vapors over their (inaudible) were not in fact closed by accident,
or negligence, or lack of staffing ... not medical staffing-- correctional
officers ... then I consider this murder. Period.
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CHAIRMAN BURTON:

If you have to push, I think those are questions

you just ask and ...

DR. SVARTZMAN: Well I understand that you've been told, for example,
that these two inmates had cell mates and the cell mates didn't die. So,
therefore, it can't be the ambient aid because the ambient air would have
exposed both of the inmates to the same condition, but you know, even if it
happened in a black hole where 150 people were and only 100 died -- why did the
other 50 not die? Because some take a little longer to cook and some take a
little slower
CHAIRMAN BURTON:

Maybe they didn't get out in time ...

DR. SVARTZMAN: I think I'd like to to know that the (inaudible)
remained healthy. Was he just reading a magazine while the man beneath him
suffocated to death ....
CHAIRMAN BURTON:
DR. SVARTZMAN:
CHAIRMAN BURTON:

I think it's safe to assume they were all asleep.
Well, you know It's hard to know.

I think at night probably they were sleeping, they

may not have been ...

DR. SVARTZMAN:

I think you have to look at the ...

CHAIRMAN BURTON: ... their hands above the covers.
DR. SVARTZMAN: ... at the circumstances and the documentation of
where they were housed at the time of death, why they were housed, if they were
housed in special situations, and to answer your questions as a preventive and
to say something constructive, I would, then with (inaudible) special
circumstances require special monitoring, obviously they would have to be
checked, maybe, hourly ...
CHAIRMAN BURTON: I'm talking about ventilation. It doesn't take -in other words I appreciate what the things about the monitoring ... and I think
we're all ...
DR. SVARTZMAN:

Okay, 25-cent thermometer in the room that goes
beyond 110 degrees means the person probably should be removed from the cell.
It's no longer safe for a living animal, except maybe a human being.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: Unless you came up with a certain type of
thermometer. I would think they would consider a thermometer in the room made
out of glass and with mercury or something may be a potentially a dangerous
weapon.
DR. SVARTZMAN:

Those are technical issues, obviously ...

CHAIRMAN BURTON: No, it's a real issue. Providing condoms in
prisons was a way to smuggle in submachine guns, so God knows what they're
doing ...
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DR. SVARTZMAN: Absolutely not at all. And to give you a minicourse
in psychopharmacology, there are two issues here involving temperature
regulation, let's get it out of the closet. The body regulates temperature by
two organisms; sweating and bringing the blood to the surface to the skin so
that the heat can radiate out.
Those formulas, sweat glands and the peripheral vessels, are
controlled at the, again, the bottom line, by similar nerve endings which can
be affected by psychiatric indication, particularly the side effect medications
that you heard of Cogentin and drugs like that, and may to slight extent
inhibit the capacity of the body to sweat. This is virtually a negligible
consequence, we see patients on these drugs all the time in (inaudible)
circumstances, move them without a rise in body temperature.
CHAIRMAN BURTON: These would be the only two or three prisoners in
the whole institution that were trapped in a cell that had no ambient air?
DR. SVARTZMAN: I really guess that that was in fact the case, yes.
I suggest that you consider ... you put that as a high index of suspicion and
play it as a narrow hypothesis. That's the fact the case until proven
otherwise.
CHAIRMAN BURTON: They were singled out for these rooms for reasons
that we will determine when we finish our investigation.
DR. SWARTZMAN: Yes, and someone I'd like you to invite, Assemblyman
Burton, and I talked with him yesterday is Dr. Larry Clanon. Dr. Clanon
operated ... was the Executive Operating Officer of Vacaville Prison for eight
years. He lives in San Francisco. He is the Chairman of the Regional
Psychiatric Societies Forensic Patient Committee, which I am on, which is the
mental health of people in jails and prisons, (inaudible) Department of
Corrections, we've urged the department to utilize an existing mechanism
between the California Medical Association and the state agencies so that an
independent investigation of these conditions can occur. He has not received
answer. He'd be happy to talk to you.
CHAIRMAN BURTON:

Lee?

ASSEMBLYWOMAN LEE:
DR. SVARTZMAN:

That's part of what I wanted to ask you.

Yes.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN LEE: Don't you think that there probably would have
been many more patients aside from three inmates who would die given the
ircumstances you describe as I'm sure that inmates go to these types of cells
f these were the only three cells around with no ventilation all the time.
DR. SVARTZMAN: One of the things that I'm impressed by is having
read most of the articles on this event, I still, frankly don't know why they
died. I know what you've been told. Your points exactly, in fact, we are in
sync. It is exactly my point, if 200 men at Vacaville prison are on Haldol, or
probably eight hundred on drugs like Haldol, and if most of them are housed in
two-person cells, some of them of course, are on the top floor which is going
to be hotter and they all have adequate ventilation, then it doesn't make any
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DR. SWARTZMAN: ... no. I don't think the body
temperature can get higher than the air temperature per se.
CHAIRMAN BURTON:

That's the point of the question.

He's got a

question.
UNKNOWN AUDIENCE SPEAKER:
DR. SWARTZMAN:

(Inaudible)

Well, it's tricky.

The answer from the floor is

correct.
CHAIRMAN BURTON: Director and Warden, I've got two questions for you
before you leave, we'll be ...
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:

(inaudible)

CHAIRMAN BURTON: Alright ... skid 'n row ... you know how it is when it
gets stuffy and the vents are turned off. (Laughter)
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE::

Anybody on Haldol?

CHAIRMAN BURTON: Good ahead.
two quick questions, Mr. Gomez.

Real quick.

Then I want to ask you

MR. GEROWITZ: The point is that if ... that we heard testimony that
the ambient temperature was ...
CHAIRMAN BURTON:

Ms. Mcintyre, you will stay.

MR. GEROWITZ: ... between 90 and 95 and the body temperatures of the
deceased were at least 108, and I guess my question for you is something that
hadn't occurred to me before, was how could that happen? You're saying the
temperature has to go up to 120 to put a person at risk of going up to 108.
How do you account for that?
DR. SWARTZKAN: A point -- I would be suspicious of the statement
that the ambient temperature is 90-95 and furthermore I'd say "how do they know
that?" Do they come in the next day with a thermometer and they're going to
tell me the weather yesterday ... when they open the doors? It makes no sense.
CHAIRMAN BURTON: Thank you very much, doctor. Ask them to come back
in a moment please. Is the Warden around, too? We'll get you out of here
around 12:15. Were any of these people on the top floor? They're all on the
floor or what?
MR. YLST:

I'm sorry.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:
all on the top floor?

I am too.

The three that we're talking about were
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CHAIRMAN BURTON: But that you two were in the cell, you're both on
meds, it's hotter than hell, you die, he's alive, and I just wondered if he was
given a physical, the surviving roommates were given medical examinations like
the next day and if they were found to be anything wrong with them.
MR. YLST: Yes, they were and in fact, the one inmate, Eddie, who's
the cell partner of Otwell was checked that night as we described. There was
no heat indication.
MR. GOMEZ: He broke his arm falling out of the cell and was put back
in the cell at about 2:30, I think, that's in the medical (inaudible) and
everywhere else.
CHAIRMAN BURTON: The surviving cell mates ... in other words, nobody
really knows what the hell happened or why, basically?
MR. YLST: No, after looking at everything and having a variety of
doctors try to educate me, I still believe it is the rapid rise in temperature
along with the humidity. No one has described the humidity factor.
CHAIRMAN BURTON: The point is why you and not him?
you to come up with the answer.
MR. GOMEZ:

I

I

am not asking

think medical doctors will tell you they don't know.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:

I understand that.

That was a rhetorical question.

What about thermometers in the cells?
MR. YLST:

What we have is an hourly thermometer check on the cells

on ...
CHAIRMAN BURTON:

How do you do that?

MR. YLST: With literally having maintenance staff go about when the
temperature reaches a certain, certain degrees.
CHAIRMAN BURTON:
MR. YLST:

We actually take the temperature.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:
MR. YLST:

And do what?

In the cell?

Yes.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:

How do they do that?

MR. YLST: Open the door and. read the temperature, we actually have
maintenance staff go in.
CHAIRMAN BURTON:

You open the door, put a temperature ... is that

accurate?
MR. YLST:

To answer your question, yes.
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CHAIRMAN BURTON: In other words, you just take l
a
temperature and put it in a room for like a minute and that' 1 te

MR. YLST:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:

MR. YLST:

The other thing we have is the ...
Specialized thermometers or s

Yes, maintenance staff have them.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: A specialized type thermometer that you
into a space and would tell you accurately the temperature.

MR. YLST:
placed in

Yes, the other thing we have is the ste
and wings.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:
ratures in the cells?

MR. YLST

What would be the downside or

We're doing that now, there is no

MR. GOMEZ:

You're saying that in each one of the
what the downside is.

don't

CHAIRMAN BURTON: Thermometers don't cost that
the hell out of
necessarily every hour somebody
better than taking a room temperature.

MR. YLST:

It's another item that individuals can

with ...

s

CHAIRMAN BURTON: That's the first thing that came
e se. You've got light bulbs, right?

MR. YLST:

They're all encased.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:

MR. YLST:

They're all encased.

If your point, Assemblyman is that ...

CHAIRMAN BURTON: I don't know what the point is, he ra
issue. I can see the reason that somebody could use as a weapon
self-inflic ing or otherwise, but it would seem to not be a
somebody's time to go around every hour and put a thermomete ... I
even know how the hell that works.

and

MR. GOMEZ: They don't go into every cell, they
take the temperature.

and

BURTON:
different

particular

The cells ... but see, cells-know either-- I mean that's why the

l

we'

MR. YLST
We have already identified those particular ce l ,
that are ...
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CHAIRMAN BURTON:

MR. YLST:

Exactly.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:
HR. YLST:

That have the heat problem.

(inaudible) give warnings.

We monitor them differently.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:
weren't these two?

Okay.

How about the the two inmates that died that

HR. YLST: One individual, I believe his name was McNab.
sure of that name. He died of a heart attack.
CHAIRMAN BURTON:

MR. YLST:

I'm not

Brought on by heat or ...

It was not brought on my heat, it was a classic heart

attack.
CHAIRMAN BURTON:

How old was he, did he have a history of heart

problems?

MR. YLST:

I'm doing this off the top of my head.

He was, I believe,

he was 65.
CHAIRMAN BURTON:
MR. YLST:

Did he have a history of heart problems?

I can't give you that.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:

If you could check that out.

How about the other

guy?
HR. YLST: The other individual was in the DMH Program, not, the
Vacaville proper, and committed suicide by hanging.
CHAIRMAN BURTON:
HR. YLST:

Hanging?

Yes.

CHAIRMAN BURTON: That's they're drug of choice isn't it, for
ide, in prison, probably I guess the only one ... hanging?
MR. YLST:

It's it's ...

CHAIRMAN BURTON:

At least that's about the only one you can ...

We appreciate the time and your testimony. We should be getting back
some points. I think there's some constructive things that will come out
this and then there is a bunch of unanswered questions that we don't know
what to do. Maybe this will serve to help us get you some money. We will be"
the committee will be issuing a report and coming up with some recommendations

-ll2-

that will probably be in two categories, one is a dream lis
stuff that ought to be done because there is no reason not
some of this fiscal stuff is beyond us. Okay? Any other
I would like to thank the staff all for their work
attentiveness and specifically Paul and Mike. I'm sure that
come
of this that hopefully will improve situations
the system. Thank you very much, Doctor and Warden.

CHAIRMAN BURTON:

Committee is adjourned.

(END OF 8/20/91 HEARING)
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COMMnTEESECRETARY
ROSE MORRIS

REPORT ON THE HEARING INTO THE DEATHS OF THREE INMATES
OCCURRING ON JULY 3, 1991
AT CALIFORNIA MEDICAL FACILITY AT VACAVILLE
I.

INTRODUCTION
Some time during the morning of July 3, 1991, three inmates died at the
California Medical Facility at Vacaville (CMF). Two facts immediately
apparent were that all three men, James Otwell, Joseph Cannata, and Cecil
Bracy, were on psychotropic medications at the time of death, and that the
temperature had been particularly hot the day before. There was
speculation in the press and elsewhere that the heat or the medications
may have contributed to the deaths in some way.
On July 8, Assemblyman John Burton, Chair of the Assembly Committee on
Public Safety, notified the Department of Corrections (CDC) that the
committee was planning to conduct a hearing on the deaths.
The hearing was conducted on two days, August 19 and 20, at the State
Capitol. Nineteen witnesses testified under oath. Some testified on
behalf of CDC or CMF, some were prisoner advocates, and some testified as
individual public citizens. None of the witnesses were present with the
inmates at the times of death.
The testimony supported the coroner's conclusion that the three men died
heat stroke and that a variety of factors including, but not limited
to, the medication contributed to the deaths.
Though at least one witness questioned the veracity, or at least the
completeness, of the testimony presented by CDC and CMF, most were in
general agreement as to the cause of the deaths and the necessity for
working to prevent such deaths in the future.
After the hearings, CDC revised its Extreme Yeather Emergency Plan (EWEP).
CDC has been using the revised EWEP since its implementation August 30,
1991.
Following is a summary of the testimony and the findings and
recommendations of the committee.
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II.

TESTIMONY
A.

Day 1 -- August 19, 1991
1.

James O'Brien and Thomas Brannon
The Solano County Coroner, James O'Brien, and his investigator,
Thomas Brannon, testified as to the causes of death. Their
testimony recounted, and was consistent with, their written
reports on the subject. (See Appendix "I") They concluded that
all three men died of heat stroke, brought about by an unusual
confluence of circumstances, including the sudden rise in
temperature, the medication the men were taking, their preexisting
physical conditions, and the poor ventilation/cooling in their
cells.

2.

V. Meenakshi, M.D.
Dr. Meenakshi, formerly the Chief Psychiatrist at Vacaville,
agreed that the three men died of heat stroke. She testified that
the medications the men were taking interfered with the ability of
their bodies to regulate their temperatures.
She also testified that it is very difficult to distinguish some
of the early symptoms of heat stroke from the symptoms of chronic
mental illness. Both can involve confusion, restlessness,
agitation and a feeling of discomfort. This, in Dr. Meenakshi's
opinion, makes it difficult for a person who is not a trained
health professional to tell when another person is suffering from
heat stroke.
Additionally, a person with a severe mental illness is at a
further disadvantage in more than one way. The patient may be
unable to recognize the danger he or she is in, due to the mental
illness itself, or due to the effects of the medication. The
patient may be unable to express himself or herself clearly and
the person may not be taken seriously when reporting discomfort
simply because of his or her status as a prisoner/patient.
For these reasons, Dr. Meenakshi testified that having more
frequent contact with clinical staff could help lessen the risk to
these prisoner/patients. Another benefit of increasing the
prisoner's contact with clinical staff, according to Dr.
Meenakshi, is that it could lead to a lessening of the need for
medication, which in turn could decrease the risk of such
medication-related problems as heat stroke.
However, given the sheer numbers of persons involved, it is
difficult to provide this kind of contact between prisoners and
clinicians.
Dr. Meenakshi also testified that airconditioning is the best way
to protect such patients from heat stroke, and airconditioning
could have prevented those deaths.
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3.

Isaac Slaughter, M.D.
Dr. Slaughter, a p
rist who worked at CMF f
0
1989, testified primarily about the conditions at that
institution. It was his opinion that the treatment
at
CMF was too much on medication and not enough on other
of
therapy. However, he did not believe the medication
cause
of the problem in this case. He testified that
re had been a
shift away from therapy at CMF, and that this shif had caused a
problem in that enough attention was not paid to the condition of
the prisoners to ensure that they received the
r
Dr. Slaughter stated he believed that the lack
CMF borders on malpractice. He also stated tha patients
medications need to be in a facility where the temperatures
regulated.

4.

at
these
an be

Carl H. Jordan
Mr. Jordan is a mechanical engineer with 34
the design and study of heating, ventilat
systems, but with no specific experience
are used in prisons. He testified about the
can be used to control temperatures
relative merits and costs.
He pointed out that ice in
by trees, other bui
or awn
easier and less expensive to install
He also recommended t
off lights,
drinking more water as ways of alleviat
excessive heat.

5.

Donald

tor and Michael Bien

Mr. Spector is the Director of the Prison Law Off
services organization providing services for
Bien is one of the plaintiff's attorneys,
Gates v. Deukmejian, a class action law suit
treatment of state prisoners.

e,

gal
Michael
, in

Mr. Bien testified mainly about the staff
levels at CMF. He
stated that, pursuant to the consent decree s
by the
ies
in Gates v. Deukmejian, staffing levels were to be increased.
However, CDC had been slow to follow the
s of the
consent decree, and a threat of a contempt
sary
to get CDC to act to meet the staffing
Mr. Spector addressed the newly drafted EWEP. It was his
contention that the plan was a good one, but that the temperatures
set to trigger the plan were too high. By the time the
temperatures were reached, the prisoners could already be ill or
dyinp,
Iii' :itlr>,f-;~>nl<'d lhnt ltw tht"I'Hhold IPmperatures he reduced by
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nine degrees. He also pointed out that there are thousands of
inmates throughout the state corrections system who are being
treated with the medications in question, and many of them are
housed in facilities where extreme temperatures are common. Thus
it would be desirable to ensure that any hot weather plan
instituted should be a statewide plan, and not be limited to CMF.
6.

Carl London
Mr. London spoke on behalf of the State Psychological Association.
He spoke of the increase in recent years of mentally ill persons
in our prisons, a point also made by Mr. Spector. He echoed the
sentiments of Dr. Slaughter, that the emphasis at CMF was too much
on medication and not enough on therapy, pointing out that in many
cases there aren't even rooms within which to conduct therapy. He
noted that the heat conditions were intolerable for staff as well
as inmates, and therefore not conducive to good therapeutic
practices. Finally, Mr. London opined that the situation could be
improved if psychologists had more input into the treatment of
patients at CMF.

7.

Anna Gregorian
Ms. Gregorian testified as a representative of the Prisoners'
Rights Union. It was her opinion that staff at CMF were unaware
of the presence of a medical emergency at a time that men were
dying. She pointed to inconsistencies in the record of the time
preceding the discoveries of the deaths of inmates Otwell and
Bracy, maintaining that staff were responsible for the deaths.
In the opinion of Ms. Gregorian, the investigations conducted by
the Coroner and District Attorney were both superficial and
inadequate. She called for someone to be held accountable for
these deaths, arguing that only then would light be shed on the
truth of the matter.

8.

Arthur Rosenberg
Mr. Rosenberg, an attorney representing Protection and Advocacy, a
federally funded organization formed to protect the rights of
psychiatric patients, testified that problems associated with the
use of psychotropic medications exist in hospitals as well as
prisons.

9.

James Gomez
Mr. Gomez has been the Director of CDC since April 16, 1991. On
the first day of the hearings he presented an opening statement in
which he set forth some background information and outlined CDC's
response to the deaths at CMF.
To begin with, he pointed out that there are two programs at CMF.
There is an inpatient facility, basically a hospital with about
210 patients, run by the Department of Mental Health (DMH). One
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of the inmates who died was housed in this section. Th~ other
section, run by CDC, contains about 950 inmates who are be
treated on an outpatient basis. The other two inmates who die
were housed there.
Mr. Gomez stated that while CDC had voluntarily increased staff
levels, it had been unable to fill all of the positions. He
agreed with others that staffing levels were of critical
importance and should be higher than they are.
Mr. Gomez also testified that when he learned of the deaths, he
wanted to learn why. One of the things he looked into was the
possibility of airconditioning. All of the expert test
indicated that an effective airconditioning system could prevent
deaths of this type from occurring. Mr. Gomez stated, however,
that it has been determined by CDC that retrofitting for
airconditioning would cost about $15 million. He pointed out that
CDC had developed what he believed to be a good hot weather plan,
and indicated a willingness to meet with Donald Spector to discuss
the possibility of improving the plan further.
This ended the first day's testimony.

B.

Day 2 -- August 20, 1991
1.

James Gomez
Mr. Gomez continued his testimony. He talked about the difference
in budget between the inpatient program, run by DMH, and the
outpatient program, run by CDC. The former program spends about
$70,000 per patient per year, the latter about one-tenth that
amount. He also pointed out that increased clinical sta , as
advocated by Dr. Slaughter, Carl London, and others, would not
necessarily increase the ability to closely observe inmates at
night, when these three inmates became ill. This is because the
clinical staff work primarily during the day. He also questioned
the need for around the clock close observation of outpatients,
who presumably are less disturbed than the inpatients in the other
wing.
Mr. Gomez discussed the option of airconditioning CMF and other
institutions in hot-weather areas where psychiatric patients are
housed. He concluded that it would be too costly to do so, and
that the institution of an EWEP would be the preferable option.
He agreed, at the suggestion of Chairman Burton, to look at some
other options that might be less costly than aircondit
, such
as fans and the like.

2.

Eddie Ylst
Mr. Ylst testified as the Warden of CMF-Vacaville. He addressed
some of the concerns that previously had been raised by other
witnesses.
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For example, Anna Gregorian testified that prisoners who were
witnesses to the circumstances surrounding the deaths had been
relocated to other institutions, making them difficult to
interview. Mr. Ylst testified that, immediately upon having
learned of the deaths, he had to make some quick decisions. Not
knowing exactly what he was dealing with, one of his decisions was
to start single celling the inmates. In order to make sure no
cell contained more than one inmate, 50 inmates had to be moved
elsewhere. He stated that it was coincidental that some of the
50 were potential witnesses to the deaths.
Mr. Ylst also testified that CDC's newly instituted hot weather
plan had been used subsequently to the deaths, and that it was
difficult to accomplish, and had been disruptive, but it was
feasible.
3.

William Mayer,

M.D.

Dr. Mayer is the Director of DMH, having begun that job about six
weeks prior to the three deaths. He pointed out that, despite
that fact that Haldol has been given to hundreds of thousands of
people over the last 24 years, the actual number of heat stroke
incidents reported in the literature is 43.
He also testified that it was the treatment goal of the program to
use no more medication than is necessary to allow staff to work
with the patients.
4.

Steven Chon, M.D.
Dr. Chon is the Assistant Director for Clinical Services for DMH.
Upon being questioned by Chairman Burton, he discussed the death
of a patient at Patton State Hospital under seemingly similar
circumstances in the summer of 1988. Dr. Chon was of the opinion
that that case was not significantly similar to the deaths at CMF
this summer. He stated that the patient who died at Patton died
of an excess of Lithium, not heat stroke associated with Haldol.
Chairman Burton pointed out that this finding had been disputed.
Dr. Chon, speaking of the inpatient program, stated that it was as
richly staffed as any program in the state hospital system.

5.

Sylvia Blount
Ms. Blount is the Executive Director of the inpatient program at
CMF. She testified that, during the checks that are done on their
patients every 15 minutes, staff look through a window in the cell
doors to see if the patients are restless or agitated.
(In this
regard, Mr. Ylst testified that no clinical interviews are
conducted inside the cells, and Dr. Mayer testified that it could
be possible to miss signs of illness just by looking in through
the window, though he believed restlessness or gasping for air
could be spotted.)
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Ms. Blount also testified that the patients in the
ient
program were more acutely ill than those
uutpatient
program, and that some of them might not a
them lves
when
are in distress.
6.

Paul Morentz, M.D.
Dr. Morentz is the Chief Psychiatrist in the outpatient program.
He testified that there are a variety of individual and group
therapy sessions available for the patients, in addition to AA and
NA groups, and vocational and educational tra
He and Mr.
Ylst
that with more staff they could do more, but
expressed the belief that the program is a good

7.

Daniel Casey, M.D.
Dr. Casey was consulted by CDC after the deaths. He
of Psychiatry Research in Psychopharmaco
at
Adminis ration Medical Center in Portland, Oregon,
of P
at Oregon Health Sciences Universit
that the EWEP instituted by CDC was a
one.
that,
a good EWEP in place, staff increases
use of resources than airconditioning. He empha
of this type are rare events, and by nature diff
or prevent. However, he stated that if he were s
and
t were not a concern, he would ask for a
He also stated that he did not think moving from
space t a nonairconditioned space would contribute
to the risk of -heat stroke. (This point was rai
patient who has been in the airconditioned
whose p
ric condition improves, would be t
nonairconditioned outpatient program. Dr. Meenakshi
that this could be a contributing factor to the risk
stroke.)

8.

ified

in, M.D.
Dr.
in was also consulted by CDC. He is a Professor of
Psychiatry at UC Davis, and the Medical Director or UC Davis
Medical Center. He stated that drugs of the
taken
the
deceased prisoners are widely accepted as the most effective
medications available for the treatment of psychoses. He stated
that these drugs do have side effects, and certain precautions
need to be taken. Among these are avoiding direct sunlight and
plenty of fluids.

9.

William Swartzman, M.D.
Dr. Swartzman testified that, in his op1n1on, medication did not
contribute to the deaths. He stated his opinion that the men who
died must have been placed in different cells or rooms, perhaps
for disciplinary purposes, and that these cells had inadequate
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ventilation and that this is what killed them.
In addition, he
implied that employees of CMF were engaged in a cover-up of the
facts, and that a deeper investigation ought to be done. Dr.
Swartzman offered no evidence for this assertion, which was denied
by Mr. Ylst and Mr. Gomez

III. FINDINGS
The Committee on Public Safety finds as follows:
A.

James Otwell, Joseph Cannata, and Cecil Bracy died of heat stroke.

B.

The ordinary risk of heat stroke is increased significantly by the
ingestion of psychiatric medications such as those taken by Otwell,
Cannata, and Bracy.

C.

The fact that these medications increase the risk of heat stroke is
generally known by the medical community, but deaths from heat stroke
associated with these medications are relatively rare events.

D.

Measures can be taken that will reduce the risk of heat stroke
associated with these medications, but only airconditioning will
reduce the risk to zero.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS
A.

Airconditioning.

This is the committee's first priority.

1.

Effectiveness. There is no doubt that airconditioning is the most
effective method of preventing deaths of these kinds.

2.

Cost. Director Gomez stated that it would cost $15 million to
aircondition the outpatient wing. However, this seems excessive
in light of Mr. Gomez's statement that the cost of airconditioning
the outpatient unit had only been $2 million. This apparent
discrepancy needs to be explained.

B.

Cooling. If airconditioning is truly cost-prohibitive, some form of
mechanical cooling should be installed.

C.

Other Steps. Only if cost prohibits the installation of even the
least expensive air cooling system should other steps be taken in
place of airconditioning or cooling. Such steps could include the
following already addressed by the current EWEP:
1.

Monitor temperatures.

2.

Identify inmates who are at higher risk of heat stroke due to
medication, pre-existing medical condition, age, or any other
relevant factors.
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3.

D.

Ensure that those so identified are, at a m~n~mum, given adequate
fluids for drinking and cool showers to prevent the onset of heat
stroke when the temperature so warrants.

Report.

CDC is to report to the Legislature as follows:

1.

Explain how the figure of $15 million was reached as the cost of
airconditioning. What patient units would be included in tliis
estimate? Why was this figure so much higher than the $2 million
it cost to aircondition the inpatient unit? What types of
airconditioningjcooling systems have been considered?

2.

Explain what is being done to aircondition/cool new construction
in hot weather areas. If there are no plans to include
airconditioning/cooling in these prisons, why not?
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J\ssembltl
Clint iforuin 1fiegislnture

CHAIR
TOM BATES
CAROL BENTlEY
PAULA l BOLAND

CHIEF COUNSEL
MICHAEL L PINKERTON
COUNSEL
JUDITH M GARVEY
PAUL GEROWITZ

BARBARA LEE
CONSULTANT
LAURA L HANKINS

TOM UMBERG

COMMITTEE SECRETARY
ROSE MORRIS

<anmmittee ntt Jfuhlir ~nfetv
1121 L STREET, SUITE 803
SACRAMENTO, CA 95814
(916) 445-3268
FAX (916) 327-6830

July 8, 1991

James E. O'Brian, Coron••r
County ui Solano
520 Clay Street
Fairfield, California 94533
Dear Mr. O'Brian:
The Committee on Public Safety i~; planning to conduct a hearing on the recent
deaths of inmates James Ottwell, Joseph "Carmata, and Cecil Brat:y, who were
housed at the California Medical Facility at Vacaville.
Please forward the coroner's reports and any other available information you
have on the above-referenced persons to the committee office by Friday,
July 12, 1991.
Your assistance in this matter is appreciated. If you have any questions,
please contact the l:ommittee Chief Counsel, Michael L. Pinkerton.
Peace and Friendship,

JOHN BU!:<TON
Chair-

JB:MLP:rlm
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APPENDIX "B"
JOHN BURTON

cAssemhl\!
<anlifnrttin 1flegislnture

CHAIR
TOM BATES
CAROL BENTLEY
PAULA L. BOLAND

CHIEF COUNSEL
MICHAEL L. PINKERTON
COUNSEL
JUDITH M. GARVEY
PAUL GEROWITZ

BARBARA LEE
CONSULTANT
LAURA L HANKINS

TOMUMBERG

COMMITIEE SECRETARY
ROSE MORRIS

<!Tnmmiftee nn Jlultlic ~nfrtll
1121 L STREET, SUITE 803
SACRAMENTO, CA 95814
(916) 445-3268
rAx (916) 327-6830

July i:l, 1991
James Gonw?., D lr... t·t ur
California Department of Corn~ct ions
P. 0. Box 942883
Sacramento, CA 94283-0001
Dear Mr. Gomez:
The Committee on Public Safety is planning to conduct a hearing on the recent
deaths of inmates James Ottwell, Joseph Cannata, and Cecil Bracy, who were
housed at the Califnrnia Medical Facility at Vacaville.
Please forward the following material to the committee office by Friday,
July 12, 1991:
1)

All medical records of the above-referenced inmates.

2)

All Department of Corrections reports and investigations relating to the
deaths of the above-referenced inmates.

3)

All policies and procedures relating to patient care in the portion or
portions of the fac i.l it.y where the above-referenced inmates where housed
at the time ot t.heir· deaths.

tr·ust that the department will provide the n~quested information in a timely
fashion without being served with a subpoena. If you have any questions,
please contact the committee Chief Counsel, Michael L. Pinkerton.
I

Peace und Friendship,

JOHN BURTON
Chair
JB:MLP:rlm
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APPENDIX "C"
STATE Of CAliFORNIA--YOUTH AND ADULT CORRECTIONAl AGENCY

PETE WILSON, GOVERNOR

DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
P. 0. Box 942883
Sacramento, CA 94283-0001
July II, 1991

The Honorable John Burton, Chair
Assembly Committee on Public Safety
1121 L Street, Suite 803
Sacramento, CA 95814
Dear Mr. Burton:
I have received your request for information on the deaths of three inmates at the California
Medical Facility (CMF) at Vacaville. You have requested the medical records of the deceased
inmates, all investigative reports related to the deaths, and our relevant policies and
procedures.
My legal counsel advises me
your Committee without the
law. To obtain the records
releases. I have also had staff

r have

that releasing the medical records of the deceased inmates to
consent of an authorized representative is prohibited by State
for your review, I have directed CMF to obtain the required
discuss this issue with Michael Pinkerton of your staff.

enclosed the requested departmental policies and procedures.

Several investigations are underway. Local law enforcement officials have been contacted
and were requested to conduct an independent investigation into the circumstances. These
officials include the Solano County District Attorney, the Solano County Sheriff and the
Vacaville Chief of Police. We expect to have their completed investigation reports by the end
of next week. The Federal Mediator in the Gates case has been contacted to recommend an
outside independent medical expert to conduct a medical procedures review. I have attached
his report. All of his short-term recommendations that are consistent with prudent security
precautions have been implemented.
The Department's Office of Health Care Services
conducts investigations into all inmate patient deaths.
Death reviews include review of
medical records, autopsy reports, and toxicological screens. Autopsy. reports and toxicological
screens are done by the Coroner's Office and it takes two to six weeks to be completed. Due
to the nature of these deaths, we will expand this review to include physical plant operations
personnel, inmate classification personnel, and mental health specialists. We expect to have
the conclusion of their review also within two weeks.
The Solano County Coroner is also preparing his autopsy.
results of the Coroner's report sometime next week.

We expect to have the autopsy

Jn the interim, we have implemented an emergency hot weather plan. The text of the plan is
also enclosed.

/s~e':':b;c)

C--~~~v-o./
~ JAMES H.GOM Director of C'orr
Enclosures
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23U STOCKTON acMJ!VARD
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(IIIIi) '/$4.$010

July e, 1tt1

Ruth Younfier
Compliance Team
California Medical Facility
P.O. Box 2000
vacaville, CA 9~696-2000

Dear Ms. Youn9er:
I appreoiatac.t the chance to visit the Vacaville Medical Facility as
a consultant tor heat related medical problema. I Am hopetu1 that
my obse~ationa, insights and recommendations that I communicated
in par&Jon to the warden and ·Ms. carlson w.-re helpful to you. At
your request, I have enclosed a written consultant report
summarizing my observations and recommendations. My invoice with
the consultation fees are Also enclosed. Should you have any
further questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.

sincerely,

~~~
Robert W. Derlet, M.D.
Associate Professor and Chief
Division of Eaer9enoy Kedioine
RWD:mrd

Encloaures

ooo:r .::.r

•
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UNIVERSITY OF C..ALlFOR.NlA, DAVIS

SCHOOl. OF UMilr!lll&:

f'ltCIIO lddlut rtplf &o;
DIVIBIOI'I Of' BMSROI.INCY MfWIONSI
CLINICAL 'I'QXJOOLOOY
lJNIVIIIlSrTY 01' CAl.U'OitJIIIA, PAVII
MaDICAI. CINTBlt
llU ITOCK'I'ON DOULIVI>RD

SACRANSN'I'O, CAUPORNIA 051 n
llll6l1lNUIO
OOWSOL'l'»r.L'

UPOP.T OW RISK OJ'
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~ he~t
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of developinq

illness auoh as heat exhaustion or
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On

the morninq ot July
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Medical
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Facility,

1991,

vacaville,

while

confinement. Preliminary data indicates

in

·cUed pas

a result ot heat stroke with body

Fahrenheit

eaoh.

A unique set ot climatio"'events occurred
area over the past several

~aek&.

28 1 the area•s daytime hiqh

the vacaville

In the two

te~peraturee

were

June 28, it rained and the temperature

The three days tollowinq June 28, the
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wae approximately

progressively

rose at an aooelerated rate ao that on
temperature was 109°.
te~peraturea,
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the facilities.
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All members

cooperative
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were reported

have died at approximately 7

viuit on this win9.

Both man

ware on the

haloperidol, as well as oogentin.

one of the

This is a looked ward.

My

ot activities tor the inmates is as followsa

All

on lithiwn.

the two•men cells, exercise outside the cell is
period in tha mominq each day, and tha

visit, the hallways were well ventilated,
a

number of portable fans.
Room 321.

I

one of the

inspected this room.

suaveral •mall window panes.

The

One of these

6 inohea by 9 inches, waa not ilassad which

enter into the cell from tha hallway.
and I understand it is

no~lly

The small

inhabited by

far and of the cell, a window allows for
to the outside.

at the

The window is approximately 2 feet
~ottom

approximately

6

inches.

Tbe

on the inward oeiliru; was plu;;ed up with
I was told that the inmate• plU9CiJed up the

with toilet paper.
wae very hot and there was no movement of air.

OOC00·1
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the hot
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3

in this

outside and the lack

cell, it was extremely warm.

ones body to maintain a normal

stress on
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This
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of 98. 6°.

301 from the

.another

fatality ooourrad on the morninq of my

roo• appeared

I

also viewed Room

identical in oonetruotion to Room 321.
I

toured several other winqs of

units, which

included both opened and closed ward&.

visited the

inpatient mental health area (DMH) and

where a

third fatality had occurred in the morninq.

(Room 304)

was similar in structure to tha other

that

it appeared

appeared to be inhabited by a ainqle

cooler than the rooms on I-3,
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determinino the temperature.
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temperature
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nervous system oqntrol which oeoura
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extrema heat, its regulatory mechaniam&
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t•mperature,
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ao•nario, I recommend the followinql
1.

-

Fa.na be placed in imU.vidu.al inmate rooms to c.ll.ow for
oi:roulation on days when there is no

and the outsida

temperature is greater than 100°.
It this is not possible, than the
kept open with outside circulating
3.

4.

hallway.
least

Inmates be forced to drink larqa ..,._........

fluid,

16 ounoea to 32 ounces of wator every two

three hours

that they maintain adequate hydration en

days.

Inmates be mobilized multiple times

the

so
and

ni9ht and be given showers to oooi
5.

All inmates who showed signs of
be examined by a physician with appropriate

6.

Inmates be enoouraqod to wet their

normal behavior
tdgna "taken.

apply wet towels

to reduce heat atraaa.

Submitted by:
Robart w. Darlet, M.D.
Aaaooiata Professor and

oireetcr

Emer~enoy
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Memorandum

•

e, 1991

Dote

July

To

CMF STAFF

frorn

1

Collfornlcl Medical f•clllty, Va,avill•

'
95606-4000

HOT WEATHER EMERGENCY PLAN
MEDICAL, PSYCHIATRIC UNITS AT CMF~·MAIN

This Hot Weather Emergency Plan is effective immediately.
Between the hours ot 1100 and 1800 or as
The maintenance department is
outside temperatures.

*

to

Pro9ram Lieutenants will monitor

temperatures.

The temperatures will be reported
commander. The Wat•:h commanaer
report both indoor and outdoor
Watch Report as well as the Hot
Plan activation and deactivation

to
onto the
Emergency

When the temperature reaches 90
psychiatric units, the watch commander

the Chier Medical Officer, Chief
Associate warden, Business services,
Director or the Department or
1
activate the plan.
The followinq indoor temperature
plan:

the closed

11 notiry
Warden,
the

Executive

the

ll

*

90 degrees:

Ice, hydrating 1
showers
be issued every
to
designated Psychiatric closaa

•

95 degrees:

When the telnperatu.re
95 deqreea,'the
a second line
monitor and
Ice, hydratlnq 1

hire

ide and showers will

hourl!ii to the
Psychiatric General Population open
wings, Psychiatric closed wings, medical
be issued every

-

000008
<» ...... ., ••

Page Two
units/ SPU inmlltea in "U" Winq end any
other inmate.s r•cei vin9 pgyc::hotropio
medication.

ThQ tour hour incrementa will •tart
at th~ time of the plan's implementation.
Staff will force mhower or spray all
psychiatric eate~ory inmates in the above
housing units tw~ce each shift until the
plan is deactivated.

94 degrees:

When the temperature

~rops

to 94 degrees,

the Chief Medical Officer, Medical
Director or designee will instruct the
Watch Commander to continue or deactivate
the "Hot Weather Emergency Plan." The
Watch commander will notify the A.O.D.
durinq non-business hours. ourinq
regular business hours the Watch
Commander will notify the Captain,
Associate Warden and chief Deputy
War~en.

S9 degrees;

When tha temperature drops to 89 degrees,

the Watch commander will follow the
directions noted above immediately to
deactivate the 90 deqree plan.

staff are to be on the alert for heat stress symptoms to

include:

dizziness, dehydration, liqhtheadedness, feeling
Individual irregularities are to be
immediately reported to the B-l Clinic for medical

hot,

flushed or dry.

treatment/assessment.

This plan is in effect until a more comprehensive procedure
is issued.

~T~/
warden

I

OOOUt!J

-
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Memorandum
Oottl

, Au Q us t

1 1 19 9 1

JOHN 0 1 SKAUOHNESSY, Chief
Mental Health Services
Department of Corrections

~

From

Subject:

California M•dlcal Facility, Vacavllla

95696-4000

CALIFORNIA M!DICAL FACILITY'S HOT WEATHER EMERGENCY PLAN

Per your request, a copy of our Hot Weather
rgency Plan is
attached.
I note that it is a comprehensive plan vhieh
per1od1cally v111 be tev1sed as con01t1ons require.
Any
quest1on8 or concerns you may have regardinq th1s plan can be
directed to Carolyn P. Graha~, Associate War~en, NRC and General
Population. Her phone number is (707) 449-6525.

~r
Warden

-

00041.1

HOT WEATHER EMERGENCY PLAN
CALI,ORNIA M!DICAL FACILITY

VACAVILLE, CALIFORNIA
REVISED:

8-1-91

POL;ICX:

It ls the po l i
of the California Mea l.cal Fac 111 ty to protect
bath staff and
nmatea from excetSzsive tempetatu'res due to our
area location.
special vulnerability of inmateB/patlents due
to their medicationl5 1 is reco9nized by this meOtcal facility.

P!JRPOQ:
A
weat
emer ncy plan is established to reduce/mlnimlze
oblems !sks for inmates/patients cau8ed by extreme
ure chan1;1e5 and excesses.
The plan is driven ))y 1ndoor
oor temperatures which may cause po55lble discomfort or
serious
nee a
to
med leal,
1atr 1 c
and
general

populat on inmates

tients,

SCQfili:

Th1s

medical and p5ychia~tic inmates/patients
high risk for heat 5tress due to the
medication
y are administered.
Thetse 1nmates are pr i.mar 11y
housed in the Outpatient Psychlatrlc Units, but can be house~ in
any area thr
CMF-Ma ln, NRC and DMH.
Also, addressed in
this
is
procedure for all general population inmates
lncl
nq CMF-Maln, NRC and CMF-Sout~.
determl

The overall responslblllty for activation of this plan ~esta v1th
the Chief Deputy warden - Clinical Services, Chief Deputy Wardens
ot Operations - Main and south and the Executive D1rector of DMH.
Implementation
6£
this
plan is the res pons 1b111 ty of each
area/dlvitSion Associate Warden, the Chief Medical Officer of CMF,
Medical Director of OMH and Horspital Administrators of CMF and
OliH.

Dur1
iness hours and on the weekend, the A~mlniatrative
Off leer of the Day, the Psych1atr lc Off 1 cer of the Day and the
Medical Officer of the Day are responsible for acttvation and
implementation of thls plan.
STAFF liLl&BI:
During a hot weather emergency, the highest empharsies must be
placed upon the staffs' welfare.
I t 1a the expectation that
staff vlll remain vigilant of possible heat effects upon fellow
employees during this type of emergency.
Mutual concern mu11t
remain paramount during a hot weather emergency alert juat like

-

00041~

any other type of emergency.
Superv1!5or~ are to obt5erve that
staff remain alert and do not become susceptible to the ~ame heat
stress symptoms for vh1ch the inmate papulation 1~ bel
evaluated.
Thoae symptoms include:
dizziness, dehydration,
11ghtheac5edness or feeling hot,

flushed or dry.

Supervisors a:re

responsible

for encouraging the staff to continually consume
liquids.
Work assignments must be continually assessed for
exposure to excessive heat work areas.
When e
oms are
<letected, th~ supervisor will escort stttff to a1n1c for
emergency me~ical evaluation/treatment.

GIHIBAL:

Hot Weather ~mcrgoncy Plan 5hall be lmplemenl~d
nevor
excessive heat conditions exlat.
ExceaB1ve heat c
1tlona a:te
defined as temperatures exceeding 90 de ee .
The

aTAQI I:
The CMF-Ma ln Boller Room S
rvlaor will monitor the
outeide temperature on a dai y basis. Whe the outside
temperature
reaches
90
de ees
the
ratun~
reac'Jin9s vill be relayed to t
Main
S
watch comman<5ers.
All CMF-Main Unit Lieutenants will
be notified by the Watch Commander to begin hour
monitoring, of inside temperatur:es in theh: assigned
corridors and wings, and r
rt same
o the Watch
commander, for inclu5lon in
Wa
Report, until the
temperature drops below 90 degrees.

The Watch commander will notify t
Pharmacht tha
Stage I of the Hot Weather Emergency Plan le in effect
and request the "High Risk" Hedlcat!on Roster.

The Pharmacy Manager wlll generate a "HI
~lek" roster
of inmates who are on designated Medlcat o
determined
to put them at risk for heat stress an~ requite spec1&1
monitoring.
Additionally, a subgro
of ''tH
Risk"
patients will be identified
the
ef Medical
Officer, who will require special evaluat
when the
1
temperature reaches 99 degrees.
(SPECIAL NOTE: )

All staff are to be on the alert iot: all
symptoms that include the follow ng:
l)

Dh:zineee

2)

Dehydration

3)

Feeling hot
2

-------~

~

he-~t

stress

4)

Flushed or

5)

Li

~ry

Individual
1rre
rlt!ee
immediately ~epotted to
treatment/assessment, as outll

ar::e
to
be
f £cJl': medical

pr

e~,

ITAQI II;
ecu 1ng1~ft the
When the temperature
r will be :r:esponelole
1natitution, the
nstitutlonal officials ae
for contactl
the f llo\111
1b111
of each
listed below.
It will
t
duties and
department to
that a 1
1
the Hot
procedures are
1n ace
Weather !mer

RESPONSIBILITIES:
ces and
overall

1}

The Chief Deputy Wardens of
in cal
Operations
(Hain
and
South)
responsibility
%ecommend1
the activation or deactivation o
a

2)

Following
•s activation of the plan, the
Chief Medical Officer vlll activate and deactivate
the 1sau1
1
f
~e,
hy~ratlng
liquids and
four hour8 to the

inmate/pat!

re

Medication Roster.
3)

11

H1

R1sk"

Business Services will ensure that
institution
the needed suppl1es of ce, hydrating liQuids
and that there is a kitchen s ff member assigned
to the kitchen area to dist ibut
all of the
supplies
stored
in
the
k tchen,
'!'t1ey 1
( !n
conjunction with maintenance) w111 also ensure
that all equipment 1s maintained and operative
during an emerqency.
ha~

4)

-

The Associate Warden of
ar
lv1151on will
ensure that there is
oper staff a&slyned during
this emerc;e
plan.
This v1ll ensut:e. that the
issuing of lee, hydrating llq~lds and snowers vlll
be provided to the de51gnated lnmBte
lat1on,
and enable it to be done vlth little or no threat
to security and safety in the institut!on"

0004:1.~
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5)

The Executive DlE&ctor of the Department of Mental
Health vill be rel!pnnslble for tbe IM.m1tor1ng "f
DHH unite an~ to report dny nee1 or changes that
vlll effect any p~rt of thlo Hot Weather kmerg~ncy
Plan, the safety and well being of the inmates
and/or eecurlty of the institution.

6)

The Watch Commander wlll notify all xequlre~
departments iSfter i.t hae~ been deterrn\n~d that the
activation or deactivation cf t~e Hot Weather
Emergency Plan ill 1n effect
Additionally, the
Watch Commander vill also int.'itruct all staff on
p~ocaduree required duxtng thls plan.

7)

The Hospital Admln!stra.tor
will
eneure
that
clinical staff are alerted and prepared to provide
any
necessary
clinical
5Upport
to
any
inmates/patients adversely affected by the extreme
heat temperatures.

8)

During non-buslne~a hour~ and on the veekend, tne
Administrative Officer of the Day 1 Psychiatrist of
the Day and Medical Officer of Day vill he
reeponslble for the activation and implementation
of this plan.

aTAQI I l l

Part A;
Fo:r Closed Wlng Out pat lent Psych iat.r ic 1 mnates/pat ients
o:r others listed on the "High Rhk" Hedlcatl ::m Roster
and housed in Closed Winqe.

*

...

y

95.Degrees:

When the temperature reaches 95
degrees iDQid~ the institution, ice
ancl
hydrating
llqulds
\l'lll
be
issued, by ptogr~m ~taif, every
four hours to the de~ign~ted Closed
Win9s only.
When the tempe!dture reaches 95
degrees
~!~~,
no
Outpatient
Psychiatric
inmates/patients
or
others llstej on the t'Pigh RisK"
Medication Pr,3ter wi~l bG ermitted
to partictpate
1~
Ol\bdde
yar:d
actlvltles.
If tnroates/~al1ent8
are already on
the
y& ;::<:\,
the
out111c1e

activit

ately

l!:~me

fl!\5

t. e rtH:ve>d out

a.nd tt:turne€3

*

99 Degrees:

When the
degrees

temgera

e

99

caches

he 1natitu 1on 1 the
Watch Comma
t ~;~11
hire a second
Una cuatody aupexv or on lrd and
let Wat
t
tc.oni o1· ar.d enfo:t:ce

the
99 degr e activation
an.
Additionally, the Walch ~ommander
vlll notify Ma ntenance t t ve are
in B
9
re~ activation
and r
Maintenance n lnltlate
1
of a r c:ooli
ntlng

t

lt
~:u:e

ensure

t

fans

; a:r:e
vork 1ng.
1
Vil'Ag

,

to

·aJrflov

is

pr:ov1

Ice,

rati

will be hid
all
nmc!it~s
iatr:ic:

11

1 a and shovers

every four hour5 to
in
the
t1ent

at

inmates listed on
Medication
ter

-

other
h~t

Risk"

The four
increments will start
at
the
tlme
o
the
plan'a
implement:at i or~.
~as 1
Unit:
Cuat
staff will prov1de for
5hove:t ng
all
tient
Psychlatr ic lnmat
twie~
on each
shift:.
lf the 1
:refurs~
to
shower voluntarl
will be
force showered
r
sprayed with
water twice each sh1tt until Stage
II
f
Jan 1s de~ctlvated.
Additionally,
t i en t

a 1
i

t

c:
r it:

Wing
tna tee and

other5
on
the:
"H
!Usk n
Medication Hoe:~ r
u.sed ll> Close·d
Wing!!>, vlll be monitored avery l~

minutes for signs of heat stress.

SpA~ial

mon tor ng cf a
pa lents

"High
Ris
initiated
Offit:er.

~ubqroup

of

will

be
t
Chief
Med!cal
Clinical
et~ff
will

evaluate
each
pat lent
in
th1$
subgr up and ~etermlne
medical
needs as a resu
f the extreme
heat temperatureA,
When the
rdlute reaches 99
degrees, t
nance Department
will 1ns ct
air ventilation
and a!r cond tion1ng equipment to
ensure tha
it is in proper workin9
order.

*

93 Degrees:

When

the

re

drops to 93
Medical Officer

degrees,
and/or Hedlcal

r ctor or desi9nee
will recommen~
the War~en to
continue
r deac vate the "Hot
Weather
r:
Plan."
The
Chief
Medical
Offlcer 1
will
in
turn, notify the Wat
Commander as
to
any
furt
Emergency
plan
lmplementat on
The
Watch
Commander
wil
notify
the
Administra
Office
of the Day

during
re9ular

haur6. Durin9
business hours the Watch
Commander w111 notify the Central
nor-busin~ss

Services Cl!i
i
Associate warden
Central
rvices
anCI
Chief
Deputy Wa
n.
of

*

9 o ·oegrees:

When the
empe ature drops to 90
degrees, the Wa ch Comro1nder wi 11
follow the direct 1 on a noted abov~
\ mmecHate 1
t
eact vd t.e Stage II
of this p

STAOI XI;

Part 81
General

f~M~!on

Inmat~s;

J1n,

South

~nj

NACJ

Our lng hot weather as !dent 1 f
this plan, lnroates
in
the
general
populat on
areae
of
the
lnst 1 tut 1 on v111 be encouraqed t
cornsumt: add i t 1 ona 1

housed

00041'i/

'~
I

I

)
!

114uide.

The !!!hOW(ill
1r/erease the amo

Housing units
the

s 1r

'<~

'<~111

pur

building

h.!ve

fl'!'~usible,

or

to

fresh air t e
a15rshst in air
In the exerc 1 !3
common sense
enqage
in
encouraged
activities

ned

allow

to

tuse

to
be

nmates 1
tore<'
to those

staff so that immediate

displaying heat
Inmates ln

Wi 1

access to a

igloo type wate
d:r:lnlcln<J founta
vlll be allowed
pet 1 odrs .., 1 11

work
!!SfHU:y,

breaks
break

crews will

be encouraged
lunch.
Work superv 115
closely to ide 1

break~S

and

workers
oms.
& NRC)

Inmatea ho
in
be encou:r:aged t
lengtha vi 11 be
ncr
will be cautioned
exertion.
Hou3ing

the

unite~

¥1

air· purged

a

building doors will be
enter.
Electric fans w1
air circulation.

Inmates• activities
monitored by ~taff so
given to those dlspl

1.

The Admin s rLtt
Offices, the Optica
Warehouse are air c
fountain available.

on Units will
ds.
Shower
inmates
physical
tern!. will have
and feae.1ble,
f!e~h a1r
to

be

closely

ttent ~on can be
ms.

::::ountinq
lcs and
Cir1nkinq

2.

The

Laundry

ha~

a

Drinking fountains ara

20

ooUng

ur.1t.

atln\f

fans.

~va

Biude:ry has exhau~:S
Drinking fount~lna are av•

3.

Tha

4.

The Precast Yard ia an
1cemaker
and
refrigerated ~ater.
in the truck exce
9
poured into the ca5ti
stopped.

It has

ntaln

~n

5.

it

or

cannot

be

work

is

e
ust fans,
s" over welding
itlonal heat

Metal Fabrication has a
c i rcu lat lng £ant!! and "
booths.
On very hot
generated by the painting
the internal temperature.
shut down and production s

f

ovena raises
paint

On extremely hot days,

syatem

t es

extra breaks, frequent
heat areas and all

1s

a :r e given

to leave high
want.
When
culinary and
extreme heat,
s are returned

available,
lee is
distributed at the
factories are shot down
to their housinq units.

i%AGI

wi

mperature

II:

Paxt C:

(DHH ONLY)

For inmates housed 1n the 1
I.

t

ent DMH Program.

During
normal
~orklng
Director, Medical Dlrecto
Administrator, and Pr
notified
by
the
Nurse/Designee lf unit
degrees F or tall below
normal working hours,
the DHH staffing office.

the

Hospital
shall be
Reg isterect
rh
above 85
es 1''.
After

Directors

!>hall notify
sta fln!J office

ff

shall notify the Acting
above adminletrat ve sta

II.

When the outdoor temperat
degrees F or greater, the

Executive

Aes!!llsta

D l :te(:t

1£ the

Ua le.

n
t

ha

hade ie J5

~ommanaer

vlll

notify the
of sa1f! t

the i

III. When

or
(

e
is
cri

taken
IV.

v.

As indo
drops t
described
1nstlt

VI.

"•

VII.

VII I.

CKF Pl
hi

antici

pr

ms.

PUR2011;,
To establish
staff from ln

unit

vhen

temperatu~e~

0

malfunctions of

-

000•}..;.0

eBQCIPVRES;
A.

(DMH CONT'D)

IXCISSIVE HEAT:
St&ff RIIQOOI1b111ties;
l.

Increased
~ocumented.

fluid

1ntake

Patients

ld

s

and

1.

For

all

patients

~Sh

uld

and

increatH~

of
oduclnq clear
be used as a bas is

level of hydration to the
Thh:st alone can
for fluid intake.

urine.

Level-of-Care (LQCl Staff

stressed

staff

Beagons1b111tl~a~

on

neurol

ics,

lithium,

diuretics, llnt1chol1nerglca,
nd antll'!epreseant!s,
vital slqns need to be mon
ed at 1200 and 1600
hours.
Patients over the
of 60 need to have
temperature taken addl t1onally at :2000 hours.
! f
temperature is elevated, a 1 v tal signs shall be
taken.
2.

Any patient (or staff) vho c
weak or lethargic or who
showing any other possible
hyperthermia needs to
fluids increased.

3.

Patients appearlnr to
harglc or sleepy
&hould be assessed by an
The aN shall notify
the unit physician or POD of hie/her aeee~:Ssment
and document same in the pdtlent's ION notes.

4.

When heat is excessive

Unit

Pbys1cian~'

1.

The status of all patient

2.

Patients' current medica
and assessed for possible

3.

alns of feeling
ins of cramping or
om or sign of
ure taken and

~ln
rooms, the shift
supervisor will request meals
take to the unit
(unless temperature is
eater there).

Res 0 ons1b111t1~

Counsel and advise all
the danger
of exces 1
additional fluids.

be

r~vieved

rst1one

1 nt a
£,oa

LO~

c;taU on

need

for

0004~.l

On veeke

4.

the f'OD

n

unit if

Will

aaaist the
hydratlng iqu1ds

1.

Will

2•

t

it

1n1

ii!UiiiS

11hen the

85

d

are

1.
2.

Will

aas1s

units if
Avoid all
Any outd

by staff.

3.

Provide
water as

4.

Educate
excessive

howe
net
measures.

ttes

to

use

s of

da

ltlonal fluide

and restrict!

-

5.

Refer to
Nursi
Policy 12 2 for s
conditions.

1.

Consult with
1 1
and
!a lng
Nurse
for ind 1 1dua
pat 1ent
approprlatenesa for recreational actl 1t1~e.

1

Procedure Manual,
f heat re

Re9istered

Whenever
heat1
temperatures reach 60
watml
mea!!Hu:e
l

malfunc ioni
and
or below,
t

unit
sp~cial

1a

etatf.
1.

Supply
blankets.

lents

vlth

1 ti onal

loth ng

ani!

2.

3.

Encourage the u~e of hot
chocolate, tea, deca!fe1na
patients and staff.

as

B'JC

b~oth

Encourage patie

!':it

for

cal actlvity,

as appropriate.

4.

5.

6.
7.

Monitor patients

te

rat

l

a\gns at

0600 and 2000, and more
1£
sho~1ng
possible
hypertherm i<:1.

athargic or
e1gnt5
of

When patients appear
staff and physicians
signs and symptoms of

leepy,
5

Educate and counsel
adequate clothing an~

LOC

ients

for

net:d

for

v

If deemed appropriate,

~tmta

to

varmer units may be r
il'AGI II I:

RELOCAtiON PLAN FOR 3RD
P'irst Alternate:

f~OOB

INMATSiLPATl!NTSt

Upon determinat
the warden, or his
designee,
that
ureE:
may
detriment 1 to
and safety of
on t:he Thi
paychiatrlc inmates
Floor 1 in clorud w1
hese 1 nrt~~1toe
tier housl
will be relocated
1 on Center.
This
in the Northern
plan includes the tehouts1ng of the 190
3 1 M-3, N-3 and P-3 1
inmate~S in I-3,
into the 200
lls available in T 1,
T-2,

V-1

and

2

1

Ut'\lts.
The
:o he hon~ed
·1 hous tng

d113placed NRC
in I~J, L-3,
units.
If
ltlons
to be detr imenta
inmate3 in Th rd

these inma
CMF-t·1a 1 n

rnattresBes
hours.

e dettHil' ned
h<nls5.ng of NRC
cio~e6
wings,

1

r
relor-:ated on the
b 1 ~ 1"1 h. e t :0
and
nl

and ni

Second Alternate:

I f:

redir4:!C

needs
FIXED

RiSPO~SIBILITI~

A.

MEDICAL:
1.

B-3 Clinical
readied to
any/all

ptogram/cuet
activation of th1
houre, the B--t
provide this aer
2.

At the onset
Plan (Staqe
generate a "H!
inmates who
any
het ikna

or

llfho require a
l1 s t wi 11 be
vho wIll make

to staff,
3.

4.

Clinical arv c
the adverse eefec
problems to
should be
regardless of

Clinical Servlce5
to develop a
a

problems and
extremely ho

1on :m

r1 1 ts

Roster,

i1eat

symptoms:
11ghtheadedness 1 fee ll ng he ,

~treas

Custodial staff will
lee, hydrating 11Qui
in the Out
ient

nmates
ram

When any
symptoms

inmate
r~lat~d

exh
to

progr&m/cu~tody

staff

observations

the

to

aigns Ol"
hea'::,
unit
eport
the
l Staff 3t

5.

houra.

The Watch Commander vll
Supervisor for First
monitor and enforce
plan.
He
will
temperature
to
Chie
Hoopltal A~mlnlstrator.
AtH:~ociat~

!"!on-

duri

2292; or 2422 i f
bu51neel5

a

1cat1on
itionaJly,
e that the
mented in
Wing Log
Wlnq5 and

other5 listed on
Roster every four
as5igned Custodial ata f wil
aforementioned activit es a
the following arevs that
Books, individual 114
1
on the Watch Report.
4.

,Jn,
lua
1.1t
dry.
1ss uanca of
~t

Wart >!!n,

L1ne

Watch to
activation
99

x:den
llf'~

.Bue nes.

Executive

Director,
Health.
He/she
correctional ~taff in

De~:>a

11
hi:!'

degree

Off leer,
th~

me

of

Mental

hire

add l. lic>"'&l

tivat on o£ this

plan.
6.

Program Lleut nants
monitoring t~roperat
plan activation t
staff and lnmaters
A~d1tionally{
during
the

f

<)I'

f

f

additional

direct the
opening of
Second and
Psychiatric Program,
circulation of a1r
ehould be take to ens
door.s
hall gr111g

l&

ooo·1,,.

aaed

Care

c"I'm

1•

f1r

r.eceoe r
spr
ych
If

fou-r

r

hOUX:£5,

8.

Program
are

8Vil1

lhetr

aae~

are

a

r

hat fe.na
! ql'i 1n

ab

enantH

these

go

worldng

c.

DMH:
1.

Ensure that
condit
maintenance

2.

EnBUl:'::e that ne
channeled thi

D6partment
3.

D.

reported

t1ve
to

lu1~s)

are

!no

air

ri': otuces

l

Service

rood

CMF

r

8

Promptly :cepo:rt
t
related
t
eituation.

occurrences,
emergency

i!UIY

BUSINESS SERVl
Busines:s

rv

e

fane are

t

allot
to each housl
thr
out. CMFMain. They v
the fans/blowe~a
in the units at
-So
re in good working
order and that fans ar
11
e in he DMH
area if the a r c ndit on ng ~5yatem fail:~,
2.

Ensure the pz:ocurement of ade4,1uoce ~Supplies
of lee and hydrating flui
are available for
the inmates in the
~tpatlent
Psychiatric
Program as vell as otner
ls
on the "High
Risk" Hedleatlon Roster.

3.

Chief of Plant
the a!r conditioning
ens I
t
t
repairs are
in a timl!l
The

ons v1U monitor
:r vent systems tc,
nd

0'3

a

~

c

u

a.n

e

Revi~:~cd:

4.

Provide for tho routine monitoring of out8lde
~hade temperatures between the h urD of 1~.00
and
1800
or
~!.1
~dC~d
du l.ng
extreme
temperaturi"'R,

E.

8-1-:H

n•..

5.

Provide for the ad~quate ~toraqe
during this type of emergency.

6.

When temperature reaches 99 degrees,
~he
Maintenance Department will lnspect all air
ventilation and air conditioning equipment to
ensure that 1 t is in proper: vorl< ing order.
During non-buslnesa hour5,
a
Maintenance
employee will :t:eport to t.he institution to
inspect all alr cooling/ventilation equipment
for proper working order.

of

ic~

MANAGIU\S :

Managers may be called upon to ~up~rvise a 24
hour operation at the discretion of the
Warden to enaure that the
lan 1s being
prop~rly

P'.

implemented.

ALL STAFF:

Dur1nQ the Hot Weather Ernerg~ncy Plan, staff
should not wait for spe~lfic direction to
provide
inrnl)tee
at
high
riak
vith
praventat 1ve meaaurel5,
All ass 19ned are to
implement increased fluid intake, ice and
showers aa specified in Stage II of the plan,
without a need for medical interdiction.
Further, additional measures 5uch as removal
of clothing, reduced expoeure to sun and
increased ventilation as suppl~HilNlt5 should
be included in iMplementation.
THIS PLAN WILL BE REVIRWRD PERIODICALLY TO
AS

NF.F.OF.D

Dtll':

TO

CHANGES
IN CONDIT!
INSTITUTIONAL N~~OS.
ANY MODIFICATIONS
APPROVAL OF THE WARO~N.

~r
ki:DfJl! 'iLST

Warden
17

~

ADJUSTH~NTS

, OPERAtiONS AND
MUST HAVE THE FINAL

APPENDIX "G"

l

STATE OF CALIFORNIA
County of Solano.
In tfie~atter of the Invest~gatlon of
James Wesley Otwell
)
Deceased.)

ss.

Before

I, _____,J>:..;:::a>=me.::e::.:s""'--'E::..:. __,O:.. '_.B,. _r.,_,i'""'e:.!.n. ._________ , coroner of the county of
California
Solano,
day of~J~u~l~v~~~l~9~9~1, having made investigation into
on the 3rd
the cause of death o f _______,.J'-'a~m,.,_e=s'--"W:...:e:::.:s=l.:::e:..~Y;,..._;O:::..t=wc..:::e::.::l~l"'----------according to law, and after reviewing the report of autopsv bv:
Richard N. Lucas, M.D., Pathologist, and toxicology determination
by: Valley Toxicology Service, Inc., and Institute of Forensic
Sciences
hearing the testimony adduced, do say:
That I find that the deceased was named James Wesley Otwell ,
was a native of ____________::C~a~l-=i~f~o:::::rn~.=i.:::a!...-.--------------L
aged about __~___ years, __________ months, ___________ _
and that he came to his

d~ath

on the

3rd day of

July

'

1991,

at
California Medical Facility
in the County of Solano,
Vacaville
, State of California, by
Hypert."lermia (Body temperature in excess of lOB degrees Fahrenheit)
due to susceptibi~ity to cpmbination of pre-existing physical.ana
mental status, psycnotrop~c drugs, and unusual elevated amb~ent
temperature.
Acute congestion and edema of lungs and brain, multiple petechial
hemorrhages and subendocardial hemorrhage, tatty metamorphosis and
portal .Iibrosis;
Blood:
Diphenhydram~ne
0
3
mcgjml and
Haloper~dol 0.42 mcgjml.
ACCIDENT
Deceased was unable to acclimate to sudden elevated temperature
while on prescribed psychotropic drugs.
All of which I certify
by this7
investigat
.
,I
me signed,

9th day of~~ ~

C: FINAL. fh: 8 91

.k~./"~

;:;;~

writing, by

r _..

, ~ /L.

~~

1

,C
/1

--

m~t

/ / eoronerof t:Erc.."6unty;;;"ofo ano
State of California.

1

STATE
County of So

I,

Solano, ______~~~~~~~--------·

hearing the test
That I find that
was a native

aged
and that he carne
at
in the County of Solano,

Acute congestion

hemorrhages of the
Diphenhydramine o.
mcgj'ml.

All of
me signed,

9th day o

C:FINAL.fh:891

STATE OF CALIFORNIA
county of Solano.
Be

I,
Solano,·-------=~~~~~~--------

ion in-co

day of_Jul.~Y--~-=1~9~9~1,
the cause of dea-ch o
acoordi~g to ~aw, and a
on the

3rd

Richard N. Lucas, M.D .• Pathologist, and toxicology determination

heari~g

the testimony adduced, do say:

That I

find that the deceased was

was a native o
aged about

37

years,--~-------

anc that he carne to his death on the
at
in the County of Solano,

f

California, by

Hyperthermia (Body t.emperature
excess of 108 degrees Fahrenhe
by medical history) due to susceptibility to comnination of preexisting physicar apd mental s'tatus, psychotropic drugs, and
unusual elevated amb1ent temperature.
gastric
Pulmonary congestion and
Blood:
mucos~~
and
severe
mcgjml,
Diphennydramine
0. 05
Haloper1dol 0.05 mcgjml,

ACCIDENT
Deceased was unable to acclimate to sudden
while on prescribed psychotropic drugs.

All of which I certi

by th

temperature
' by

me signed, __ 9th day of

C:FINAI.fh:891

OOO~U-.!

JAMES E. O'BRIEN
CORONER AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATOR
SO~M'CJ COUNTY CENTRAL MORGUE
~·20 CLAY ST
A!RFIELD CALIFORNIA 94S33

Investigative coverage
morning of Ju
03, 1991 at
Vacaville, CA. The results
deceased
had
Fahrenheit at death. The
of the deaths as hyperthermi
disabilities of the prisoners
temperatures, followed
temperatures, d
not al
that all three
soners
of their anticholinergic
normal sweating mechanisms.
in determining the time of death
noted that OTWELL of CMF
BRACY of CMF may have died
of Department of Mental Hea
he was found.
~mD ification of the medi
their deaths.
Interview(s
Personnel, and cellmates of
concerning the circumstances
Cellmate
interviews
discomfort OTWELL, BRACY,
r deaths.
Toxicol
revealed the presence of
and Lithium
ch impair
regulation and can
a). The
the inmates were
be
were ruled
Coroner's Preliminary
Cecil BRACY
Coroner
Followed
comprehens
Coroner
Reports,

OFFICE: 7c7 ~:'' 750':;
(707) 643-6695
FAX (707 J 421-7504
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Case ::

1.

RONER'S
LIMIN

OFFICE OF THE CORONER
COUNTY OF SOLANO. STATE OF CALIFORNIA

EPOR T

JAMES E. O'BRIEN, Coroner

DATE REPORTED

Cannata,
.....................
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DATE Of DEATH

HISTORY

PREDICATION
This investigation is predicated in accordance with appropriate
legal caveats under California Government Code, Section 27491;
California Penal Code Section 5021, and Health and Safety Section
10250 reflecting that it shall be the duty of the coroner to
inquire into and determine the circumstances, manner, and cause of
all violent, sudden, or usual deaths which include deaths in prison
or while under sentence. (Copy of codes are attached)
PARTICIPATING COROHER INVESTIGATORS

James E. O'Brien, Coroner,
County Coroner
Office, Deputy
Coroner Investigators Jon Garsee, James L. Burton, David Kellogg
and Thomas E. Brannon
the conduct of this
investigation.
BACKGROUliD

on July 03, 1991 at 0910, Lt Caton of the
ifornia Medical
Facility, Vacaville, California, notified the Solano County
Coroner's Office that three inmates confined at the facility had
expired from undetermined causes.
The inmates were identified as: Joseph Manuel CANNATA, D-50631,
social security number 557-90-1510, with a listed date of birth
reflected as July 23, 1951: Cecil BRACY, D-98699 social security
number 573-90-0965, with a l
date of
reported as June
24, 1954: and James Wesley OTWELL, E-73328,
security number
571-96-2644 and with a date of birth of August 25, 1952.
Photographs of inmates CANNATA, BRACY, and OTWELL taken prior to
their deaths are being retained in coroner files.
Initial information received from CMF indicated inmate CANNATA o50631, confined in wing Q-304, had been observed apparently
unconscious and taken to the
medical clinic. Attempts to revive
the inmate were unsuccessful and he was pronounced dead at 0720 on
July 03, 1991.
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Additional information received from CMF indicated inmate BRACY, D98699, housed in wing I-301, had been found unresponsive. Inmate
BRACY was subsequently pronounced
in his cell at 0730 on July
03, 1991.
Additional information received from CMF indicated inmate OTWELL,
E-73328 housed
Wing I-321,
had been found unresponsive.
Inmate OTWELL was subsequently pronounced dead in his cell at 0745
on July 03, 1991.
Initial information provided by CMF revealed inmate BRACY had
occupied a cell with inmate Lafayette Toney, D-48762, and inmate
David Eddy, C-809605, had occupied a cell with inmate OTWELL.
CALIFORMIA DEPARTM:EHT OF CORRECTION'S, ASSISTING OP'FICEitS

During the conduct of this-investigation the following Correctional
Officer(s)
assistance to the participating Coroner and/or
Deputy Investigating Coroners. Thomas L. Hartman, Correctional
Lieutenant, CMF-M, Investigations, SGT. D. L. Arcamone. badge
#32047, Correctional Officer, S&I and w. Gavia, correctional
Officer, S&I., and D. Isnor. badge #31514, correctional Officer,
S&I.
Sgt. Arca:mone, Officer Isner and Officer Gavia allowed
participating Deputies ingress and egress to the institution.
INSPECTION OF eMF, CELLS 1-301, I-321 and Q-304
on July 09, 1991, a visual inspection of the CMF 3rd floor, I wing,
cell 301 was accomplished by James E. O'Brien, Solano County
Coroner in concert with Deputy Coroner Investigators Jon Garsee,
Thomas E. Brannon, and James L. Burton.
Deputy coroner
Investigators Garsee and Burton photographed the inspected areas.
Information gathered reflected that
cell was formerly occupied
by deceased inmate BRACY who was pronounced dead in his cell on
July 03, 1991 at 0730. It was also determined that inmate Lafayette
Toney shared the cell with BRACY during the early morning hours of
July 03, 1991. Photographs of the cell and contents were taken by

-
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Deputy Coroner Investigators Garsee and Burton and are retained at
the coroner's facility.
Inspection
inside
the
cell
determined that the
cell
is
approximately 11 feet in length, 7 feet in width, and 10 feet in
height. A window was located on the west wall. The window
measurements were approximately 4 X 1/2 X 3 feet. The window was
opened for ventilation at the time of inspection.
The cell
contained two bunks, one upper and lower. Additionally noted was
a toilet and sink with running water operating in both the sink and
toilet. The cell was vented and at the time of review the vent was
open. however, unknown debris was observed
the vent.
It
appeared that at one time the vent may have been covered, as
apparent scotch tape was located on the side of the vent with
unknown debris in the vent area. The cell was unoccupied at the
time of inspection.
All clothing, personal ef
, and bedding
apparently had been removed after the death of
(BRACY).
It appeared that the window in the cell could not be
NOTE:
opened and/or closed by the inmate(s).
On July 09, 1991, a visual inspection of the CMF 3rd floor, I wing,
cell 321 was conducted. The inspection of cell 321 reflected the
cell was about 11' x 7' andjor of the same dimensions as cell 301
supra.
The cell contained an upper and lower bunk and a window
which was apparently located on the east wall. The cell contained
a toilet and a sink with running water operating both in the sink
and toilet. Noted during the inspection were two vents in the cell
that were plugged with what appeared to be toilet paper. The vents
and cell were photographed and those photographs are retained in
the files of the coroner's office.
It was noted that cell I-321 formerly contained inmate, OTWELL who
occupied the cell on July 03, 1991. Otwell was found unconscious
and was subsequently pronounced dead in the cell at 0745 on July
03, 1991. Further inquiries noted that inmate David Eddy, C-80965
occupied the cell with inmate OTWELL on July 03, 1991.
All
clothing, personal effects, and bedding apparently had been removed
after the death of inmate OTWELL. The cell was unoccupied at the
time of inspection.
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coroner
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s eel
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was
labored
at the outset,
that
recal
he
BRACY was
window to
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about 2230 hours,
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his rack at
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urinated on himself; however,
urination stains were old.

added

that

he

noted

that

the

Toney recalled that someone checked on he and BRACY three times
after he was placed in the cell and he
the checks were
about 15 minutes apart. Toney added that
was provided to
BRACY as best as he could recall
the
, afternoon and at
about 2030 hours prior to the count. He
the medicine
was delivered to the cell by the CMF staff.
Toney went on to say that he thought to
f at the time he
overheard BRACY breathing very deep and
that "something was
wrong"; however, he thought the heat might
the problem
with BRACY or he might be "snoring". Toney
he is used
to hearing sounds like snoring, coughing and
in the prison
and therefore did not bring the matter to
attention of the
guards.
He added that he
not want to
l a false alarm
because the Correctional Officers
upset. In conclusion, Toney
added that prisoner at CMF have to take
medication or they
get transferred to another
. Toney was unable to provide
any reason for the apparent death of BRACY and advised in his
opinion BRACY died as a result of the heat and medication.
INTERVIEW OF l.NKATE DAVID EDDY

Inmate David Eddy, c-809605 was interviewed
James E. O'Brien and Deputy Coroner
Thomas E. Brannon on July 10, 1991 at
Facility (CMF), Special Investigations (S&I
interview, he provided that he occupied cell 321
inmate OTWELL. Eddy advised
occupied the
and OTWELL the lower bunk. Eddy revealed he was
with OTWELL for about a week
a half
Eddy described OTWELL as overweight and
not get up and hustle. Eddy stated
he
seizures at about 0230 on July 03, 1991.
he observed OTWELL having seizures, OTWELL
his legs and gave him the impression

County Corner
Jon Garsee and
Medical
During the
I-321 with
the cell
.uu'u~::>~eu in the cell
OTWELL would
OTWELL having
at the time

hands between
seizures.
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Eddy went on to

temperature at around
aware
which was
cell
claimed that
~~Mcu~p, was not
OTWELL was
Eddy
once

the
OTWELL'

mecUcine ( s)
conclusion
the interview

was
cause of
however
thought the
have been a contributing factor. At the
advised
wanted to terminate
1
inmates
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a "stoolie". The interview was terminated as he claimed he had no
further pertinent information to add concerning the death of inmate

OTWELL.
INTERVIEW OF LIEUTENANT A.F. CATON, CORRECTIONAL OFFICER, CMF

On July 10, 1991, Lt. A. F. Caton, Correctional Officer, CMF, was
interviewed at the CMF facility by Solano County Coroner James E.
O'Brien and Investigator Deputy Coroner Investigators Jon Garsee
and Thomas E. Brannon.
Lt. Caton provided in substance the
following information: He is the Unit 3 program Lieutenant and is
in-charge of the I-3 wing.
Lt. Caton stated he saw inmate BRACY
alive at 0705 on July 03, 1991 in cell 301. At the time, BRACY and
his cellmate (Toney) were reportedly walking around the cell and
BRACY was observed looking out the window of the cell. Lt. Caton
added that in his opinion BRACY looked "hyper" when he was seen in
the cell
Lt. Caton claimed that he knows BRACY and was most
positive that he did observe BRACY at 0705. Lt. Caton claimed he
could not recall if the windows to the cell were open or closed at
this time.
Lt. Caton recalled that BRACY was wearing his prison
clothing at the time he saw him in the cell.
Lt. Caton added that he was down in the B-1 clinic when the medical
staff were providing CPR to inmate CANNATA and was told that inmate
CANNATA was dead at about 0720 on July 03, 1991.
Lt. Caton
recalled the air temperature as 74 degrees.
Be denied knowledge
that the vents in the cell were covered with toilet
,however,
advised he was later told they were covered. Lt
recalled
his recollection of BRACY's death as the corpse being "stiff" and
stated that he was unaware that a human corpse would become stiff
that quick after death.
Lt. Caton opined that BRACY was stiffer
than the corpse of OTWELL.
Lt. Caton was unable to provide any
other pertinent information.
INTERVIEW OF CORRECTION OFFICER, RALPH :NUNES 332910
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Toney, BRACY's cellmate had requested a
on BRACY because he
did not think BRACY was breathing. In conclusion, Officer Nunes
added that he recalled BRACY was pronounced dead in his cell, I301, by Dr. Santos.
INTERVIEW OF

CM!"

REGISTERED WRSE, MS. ALICE KE:NHEDY (RH)

On July 11, 1991, Ms. Alice Kennedy was
by Deputy
Coroner Investigators Jon Garsee and Thomas E. Brannon at the CMF
Vacaville, CA. Nurse Kennedy advised she has worked at CMF for two
years. She said that she worked in the Cl
Emergency Room at
the facility on July 03, 1991 and was
that cl
assisting
"CPR" on inmate CANNATA, who was pronounced dead
the unit at
0720. During this time frame, Nurse
the unit
received a call that inmate OTWELL was
cell in an
apparent unconscious state.
She claimed she
the location
after CANNATA was pronoun1.X!d dead and proceeded to inmate OTWELL 1 s
cell. She noted that OTWELL was lying on
back with his jeans
on in the bottom rack. Nurse Kennedy advised that OTWELL, in her
opinion was not breathing. She noted
OTWELL was also rigid
and that blood had settled in his
OTWELL was further
observed lying in urine and his jeans and
sheet he was lying on
were reportedly soaked in urine.
Ms. Kennedy advised she herself checked
and that
recorded 108 degrees which were the maximum the
thermometer
could record.
Continuing, she added that OTWELL's body to the
touch was "hot", particularly on the
of the body.
Nurse Kennedy stated that BRACY was very
move due to his
body being rigid. Nurse Kennedy advised
opinion, BRACY
was more rigid than OTWELL and during
bend his elbow,
she noted that she could not bend it. Ms Kennedy revealed that
she certainly saw signs of rigor in the
BRACY which was
evidenced by the rigidity of the body when
moved as well as
the elbow which, she, herself could not
Nurse Kennedy
concluded her comments by adding that no
was apparent in
the deaths of the inmates on July 03, 1991
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NOTE:
have

, Ms. Kennedy advised that
(prisoners) shoot up more
She
that syringes are
conf
of the
from what

heard.
INTERVIEW OF MTA GLEHDA MOORE, 32798

MTA Glenda Moore
interview by Deputy Coroner Investigators Jon
Garsee and Thomas E. Brannon at the CMF Vacaville, CA, on July 11,
1991,
she has worked at CMF for four (4) years. on July
03, 1991, while attempting to medicate inmate OTWELL in cell I-301,
she tried to
a response from
on one or two occasions. MTA
Moore
the
was about 0707. She claimed she observed
inmate OTWELL was
1, I-321-L, was lying on his back with
left arm
the bunk.
Ms. Moore noted that inmate's
OTWELL skin
, no respirations were visible,
his abdomen
this occasion, OTWELL's
cellmate (
saying leave him alone he is sick.
Moore
advised
acting •strange".
She advised she initially thought that OTWELL's cellmate (Eddey)
had killed OTWELL as she noticed Eddey had what appeared to be a
broken wrist at
time.
Inmate Eddey, during this time, was
reportedly "acting
advising the MTA'S that he wanted his
medication immediately
Ms. Moore advised she was accompanied
MTA Glenda Noles:
, at present Ms. Noles is off sick
apparently
over the deaths at the facility. Ms.
Moore added that
is having a hard time with the deaths
that occurred on
morning of July OJ, 1991.
cannot recall if inmate BRACY took
medication;
thinks BRACY was still alive and up in his
cell on the
July OJ, 1991.
Ms. Moore advised the
facility was
could recall in the 80 to high eo
degree temperature range.
Ms. Moore was unable to provide any
additional pertinent information regarding this investigation.
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NOTE: MTA Moore volunteered that she
assigned to CMF almost diad from
1990. Ms. Moore identified the
that Seymour had purchased Haldol
was valium which when ingested
added that Seymour is reportedly

that an inmate
of Haldol in
and claimed
, believing it
his life. She
to CMF.

INTERVIEW OF CORRECTIONAL OFFICER R. RUFF, BADGE #1623

During interview by Deputy Coroner Invest
Jon Garsee and
Thomas E. Brannon with Correctional Officer R. Ruff, Badge #1623,
the following information was reported: Off
Ruff on July 03,
1991 at about 0700 hours, was performing
duties as the
Q-3 Officer.
He claimed he was opening the
slots for the
Medical Technical Assistants for breakfast and observed inmate
CANNATA D-50631, Q-304 sitting on the edge of the bed. He advised
both MTA Is Adams and Schrut.z told CANNATA to ·. re.:
tray; however,
received no response from
. During this
frame Registered
Nurse Maker requested assistance. Officer Ruff advised he opened
the door to Q-304 and Registered Nurse
and MTA's went in and
tried to revive inmate CANNATA. Officer
that inmate
CANNATA was transported to the B-1 Cl
via
gurney, where he
was later pronounced dead. Officer Ruff noted that inmate CANNATA
was limp and did not appear
any state of rigor. Officer Ruff
estimated that the temperature at the
of the incident was
about 80 degrees.
During the
, Sgt. R.
Officer was present and acted as the
the request of Officer
, supra.

NOTE:

, Correctional
Representative at

on July 11, 1991, J. B.
Nurse, CMF
Vacaville,
California
Deputy
Coroner
Investigators Jon Garsee and Thomas E. Brannon. Maker advised that
on July 03, 1991, she was summoned by
Sch.rutz to come down the

Coroner or Deputy
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cell I-302 which was next door to BRACY. On July 03, 1991, he saw
BRACY being escorted by Officer Nunes to the shower, which he
(Beck) claimed he could see from
s cell
I-302. Beck claimed
he saw BRACY handcuffed and witnessed BRACY arguing with Officer
Nunes.
At the time, Officer Nunes was in company with another
white officer; however, Beck was unable to provide any further
identification.
Inmate Beck advised the time frame was at about
0630-0715 and t.hat BRACY was held in the shower for about ten ( 10)
minutes.
Inmate Beck claimed he was positive the
was BRACY, adding
that he witnessed BRACY throw milk outside the window from his
cell. Inmate Beck recalled that at the time, Officer Nunes called
BRACY an ftasshole" for throwing the milk.
Beck further claimed
that he thought it was unusual that no one else
a shower the
morning of July 03, 1991, but BRACY.
Inmate
was unable to
provide any evidence of foul play, but continued to maintain that
he saw BRACY being taken to the shower on the morning of July 03,
1991. Beck volunteered that no one likes BRACY because he had ~n
"asshole attitude"; however, a lot of prisoners also dis: ike
Officer Nunes. Inmate Beck concluded his comments by advising that
he had no first-hand knowledge of anyone or anything causing inmate
BRACY's death; however, had heard rumors that MTA'S were fired for
passing out drugs to prisoners illegally.
INTERVIEW OF LEOLA HOLES, PHARMACY HTA

Ms. Leola Noles, Pharmacy MTA was interviewed on
16, 1991 by
Solano County Coroner Investigators David
and Thomas E.
Brannon and provided the following pertinent
She has
been employed at CMF since May 1987. Continuing, she said she was
on the I-3 ward with Officer Nunes and was in the process of
medicating inmate OTWELL, when she failed to receive any verbal or
physical response from OTWELL.
She recalled the time at about
0700-0705 hours on July 03, 1991
Ms. Noles was unable to recall
what medication OTWELL was prescribed and claimed she worked from
a medication sheet. Ms. Noles advised that OTWELL was pronounced
dead in his cell by the
dent physician.
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(irregular pulse or blood pressure).
symptoms comprise the Neuroleptic Mal
and heat stroke, not associated
Syndrome, have also been reported
capable of potentiating Central Nervous
anesthetics, opiates, and alcohol.
(Parkinson-like symptoms) may be
or other antiparkinson drugs
control these symptoms.
involuntary movements of the
tongue; puckering of the mouth;
irreversible disorder which can
therapy or the long term
According to "Charke's Isolation
Haloperidol has a considerable
steady-state, therapeutic blood
up to 15 mg per day, the serum
mg/L.
Diphenhydramine
Hydrochloride
anticholinergic (drying) and sedative
Central Nervous System include
disturbed coordination.
sickness. It is an antihistamine
antiparkinsonian agent.
action and therefore should be
a history of bronchial asthma,
hyperthyroidism, cardiovascular disease or
additive effect with alcohol
other
depressants,
hypnotics,
sedatives, and
therapeutic range for Diphenhydramine
0.1
Toxicity begins at a plasma
been reported at blood levels
20 mg/L.
Benztropine Mesylate or ~~~on~
antihistaminic effects. It is
management
of
Parkinsonism.
extrapyramidal disorders due to
such as the phenothiazines.
features similar to atropine,

on, these
Hyperpyrexia
Malignant
may be
such as
reactions
:mesylate
Haldol to
rhythmical
of the

with
on the

inergic and
icant in the
controls
neuroleptic drugs
conta
structural
anhidrosis, the
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were positive for Hal
The
was positive
for Diphenhydramine.
Benztropine
were positive for
Benztropine. The Lithium results of analysis are pending.
REVIEW OF CKF PRISONER FILES

on July 11, 1991, CMF, Vacaville, CA fi
by Deputy
Coroner Investigator(s) Jon Garsee
Brannon regarding
inmate Joseph Manuel CANNATA
a 1
number of D-50631.
The file reflected CANNATA was born on
3
and had a
social security number of 557-90-1510.
additionally
reflected he was confined to the prison for voluntary manslaughter,
192(a) of the California Penal Code.
CANNATA s record reports
varying rules violations reports.
During a review conducted
Coroner
Garsee and
Brannon on July 11, 1991
CMF, Vacaville, CA,
James Wesley
OTWELL, inmate number E-73328, the following
information
was noted.
Inmate OTWELL was born on August 25 1952 and has a
listed social security number of 571-96-2644. He is described as
male, caucasian, 74" in height, weighing 220 pounds with brown hair
and hazel eyes. He was committed to the state prison system for a
term of 2/4 or 6 years for violation of California Penal Code
section 220, 245 PC and 36Ba PC. (assault and
to commit oral
copulation).
Various rules violation
were noted in
OTWELL's record as well as reference to five (05) suicide attempts
in a report by J. Houk, Correctional Officer,
1 6, 1991.
Files of CMF, Vacaville, CA were
Cecil BRACY,
inmate number D-98699 on
11, 1991.
revealed that
BRACY was born on June 24 1954 and had a
security number of
573-90-0965.
BRACY
,
, weighinq 170
pounds, 68 11 in height
and brown eyes.
BRACY's
records indicated he was transferred from the California Men's
Colony in San Luis Obispo, CA on October 10, 1990. It was noted
that he was serving a prison sentence for conviction of California
Penal Code section 288(a), 2 counts
act upon a child).
Document reports varying violations
while within the

-
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treatment
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status and from the first day of
admission to this institution,
he was placed on the intensive psychiatric
, where he stayed in
a locked up status because of
psychotic, disruptive, and
disorganized behavior.
As the time for his parole approaches and after a
of his case with his treatment members agreement,
that a hold on his parole discharge be

review
decided

REPORT OP AUTOPSY OR eMF INRATE JOSEPH CANNATA 0#50631
A post mortem was performed on Joseph CANNATA, case number 791-939CCI-206 at Skyview Mortuary, Val jo, California.
post took
place at 1645 on July 03, 1991 and was performed
Richard N.
Lucas, M.D., Forensic Pathologist
CANNATA was described as 39
years of age, male, caucasian, weighing 240+ pounds, 73" in height,
with brown hair and hazel_eyes. Deputy Solano County Coroner, Jon
Garsee was present during the autopsy. Complete details of the
external examination, internal examination and
microscopic
description are reported by separate correspondence.
The report of autopsy diagnosis
1.

Hyperthermia (internal body

excess of 108

degrees at death)
2.

Lungs, Bilateral: Acute congestion and edema

3.
Multiple petechial hemorrhages of
subendothelial hemorrhage in the left
4.

Liver: fatty metamorphosis

5.

Brain: Acute congestion

The Report of Autopsy is signed
Pathologist and was transcribed on July
received by the Solano County Coroner's

heart with

Lucas, M.D. Forensic
1991.
report was
on August 19, 1991.
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REPORT OF AUTOPSY ON CKF INMATE CECIL BRACY, A-192-91
A post mortem case number 791-941-CCI-208 was conducted at Skyview
Mortuary, Vallejo, California on
1 BRACY on July 03, 1991
beginning at 1400 by Christopher R. Desley M.D., Pathologist.
Deputy Solano County Coroner, Vernon Pettengill was present during
the autopsy.
Documentation on the external examination, the
internal examination and microscopic description is provided by
separate correspondence to
investigation.
BRACY was
described as male, black, age 37 years, weighing 170 pounds, with
black hair and brown eyes.
The Report of Autopsy diagnosis reports the following:
1 . Hyperthermia (Temperature
history)

-

-

2.

excess of 108 degrees F by medical

Severe coronary atheroscleros

The Report of Autopsy was signed by Christopher R. Desley, M.D.,
Pathologist and was transcribed on July 10, 1991. The report was
received by the Solano County Coroner's Office on August 19, 1991.
REPORT OF AUTOPSY OM eMF IHHATE JAMES OTWELL
CASE HUMBER 791-940-CCI-207
A autopsy was conducted on July 03, 1991 beginning at 1430 on James
OTWELL. Richard N. Lucas, M.D., Forensic Pathologist conducted the
autopsy and Deputy Solano County Coroner, Jon Garsee attended. The
post mortem was conducted at Skyview Mortuary, Vallejo, California.
The Report of
describes OTWELL as 38 years of age, male,
caucasian,
pounds 74~ in height with brown hair and
hazel eyes.
, internal examination and
microscopic description are provided by separate correspondence to
instant investigation.

Coroner or Deputy
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as follows:

The report of autopsy reflects the
1.

Hyperthermia (body temperature in excess of 108 degrees
Fahrenheit.

2.

Lungs, bilateral: Acute

3.

Heart: Multiple petechial hemorrhages and subendocardial
hemorrhage

4.

Liver:

Fatty Metamorphosis and portal

s.

Brain:

Acute congestion and edema.

on and edema

The report of autopsy was signed by
Forensic Pathologist and was transcribed
The report was received by the Solano
August 19, 1991.
~IEW

is

N•

Lucas ,

M• D • ,

11, 1991.

coroner's Office on

OF CALIPORBIA. MEDICAL FACILITY (CMF) DAILY ACTIVITY REPORT

A review of the CMF, Daily Activity Report revealed the following
pertinent information. The daily activity report dated July 02,
1991 reflects that at 0140 inmate BRACY{D-89699, J-306-U, was
acting antagonistic during count, he was escorted to B-1 Clinic
where was seen by P.O.D. Dr. Maloof, he was then rehoused from J306-U to I-305-U, I.T.U./C.F.I.U. The Watch Commander at the time
was noted as Lt. A. P. Kane, Correctional
, CHF.
MOTE: The daily activity report
July 02, 1991, reports
that at 1309 - Power outage in the CMF-Main complex.
The
power was restored at 1325. The Watch Commander was noted as
Lt. D. M. Glenn, Correctional Officer, CMF.
July 03, 1991 Daily Activity Report indicates
at 2320, inmate
EDDY/E-80956, I-321, complained of sore
from falling out of
his bed, no indication of any altercation, seen by M.O.D. and
returned to his unit. The Watch Commander was reported as Lt. M.F.
Martel, Correctional Officer, CMF.
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Inmate Eddy is identified as the cellmate of deceased
also formerly housed in cell I-321.
For
edif
of the reader documentation in CMF records
correctly identifies inmate Eddy as Eddey with the same prison
number of E-80956.
The July 03, 1991, CMF-Main, Daily Activity Report (Wednesday)
second watch reports the following relevant information regarding
instant investigation:
0718 - OTWELL, E-73328, I-321 was pronounced deceased by Dr.
Santos.
0735- CANNATA, D-50631, Q-304 was pronounced deceased by Dr.
Altchek.
0745 - BRACY, D-89699, I-301 was pronounced deceased by Dr.

Santos.

1150 View Memorial on institutional grounds. Departed
at 1245
OTWELL, E-73328, I-321, and BRACY, D-89699, I301.
The Watch commander was noted as Lt. D. M. Glenn,
Correctional Officer, CMP.
CMF-Main Dai
Activity Report 4 dated July 03, 1991 (Wednesday),
Watch third, page 01 reflects the following relevant information.
1500
Departed

Memorial Lawn on Institutional Grounds.
Inmates CANNATA, D-50631, (Q-~04) and Johnson,

C-91064, (S-106).
ROTE: The deaths
02

CMF inmates HC NABB, E-73475 at 0830

on

OU' inmate JOHNSOM, 'f. , noted at 2205 July
02, 1991,
housed in (S-106) are reported by separate
correspondence, Solano County Coroner Investigation(s) (McNabb

2) and (JOHNSON- 791-936-CCI-204).
IH'I'BRV:ID OP CIUEF OP PLUrl' OPBRATIOHS, CKP', VACAVILLE, CA.
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on July 24, 1991 Norman Smith, Jr., the Chief of Plant Operations
III was interviewed by Coroner James E. O'Brien in company with
Deputy Coroner Investigator Thomas E. Brannon.
Mr. Smith advised he is a supervisor at CMF and as such has
responsibility for the ventilation system operation at the prison.
He provided the following relevant information regarding the
ventilation system operations at CMF. The system is designed for
100% make up air. There is a supply and exhaust vent in each cell.
The HVAC system was designed to supply the following cubic feet per
minute (CFM) to each cell.
I Wing - 125 CMF supply
100 CFM exhaust

Q wing - 150 CFM supply
110 CFM exhaust
I wing HVAC system was operational on Culy 02, 1991.
Q wing supply fan motors were off line, estimated time between 5.00
and 7.00.
Q Wing exhaust fans were operational.
The exterior cell walls are constructed of 8 11 thick reinforced
concrete.
The ceiling of the cells are constructed of
lightweight concrete 2" rigid insulation.

"

concrete slab,

From July 03,
1991,
through July 07,
1991, recording of
temperatures were conducted in various locations throughout CMF.
MOTE:
Copies of the log are provided and set forth the
recorded temperatures in various locations throughout CMF.
Mr. Smith advised that the analysis shows that no cell temperature
ever reached 100 degrees Fahrenheit, although the outside
temperature was as high as 108 degrees Fahrenheit.
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Continuing, Mr. Smith advised that the issue of o-wing with the non
function A/C unit or supply fan becomes less a factor for cell
temperatures.
Although the supply fan was off in Q-wing the
exhaust system still operated. This drew outside air into the cell
from the open window and under the cell door.

....

Mr. Smith went on to say that air flow measurements were taken in
the cells where CANNATA, BRACY AND OTWELL expired. He advised that
title 24, section 4, addresses the state standard for air exchange.
According to Mr. Smith, the design prints (blue prints) calls for
an air exchange of 150 cubic feet per minute. This is equivalent
to approximately 15 air changes in an hour.

Mr. Smith provided the following regarding cell air flow:
Air flow measurements were taken in the cells where the three
. possible heat related deaths occurred:

-

Q-304 350 cubic feet_per minute
I-301 350 cubic feet per minute
I-321 410 cubic feet per minute
I-wing ventilation:
This wing is supplied with 100 ,percent outside air.
Air is
circulated by a fan room located near the wing. The outside air
circulated through this wing is not cooled.
The cell window
openings average 24n X 27".
Q-wing ventilation:
This wing is supplied with 100 percent outside air.
Air is
circulated by a fan room located near the wing. The outside air
circulated through this wing is cooled by a chilled water system.
If the Q-wing air conditioning system fails, the air supplied to
the wing will be at the temperature of the outside air. If this~
condition continued for approximately two days, the cell walls

-
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would take on the ambient
extremely hot days.
During interview, Mr. Smith provided
windows. In substance, it provides that
opened, however, an interior screen
opening/closing the window.
Staff
with a special tool. A second screen
allows the window to be opened
window screen arrangement has
window modifications were made as a
conditioned.

on those
Q-3
can be
from
along
window
This
years. No
being air

Continuing, it was provided that there are no interior window
screens in any of the inpatient
, other than the screens in Q3 which are described above.
Inmates
are able to
open and close their cell
ass
from staff.
In conclusion, Mr. Smith
that outs
reading are taken hourly and
the CMF boiler room.
Both wet bulb and dry
outside air temperature are taken (wet bulb
factor into account). Copies of the outside
(6/30 - 7-10) can be found in warden's
summation, he added that on July 03, 1991
began taking temperature readings at various
CMF institution. Temperature logs were
III, section F).
Information on these
checked, 2) date and time 3) temperature
temperature logs are contained
the Coroner's
and are available for review.
Mr. Smith concluded his comments
that the temperatures
in Q-304, I-301 and I-321 most probably were between 90 and 95
degrees Fahrenheit, on the morning of July 03, 1991 and/or at the
time the three inmates (CANNATA, BRACY ~ OTWELL)
Mr. Smith
added that he cannot see how temperature could have cl
up over
98 degrees fahrenheit in any of the eel
by the three
deceased prisoners. Copies of pertinent documentation provided by
·Mr. Smith are being retained in the Coroner's investigative file
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s of information supplied by Mr.
of Cell Temperatures, by D.
Attachment No. 18)
PHO'I'OORAPHI C REVIEW

county Coroner 1 s
CANNATA D-50631

were provided to the Solano
25, 1991.
A review of inmate
aocument the following information:
304.
The
1 photographs
bunkt
let, wash basin with
. The photograph also document
cell. During review of the
vents in cell
304 were open
vents.

were not taken in
cell at the
apparently li
Investigative coverage
~-~nuA~ from cell
304 and taken to the emergency
pronounced dead. Photographs depicting his
were taken at the B-1 emergency clinic on
are
retained in the files of the
by CMF regarding inmate
information was noted in the
housed in cell I-321 with inmate
321. A photograph of inmate
on his
in the cell with his left arm
OTWELL was wearing prison jeans at the tiae
""""'·"""' •• , however, was shirtless. The discoloration
finqernails are depicted in the photographs
retained
Coroner investigative files.

Photograph of
vents
cell I-321 over the cell door and
over the toilet depicting apparent toilet paper covering them are
being retained
the Coroner investigative files. In conclusion,
a photograph of
s eel
( EDDEY) provides photographic

Coroner or Deputy
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evidence of apparent injury to Eddey right wrist and finger area.
The photographs are retained in the files.
Photographs of cell I-301 report the
lowinq pertinent
information. The cell was formerly occupied on July 03, 1991 by
inmate, cecil BRACY and cellmate Toney. Photographs of Toney were
taken depicting his face, chest, arms, back and hands. No apparent
injuries were observed in observation of
's photographs.
Photographs of two vents in cell I-301 note
of debris
covering them, however, a close observation provides indications
they may have been covered in the past as tape
foreign debris
appear in the photos.
Photographs of BRACY'S lifeless body taken on the morning of his
blue jeans and
death in cell I-301 reflect he was wearing
apparently
shirt. Stains were noted on the prison blue
and addressed
were the urine stains observed by
herein.
MOTE: one photograph documents that a container of milk and
a food receptacle were along side the bunk BRACY was lying on
( E-301-L} on July 03, 1991. The photograph supports the
possibility the milk container and food receptacle were
unopened. This information suggests that BRACY had not eaten
on the morning of July 03, 1991.
IMTERVIB'Ii OF DR. SANTOS, D .. P .K ..

Dr. Santos was interviewed telephonically
County Coroner
James E. o'Brien in concert with Deputy coroner Investigator Thomas
E. Brannon. Dr. Santos clarified that he witnessed both of the
rectal temperatures taken on BRACY and OTWELL and observed them to
be 108 deqrees Fahrenheit. The temperatures were taken using a
digital thermometer and the thermometer could only aeasure up to
108 degrees Fahrenheit.
Continuing, he advised he was summoned to I-3 at about 0720 to
investigate reports of two inmates apparently lifeless in their
cells. Dr. Santos advised he arriv~d in
1 301 accompanied by

Coroner or Depurv
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not move and in attempts to move them, he witnessed rigidity when
rolled over as a unit.
NOTE: Separate correspondence was provided on July 25, 1991,
reporting that MTA W. Larson took a rectal temperature on
inmate CANNATA, D-50630 on July 03, 199
at about 0830.
Larson advised that CANNATA's rectal temperature was noted at
108 degrees F. using a I VAC Temp
II, #0026283XP.
CAN'NA.TA' S MEDICATION AND 'l"R.!!ATMEHT RECORD

-

-

The following outpatient Medication and Treatment Record was
received from California Medical Facility on July 25, 1991
regarding inmate Joseph CANNATA. The medication was administered
as follows:
July 1, 1991 - 0800 hours
- Cogentin 2 mg, PO (?)* BID (twice daily)
- Haldol 10 mg, AM, PO (?)*
July 1, 1991 -

2000 hours
Cogentin 2 mg, PO (?)* BID (twice daily)
Haldol 20 mg, HS (bedtime), PO (?)*
Benadryl so mg, HS (bedtime), PO (?)*

July 2, 1991 - 0800 hours
- Cogentin 2 mg, PO (? * BID (twice daily)
- Haldol 10 mg, AM, PO* (?)
July 2, 1991 -

2000 hours
Cogentin 2 mg, PO (?)* BID (twice daily)
Haldol 20 mg, HS (bedtime), PO(?)*
Benadryl 50 mg, HS (bedtime), PO(?)*

July 3, 1991 - DECEASED
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-

Benz tropine 2 mg, 1 TID (three times
daily)
- Haloperidol 10 mg, 1 tablet TID
(three times daily

July 1, 1991 - PM
, 1 TID (three time daily)
- Benztropine 2
- Haloperidol 10 mg, 1 tablet TID
ly)
(three times
July 1, 1991 - HS (
)
TID
- Benztropine 2
(three times
- Haloperidol 10 mg, 1
ly)
(three times

et TID

July 2, 1991 - AM
- Benztropine 2 mg, 1 TID
{three times dai )
- Haloperidol 10 mg, 1 tablet TID
(three times daily)
- Benztropine 2 mg, 1 TID
(three times daily)
- Haloperidol 10 mg, 1 tablet TID
(three times daily)
July 2, 1991 - HS (bedtime)
- Benztropine 2 mg, 1 TID
(three times daily)
- Haloperidol 10 mg, 1 tablet TID
(three times daily
July 3, 1991 - DECEASED
PATIENT PRESCRIPTION PROFILE
On July 25, 1991, CMF

Jaaes OTWELL, E-73328,
herein:

profile information on
The information is provided
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*******************************************************************

E-73328
ALLERGIES:

UNIT:

I-32lU

*******************************************************************
START

PHYSICIAN

STOP

*******************************************************************
503199
06/15/91
GANDHI\
*06/15/91*
CEY
N-226L
1
6-13-91 @ 2000
06/15/91

503200

10MG*
GANDHI\
*06/15/91*
6-13-91 @ 2000
N-226L
*******************************************************************
06/15/91
lOMG*
GANDHI\
*07/14/91*

CEY

Ha~-c;rv~N

CEY

202

06/1

-

N-226L

l

CEY

BENZTROPINE 2MG*
TID

GANDHI\

*07/14/91*
N-226L

PROFILE
On July 25, 1991
Cecil BRACY I D-8

herein:

***

D-89699

patient profile information on
The information is provided

BRACY II

A.I.LERGIES:

*******************************************************************

START

PHYSICIAN

STOP

*******************************************************************

12/28/90

446932

DEC. 50 MG/ML*

*12/28/90*
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JMY

0

INMATE

13

*******************************************************************

01/13/91
JMY

452059
2

HALOPERIDOL SMG/ML*
MAY
lOMG IM STAT {GIVEN l-13)

3/91*
H-311

*******************************************************************

01/13/91
JMY

452060
1

LITHIUM CARBONATE 300 MG* MAY
1 STAT (GIVEN 1-13)

*01/13/91*
H-311

*******************************************************************

01/13/91
JMY

452061
1

DIPHENHYDRAMINE SOMG*
1 STAT (GIVEN 1-13)

MAY

3/91*
H-311

*************************************************** ***************
01/13/91
JMY

452063
2

HALOPERIDOL DEC 50MG/ML*
100MG IM STAT(GIVEN 1-13)
NEXT DOSE ON 2-3-91

3

1*

P-328

*******************************************************************

01/18/91
JMY

453941

2

HALOPERIDOL DEC 50 MG/ML*
100MG IM INMATE REFUSED ON 1-l

*01/18/91*
S-304

*******************************************************************

01/24/91
MIO

455334
l

LITHIUM CARBONATE 300MG*
lAM

DOWNS

*01/28/91.*
P-328

*******************************************************************

01/24/91
MIO

455335
2

LITHIUM CARBONATE JOOMG*
2 HS (SEE AM DOSE)

DOWNS

*01/28/91*
P-328

*******************************************************************

01/24/91
MIO

455336
1

HALOPERIDOL 10MG*
l AM

DOWNS

*03/04/91*

*******************************************************************

01/24/91
MIO

455338

2

•

HALOPERIDOL lOMG*
2 HS (SEE AM DOSE)

*******************************************************************

01/24/91
MIO

455339
1

DIPHENHYDRAMINE 50MG*
1 HS

********************************************

*03/25/91*
P-328

****************

BRACY, Cecil

*******************************************************************

START

Rx!Qty

STOP

DRUG

*******************************************************************

01/24/91

455341

HALOPERIDOL DEC 50MG/ML*

DOWNS

*01/28/91*
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MIO

-

WEEKS

P-328

01/28/91
456936
CARBONATE JOOMG* DOWNS
*03/04/91*
EN
2
P-328
*******************************************************************
01/28/91
456937 HALOPERIDOL
100MG/ML* DOWNS
*03/04/91*
EN
1
OOMG IM
WEEKS
P-328
*******************************************************************
01/29/91
lOOMGJML* DOWNS
*01/29/91*
BRC
P-328
1
*******************************************************************
02/19/91
463391
DEC 100MG/ML*
*02/19/91*
ODF
P-328
lOOMG IM GIVEN
*******************************************************************
0
/91
4
*05/02/91*
CARBONATE 300MG* DOWNS
ODF
P-328
BID
***************
*******************************************
03/04/91
DOWNS
*05/02/91*
ODF
P-328
************
***************************
03/04/91
10MG*
DOWNS
*05/02/91*
ODF
(SEE AM DOSE)
P-328
*******************************************************************
03/04/91
DOWNS
467631
50MG*
*05/02/91*
ODF
P-328
*******************************************************************
03/04/91
467632
DEC lOOMG/ML* DOWNS
*05/02/91*
ODF
l
Q 3 WEEKS
P-328
*******************************************************************
04/01/91
477060
TABILON
*04/01/91*
EN
1
@ 1125
H-314
*******************************************************************
477567 HALOPERIDOL DEC lOOMGfML*
*04/02/91*
JMY
lOOMG (lML) IM GIVEN 4-2
H-314
*******************************************************************
04/23/91
484630 HALOPERIDOL DEC lOOHG/ML*
*04/23/91*
ODF
l
4-23-91
I-320
*******************************************************************
05/02/91
487586
CARBONATE 300MG* TABILON
*06/20/91*
EN
2 2 CAPS
J-342U
*******************************************************************
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HISTORY:

05/02/91

487587

1

1

EN

1*

(SEE

J-342U

**************************************

****************** ******

BRACY, Cecil

*************************

START

Rx/Qty

STOP

DRUG

*************************
05/02/91

EN

487588
2

HALOPERIDOL
2 TABS HS (SEE

*************
l

DOSE)

*****************************************

05/02/91
EN

487589

05/02/91

487593
1

EN

50MG*

EN

************************
TAB I LON

1*

1

** *********************

1*

*********************************
05/02/91

J-342U

487591

*******************

1>

J-342U

1

*******************************************************************
05/14/91

TLA

491811
0

HALOPERIDOL DEC
SOMG ( .SML) IM

DOWNS

ON 5-14-91<LA> I-320

*******************************************************************
06/04/91

EN

499371
0

HALOPERIDOL DEC 10
50MG
IH

1>

DOWNS

06/25/91
JMS

06/28/91
QTC

507161
1

HALOPERIDOL DEC
!IDHG
GIVEN

1

*******************************************************************

04/01/91
EN

477059

2HG*

******************************************
06/20/91
TLA

06/20/91
TLA

TABILON

1

504829
2

504830
l

1*

H-314

**********************
I-318L

**********************
ADLER

08/19/91
I-318L
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HISTORY:

***********************

06/20/91
TLA

504831
2

******************************************

HALOPERIDOL lOMG
TABS HS SEE AM DOSE)

ADLER

08/19/91
I-318L

*******************************************************************

06/20/91
TLA

504832

1

DIPHENHYDRAMINE SOMG

ADLER

08/19/91
I-318L

1

*******************************************************************

06/20/91
TLA

504833
1

HALOPERIDOL DEC lOOMG/ML ADLER
SOMG (O.SML) IM Q 3 WKS <LA>

08/19/91
I-318L

*******************************************************************

06/20/91
TLA

504834

1

BENZTROPINE 2MG
1 BID

ADLER

08/19/91
I-318L

********************** ********************************************
PATIENT PRESCRIPTION PROFILE
On July 25 19 1
Joseph CANNATA, D-506

patient profile information on
is provided herein:
PATIENT PROFILE
Prescriptions From 05/23/91
Are Marked with *
Are Marked with <LA>

*******************************************************************

D-50631 CAHNATA,
ALLERGIES:

UNIT: EXPIRED

*******************************************************************

START

Rx/Qty

PHYSICIAN

DRUG

STOP

*******************************************************************

05/23/91
VAM

118237 HALOPERIDOL CONC 2MG/ML
3
NOW (GIVEN)

DAGCUTA

*05/23/91*
Q-3

*******************************************************************

05/23/91
VAM

118238

HALOPERIDOL INJ SMG/ML*
5KG

PO

DAGCUTA

NOW (GIVEN)

*05/23/91*
Q-3

******************•···~············································

05/23/91
VAM

118239

3

CONC 2MG/ML*
5MG BID(SEE IM)

OAGCOTA

*05/28/91*
Q-3

*******************************************************************

05/23/91
VAM

118240 HALOPERIDOL INJ 5MG/ML*
2 5MG IM(PO REFUSAL)BIO

DAGCUTA

*05/28/91*
Q-3

CORONER'S

was unable to
and the interview was
INTERVIEW OF INM:ATE

FAATU
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02, 1991,
confined to the San
was interviewed
company with Coroner
Police Detective Scott
lle, ca.
Inmate ILAOA was
Interviewing personnel
and rambled
interviewee claimed he was
11~,

ca.

Inquirie~

administered haldol and
involuntary basis.
accordingly.

INTERVIEW OF INMATE BILLY RAY BARNES
0

Inmate

B-9224

1
1991
ano
Coroner
Thomas E. Brannon
Isnor.
1

CANNATA

le
cell in
unable to
CANNATA

Johnson
that CMF
inmate
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CASE NO.

CCI-206, CCI-207, C.'CI- 208
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HISTOHY

VAM

-

**********
VAM

Q-304

)

*07/01/91*
Q-304
*******************
*07/01 1*

PACIFICO

Q-304

*******************************************************************
07/01/91
PACIFICO *07/05/91*
VAM
Q-304
**********
*****************************************
07/01/91
PACIFICO
OMG*
*07/05/91*
VAM
Q-304
**********
****************************
****
07/01
PACIFICO
120169 HALOPERIDOL
*07/05/91*
VAM
Q-304
*******************************
07/01
50MG*
PACIFICO *07/05/91*
VAM
Q-304
**********
*******************************
POLICE DEPAR'I'MENT CRDm REPORTS

-

On July 30, 199
Deputy coroner
with Captain Al
Department, 630

coroner, James E. O'Brien and
E. Brannon and David Kellogg :met
commander, Vacaville Police
Vacaville, CA.

captain
Report(s),
case
Police

Police Department crime
1 BRACY D-48762, Crime Report
CANNATA, D-50631 and Vacaville
case number 91-5683, James Wesley
and accompanying documents are
coroner files.

Crime
Psychiatric
county coroner's
OJ, 1991 deaths at
inmates receiving

documents which include the
beinq retained in the Solano
reflects following the July
Medical Facility (CMF) of three
medications, an investigation was

Coroner or Deputy

ER
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POR

JOHHSON, D-53949
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was a

a football

best as
CANNATA
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s
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altering
calling
between the

2 00 hours

positive that
1 he dozed

-

after about
He reiterated
next door,
during the
went on to
991 was warm,
a breeze was

CORONER'S

PORT
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01, 1991, CM:F

Instant interview was
. Krannichfeld, Vacavi
, Coroner,
Brannon.
Inmate
during

NOTE:

Inmate

regarding al
CHF

will

LIAJ:SON

same
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OTWELL and
OTWELL's

and rather
saw
from
of
to
he

, 1991, he

heat were made both
was in the range
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very hot.
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1 from inmate CANNATA
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was in
cell in
Barnes was unable to
inmate CANNATA
inmate Johnson
CANNATA's death that CMF
and as a result inmate
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PATHOLOGIC CORRELATION
THREE HYPERTHERMIC DEATHS AT
CORRECTIONAL MEDICAL FACILITY
03, 1991

on

OJ,

N.

County
deaths
e CA.
CANNATA.
Doctor Lucas's
external
examination,
internal
on of the
His report
of death as: Hyperthermia.

f

The time of inmates death:
icult to
would appear from stomach contents and
ed first,
after
None
evidence of
eaten the breakfast meal.
the early
hours.
found but had not
true
CANNATA apparently
ed
's
noting that
There

COUNTY OF SOLANO, STATE OF CALIFORNIA

CONSULTING REPORT
MEDICATIONS AND
FACILITY VACAVILLE

the fol
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HISTORY

-

In my opinion, the three individuals who died at the
Medical Facility, Vacaville, CA, died of heat stroke
hyperpyrexia, heat pyrexia, or hyperthermia) resulting from
high environmental temperatures and humidity which occurred
the period of July 1-5, 1991.
Contributing predisposing
include the psychiatric drugs prescribed to them
Diphenhydramine, and Haloperidol - and
probably
acclimatization.
The heat wave was the first of the season
followed an unusually cool spring
Also, the
lure of
conditioning system at CMF on July 2, 1991, the afternoon
their deaths, may have been a contributing factor. In the
inmate Cecil BRACY, his pre-existing coronary artery
additional predisposing factor.
Dr. Henderson provided the following basis for
The environmental conditions, autopsy f
, and
findings are more consistent with heat stroke than
possible causes such as fever,
cerebral ·disease,
hyperthermia, neuroleptic malignant syndrome (NMS), or
drug overdose. Further, it is well established that
Diphenhydramine,
and
Haloperidol
impair
the
body's
mechanisms for heat regulation and can
development of heat stroke. Simil
,
of
heart disease are also well known contributing factors
development of heat stroke. A copy of Dr. Henderson's
report and appendix is appended hereto as attachment (14)
NOTIFICATION OF WARDEN
Mr. Eddie YLST, Warden, State of Cali
a,
Facility (CMF), was apprised of the status of
s
it developed by Solano County Coroner James E. O'

s

s

CORONER
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E. O'BRIEN, Coroner
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Richard J. Hanf of the Federal
of the results

CORONER S VERDICT
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-

-

Solano
Coroner,
death of Calif
Joseph CANNATA.
hyperthermia (
fahrenheit at
of pre-exi
and unusual
death were acute
multiple
,..,.,..,.,..,...,.,.... ,)S s.
, Benztropine 0.21
is ruled accidental which took place in the
Cl
on July 03, 1991, at the California
Vacaville, California. The exact time of inmates
. The events leading up to inmate's
j
deceased was unable to acclimate to sudden
le on prescribed psychotropic drugs.
COUNTY CORONER'S VERDICT
JAMES WESLEY O"l'MELL

O'Brien, Solano County Coroner,
the death of inmate James Wesl
03, 1991 at the California Medical
OTWELL'S cause of death was reflected as
in excess of 108 degrees
The
was attributed to the combination
and mental status, psychotropic drugs, and
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unusual elevated ambient
death were acute congest

and edema of lungs and
and
subendocardial
1 f
is.
Blood toxicology
0.42 mcgjml.

1

The mode of death is ruled ace
The death took
prison cell on
03, 1991 at the Californi
lle, Ca. The events
up to
revealed that the deceased was unable
accl
levated temperature while on
SOLANO COUNTY CORONER'S VERDICT
CECIL BRACY
08,

1991,

James E.

ssued a Coroner's
Medical Facility (CMF),
of 108 degrees fahrenheit
the combination of
psychotropic drugs,
contributing factors
edema, petechia of the
atheroscl
Benztropine o. 14
0.7 mmolfl.

c
cology;
Haloperidol

The mode of death is ruled accidental.
The
prison eel
on July 03, 1991,
,
lle, Ca. The exact
was undetermined. The events
up to
that the deceased was unable to accl
while on
drugs.
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James, ACCESSION JCC·-410, BY Valley Tox
Inc., West Sacramento, CA.

( 9)
OTWELL,

1991,

ect
ce,

( 10)
Copy of Institute of
-:: Sc ences, Oakland, Ca. ,
toxicology report,
tute number 109965 rm :inmate CANNATA, case
#791-939-CCI-206, dated
05. 1991.

(11)
Copy
toxico1 ogy

of

Institut~·

ot

Sc en
109 66 on
05, 1991.

1 nsti tute ,,LunhPr

s

#791-940-CCI-207, dated

(12)
Copy of Institute
Forens1~
toxicology report, insti tut.e number l 9967
number 791-941-CCI-208, dated August 05, 1991.

Oakland,

(13) Copy of Pathologic Correlation, regarding Three
Deaths at Correctional Medical Faciljty, dated July
(14)
Copy of Dr. Gary L~ Henderson, Ph.D.
Antipsychotic
Medicatio~1s
and
Hyperthermi
Correctional Medical Facil
, Vacaville, CA,
( 15)
Copy
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Appendix r
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rthermic
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PH

CANNATl\,

NAME

- _
ASE NC. _79
__

gram:;.

spleen weighs

t

ls

section

GENITOURINARY SYSTEM:

KIDNEYS:
The
eac
we gh 110
is moderate?.
are th n,
w1th ease.
The nght klaney has a 2 em yellow1 h cortical
from the surface of the cortex.
Cut section re•;eals
1ndist1nct

corticomedullary

c 1on.

J

al1 e I

pelv1c

and norrn.::l ureter·~ en r t.he b1add rat t.hP
severa 1 hunnred cc of dark yP l iow wMm u 1r1e.
il t.ed,

BONES AND JOINTS:

No gross anatom1c abnorma 1ty

rH:.

n

NERVOUS SYSTEM:

HEAD:
sc 1 ~ s nC
Numerou
petech1al hemorrhage
surface of :.he sku 1 1.
The cranrum 1s 1ntact, and
·ihe bra1r1
men1nges are ~h~n and transparc:n .
lhe vascu 1a:.ure has a normal pa ter·n.
The b
The ventr1cular system 1s not d1lated.
cerv c I
Tne dura str1ps from the bas o the kull and shows

fi'ITCR0~1[rJPIC

HEART

section):

Sec

1n

DESCfHPl HJN

of
:~IOU

51

of acute inf ammation.
LUNG

(1

sect ion :

Section of
inflammat.

LIVER
ce~

1

KION[Y

section):

Secti
inflammat

l

ac:.Jte
(heart failure cel~s).

Dr1.

l ver shows widen
t
y
tion.
Moderate

ccr:tains fat
3 sections):

OnE

of
columnar u.
connectiiJe t:
tubules 'vi::;
The tubules contain pre

t

rs we ' circumscr bed and
renal parenchyma shows
of the tubular
material. The distal tubules are essent
strc;ma.
CR · 5 (5·78i

lmt~

normal wi
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per.~ :ub

N

:;il
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OTWELL, JAMES
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s
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791-940-

Date:

,Ju 1

Cd l1 fnrn ia Med 1cal tdCi 1 ty

Dale

,Jul

Cei 1 I-321

Time

074

Sex Mal
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3, 1991

1430 Hours

o, Ca 1 i f o rn i a

Vacavi11
Jb

CASE NO

3, 199

,
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Race. Caucas an

Marks or Scars
PROTOCOL
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1•;
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conrluc

t

Wednesday. Ju 1
the au
s :

kyv 1 ew

Mor·tuar·y

l

n Va 1 1

at

1 and
lano

roner,

EXTERNAl EXAMINATION
PT

1othed and unemba med n
cons1st
of a wei 1 developed and well
male measur1ng
feet, 2 1nches, we1
1ng an estlmated 220
ted age of 38 years.
head is normocepha l1 c and
t to a blue~black color
f the
ures incl
petechial
are present on
re edentulous and
denture is in place.
re
nremarkable.
eyes are
zel
nose and mou
are unobstruct
neck veins.
The chest we 11 expanded, but du 11 to
abdomen
is
flat.
external
genitalia are
bilatera ly
ended testes.
extremlties are
are
tattoos consisting of a la
over
a bu
ly on
upoer
kle and
i scriptlon
is present on the right upper arm.
initia s
forearm, and a man on a motorcycle on the inside
a rrndhne
traight v rtebral column w1thout
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Rigor
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ratu
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A

DIAGNOSIS:
1.

HYPERTHERMIA (BODY TEMPERATURE IN EXCESS OF

2.

LUNGS, BILATERAL:

3.

HEART:

MULTIPLE PETECHIAL HEMDRHAGES AND SUBENDOCARDIAL HEMORRHAGE

4.

LIVER:

FATTY METAMORPHOSIS AND PORTAL FIBROSIS

5.

BRAIN:

ACUTE CONGESTION AND EDEMA

ACUTE CONGESTION AND EDEMA

~·i

/

/

'-//.
J·;
/\ ·'I ·.t'/' ,(I

c-

-

1/:'/ t'L'J-.)

RICHARD N. LUCASt M.D.
Forensic Pathologist
Transcribed:

July ll, 1991

RNL
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NAME

BRACY, CECIL

Cali
Cell

r·n1a Medical

~acility

Complex1on

Jul

Date

3

1991

0740
urs
Time. - - - - - -----------------Califnrnia

--------

Race

Age

3 _
Eyes: ___

1400 Hours

I-301

Vac1v:ll~.

1991

Date:

Vallejo, California

Place of Death:

AUT

CASE NO. __ _?2_l:_ 9_4_1-_C_C_I-_2_0_8_ _ _ _ __

Skyview Mortuary

Post Mortem at:

A-192-91

Black

Wetqht

17_0_

He1ght

Marks or Scars·

PROTOCOL
JC;'

J

s

at 1400 hours.
Pet teng l.

1 ie jo,
conduc;:ed at ')kyvle'.v !Vlor'-uary 1n
1ano
Attend111g the autopsy
Deputy

l1forn:
Coun

EXTERNAL EXAMINATION
flrst ::~am1nation, the body 1s wear1ng no cloth1ng or jewel
that of a well developed, well nourished muscular black male whos
cons1stent with his age of 37 years.
The body measures 68 inches i
approximately 170 pounds.
Rigor mortis absent.
livi i
is
the dark brown skin coloration.
The body is very warm to the touch.
is good.
The scalp hair is black. curly and averages one inch in 1
M'~ brnwr and the sclerae are sl1ghLly 1c!.enc.
Therr· url'l no d1
1n the nose, ears or mouth.
The dentH1an is natural and in good cond t10n.
is no food, vomitus or foreign material in the oral cavlty.
There are no externa
lesions of the head, neck, chest or abdomen.
The chest is symmetric and
are not enlarged.
The abdomen is flat and soft.
The external genitalia are
of a norma] mature male.
The extrem1ties are wel1 developed and are without
deformity, palpable fracture, needle marks or other injuries.
The eyes are not
sunken.
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INTERNAL EXAMINATION
The pleural,
1s no blood
expanded.

pencar-d1ol and pentoneal surfaces are smooth and g I:·:.: n1
or exce::;s, flu1d 1n any of the body cav•t1es.
The 1 un s

:j

CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM:

The hean we1qhs apprux1mately 11-50 grams, iHHJ h '
ep1c.H'd1<Jl
surfau:
w1th
mult1ple
dark
r··~d
hemon·hages ·scattered thr-oughout.
Ther·e 1s 80% narr·ow1ng
of the lef:
descend1n<J coronary artery by ather-osclerot1c plaque near 1ts ong1n.
va: ves are gross 1y normal.
Sect 10ns of the heart reveal a homogeneou
redd1sh-brown myocar·d1um w1th no focal lesions.., The r1c;ht and left ve'lcnc:u1a
measure 3 and 14 mm 1n th1ckness. respectively.
lef~ lungs we1gh appr-r)xlmately l,OrJC dn
respect lVe ly.
The pleur-al surf.J( e~; are del
smooth and gl1'.;ten1ng.
The bronch1
and pulmonary <1rtenes are
Sect10ns of the lungs reveal a homogeneously dark red noncrepltant pa
cut surface exudes a large amount of foamy p1nk flu1d.
No focal

RESPIRATORY SYSTEM: The rHJht and

VER:

The llver we1ghs approx1mately 2.200 grams dnd has a
intact capsule.
Serial sections reveal a homogeneously pa;e r·eddl
f1nely
lobulated
parenchyma
w1th
no
focal
les1ons.
The gallbladder
approx1mately 80 ml of dark green b1le w1th no stones.

SPLEEN:

The spleen weighs approximately 300 grams
capsule and a dark red soft parenchyma.

and has

a smooth, g.

:e

GENITOURINARY SYSTEM:

Each k1dney we1ghs dpproxJmately 120 grams and has
dark redd1sh-brown cort1cal surface.
On sect1on,
is grossly normal.
The ureters are w1dely patent.
The unncry bladder
approximately 40 ml of slightly cloudy dark yellow flu1d.

01

a
h

IVE SYSfEM:

The stomach is empty.
There arr• multiple da k
mucosal hemorrhages measuring 2 to 3 mm 1n d1amete
are no other lesions of the digestive tract.

LYMPHATIC SYSTEM:

There is no lymphadenopathy.

MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM:

CR· 5 ,5-78)

The musculature is
color.
There are

very well developed. and 1s
no skeletal fractures or
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SYSTEM:

ENOOCR

ThP

ad rena I

p1t.u ta

and

thy

1 rJ

q 1 and::;

HEAD:

Ther<" are no 1es 1 on', of the c<1lp.
Theca var-1um
dnd
w 1 thoul fr-ac ~.un:·;
fhe c<dvanum 1S relative]
:nt.r·acran 1 c1: hemorrhage·"·
The brdln we1
s appr-ox11nately
'r'J(
anc he~·.. d normal ex: ··n 1 apoear.1
Ther-e
, hcrni<J\.ion r;r atrophy.
The ves
1~ at t
se of the
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fll rlod
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M CROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION
AfHERY

('

'.•:·:' 1 on;:

Th re

1
approximately
a coronary artery by

narrow1ng of

atheroscleros
and medu l ;

SPLEEN(? Sect10nsJ:
12 Sections):

BRA

1\i

ll(m•,).

lher-e

1

con9e'.tHm of th•o red pulp.

Unremarkable.
~om~'

the cortH::al neurons show loc,
~
congested dnd there are

ol

ves~els

of n

some

hemorrhage;,.
1

TOMACH il

on--.. ):

t 1on.,;
w I h t>

t1on): Focr1l

reverll

mrn·ked

pu monnry

I', IV!

acute

mucosal

hemorrhage

mucoc>d l lnf ammat1on are present.

an

mu

t1p e

0

0
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REPORT

GEN. TOX. SCREEN II

GEN. TOX.
CIDE

_ _ BLOOD TYPE

BLOOD DRUG ALALYSIS

Be:J.::ocaine
L.'!.docaine
Coca ne
3e ::oylec o

Mo
Pentazocine
Pethidine

Other

1

-----

'.

ux

TOXICOLOG

RE:?ORT . . . . •

E 2

ACCESS TON

Cocaine
Benzoylec~onine

*

*

CEtnnabinoids
Thioridazine
Benztropine
Haloperidol
Di

nhydram ne

COHHENTS:

Haloperidol was confirmed bv a select ion monitoring progr~!Yl for the
Gas Chromatograph - Mass Spectometer, However, due to the microgram amour
accurate ouantitation bv this methodologv was not RQSsible at this time.
-~~-t!_t:_ine $ample was not ::-etesteg becau9e of the low volume.
-----~--lU

DATE

,......

..

1--J :;:::,

Inc.

oi

.f27•WI)31Silcremonlo,C.:~lllorn!a95691

Dlvlslonll:

2101 Port Srroo! "
Cl Oulgryr Llborotory

(1>10) 371-::i·HO
rAX: (916) JIHH'iCO
Sllcr:un'.lnlo, Ciilllornl!l 95691
0
laboratory
0 K-C Forom!c Sorvko

;

lnb

ADULT

JUV.

Case No.
Agency - - - - - - - - - V!ofallon

UST EVIDENCE $UI3MlTTED AS iT APPEARS ON PfiOPfCIHY llECQilU:

F PO

ION:
.DA7<:;

--------~------- T!J: - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - OA TE:
<:JS <::J ·o~ lnoss,
wcul
fy
r:qy , d i <.J r;:;c::!f ·m ! n , s 2 .J I <1d c:::nd

f'lE~JCHI

liS
1 'Jf

cr
tile

I<Jfncd bv
C~i'3 cf C.:;!

h31
I wm o for"'nslc illl<Jiyst empl
I I en .Jnd did exmn Inc s ubm H+od
!:"oms.

or

Vn I ley

/\W\LYS IS

phys I crl I tes l s .;~por·ov\O!d
S+~f-8::;,

..,.

//I
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APPENDIX "N"

Valley Toxicology Service, Inc.
Mail To:
LCC31•0n.
Drvr~;ons

P 0. Box 427" We:;: Sacr:lmomo C<Jiilomr~ 95G'J1 (916) 37~ -5..V.O (8001 521-0372
2401 Port S1r0ot • W::;-;: Sacr;:Jmonto C:>llfornra 9:>631 FAX. t9Hi; 37' ·8GCO
:::: Ourgu· LJbur;;to:y
:::: V:ll!n~ LJOor:J.tory
:::: K-C Forcn!;rC Scrv1::8

RFV1S~D

TO\ COLOGY REPORT - FIN:L

-30-9

TOX!COLOGY RCPORT

SION
S l EJECT~

CAN);.~'! .t..

. .~ ::::...:s:::..:::.-:=-?.:..:E-~::--------::--~-7-5-91
es submitted· BLOOD XI_ VRINE XX

Date Taken

:;r

CC9l--i.OS

AGENCY : 791-939-CCI-206
AGENCY SOLANO CORO~ER
Via. !. io.'EBER
OTHER _____________________

7-3-$1 ____ Date Received

REQUEST
____ GEl\.

TOX. SCREE!\ I

GEN. TOX. SCREEN II
!C!DE

ELG~C

____ B~OOD TYPE

DRGG ALALYSIS

Ben::oca::.ne

Lidocaine
Cocaine
Ben:: c y l. eq::: nine

De :·u:? in

Codeine
Mo:::-phine
Pentazocine
Pethidine

Imi:;:;::-arn ne

Othe::

Desip::amine

& HYPNOTICS
Carisoprodol
--~N~·n~----

SED~~!VES

BA?..B!TURATES
. ~moba.rbi tal

Glutethimide
Heproba.ma te

But~bi!rbitA:.'.

Bu

c

.t'JD'"

e~hocarbamol

1tal
barb :.a

Methprylon
Methaqualone

s~cobe..rbital

Other

MI ~c;q,].Ll)N;:O\iS

Diphenhydramine
Do:.;:ylamine
Cannabinoids
Benzt.ropine
*Haloperidol

Flu!"azepam
Oxa::

am

0.16m!l!L

ND
ND
O.lSm~t/:.

Present

0ther
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---- ________________ C ate/Time:
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E
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.2401 P:;,rt Street • Wc:;t Sllcr:lmcnto
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FAX (916) 3:'' -8ti60
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Jon W. Knapp
tJto: ·r1on1

REVISED TOXICOLOGY REPORT -

FI~AL

7-30-91

TOXICOLOGY REPORT
ACCESSION ~ CC9l-410
AGENCY # 791-940-CCI-207
SUBJECT
OT~ELL. J~~~~.~~.S~------------------AGENCY SOLANO CORONER
Date Taken~~~9l
Date Received
7-5-91
Via I. WEBER
Samples submitted: BLOOD XX u-R-"I'-N-'E"-_=-X-.A.-.-0-THER BILE
REQUEST
_ _ GEN. TOX. SCREEN I ...1JL.. GEN. TOX. SCREEN I I
_ _ ALCOHCL _ _HOMICIDE _ _ BLOOD TYPE

BLOOD DRUG

BLOOD ALCOHOL
Other volatiles

_o~_o~--

A~ALYS!S

LOCAL ANESTHETICS
Benzocaine
Lidocaine
Cocaine
Benzoyl ecgonine

e\~PHETA~TNES

Amphetamine
Methamphet.s.mine

ANTIDEPRESSANTS.
Amitriptyline
Desipramine
Doxepin
Imipramine
Nortriptyline

NARCOTIC ANALGESICS
Codeine
ND
ND
ND

ND

ND

SEDATIVES & HYPNOTICS
Carisoprodol
Glutethimide

ND

ND

Meprobamate
Methocarbamol
Hethprylon

ND
ND
ND
ND

ND

Methaqualone

ND

ND

ND

MISCELLANEOtiS
Diphenhydramine
Doxylamine
Cannabinoids

E_E~{:ODIAZEPINES

Diazepam
Flurazepam
Oxazepam
Othtr

ND
ND

Morphine
Pentazocine
Pethidine
Other

ND

Other
BARBITURATES
Amobarbital
Butabarbital
Butalbital
Pentobarbi t,,.l
Secobarbital
Other

1'-ID

*

NO
NO
NO

Benz tropine

~_Q~i.m!f.L

Haloperidol

_rresent

··------------·----·
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URINE ANALYSIS
Methnmphetam::ne

Morphine
Codeine
Cocaine
Bcnzoylecgonine
Cannabinoids
Thioridazine
Benztropine

*

Haloperidol
Di.phenhydra.mine

ACCESSION

I

CC91-410

QTHER ANALYSIS:
ND

ND
ND

ND
NO
1.0 mgLL
.j.

ND

CCKMENTS:
_N]_= NQNE DETECTED

*

c~firmeg gv Cas Chrom~tography-M~ss Spectroscopy using a
ion monitQring program. HoweveJ• gue to the microgram amount

Haloperidol was

~~-~~

accurate guantitation

wa~

ngt possible with this methodology at this time.

---------------·~-----

-

ANALYST: ____~N~e.~n~c~v~E~n~k~e~m~a----~·~--------- DATE COMPLETED _____7~t~1~0~/~9~1___________
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System
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l.OOmg/L.

Tox
Overdo
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VAL TQX
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I)

X

l. C' 0

95691

L

() G

(9Hll 371-5440

95691

P.08

Y

(tlOOl :12i-\l:l72

FAX: (9115) 371-6660
Cl K·C Korcnslc Service

genti possesses both
inic effects.
It is
the mnnag~ment of Parklnsonism.
apyram dal disorder5

du~

to

th~

such as the phenothiazines.
s stru tural features similar to
drosis, the absence o~ deficiency
benztropine should be
1
ng hot weather, especially when
atropine-like drugs.

some

Anhidrosis

of sweating
d be decreased so that the ab1lity
ium
perspiration is not
and fata hyperthermLa have
disturbunc~

repor ed w1th

an~ipsychoti~s
t~icyclic

halope idol and the

formation is sketchy.
of 0.

A 4 mg per

8mg/L to 0.126mg/L in

/L blood concentrations.

sed in the treatment of Manic
rescribed to patients ~1th ren~l or
re debilitation or dehydration or
toxicity even near therapeutic
ly since the ability to tolerate
an acute manic phase and decreasps as

orptlon by the kidneys and
fluid intake should

Di t

um has produced an
by weakness, lethargy,
dal symr>toms,
enzymes followed by
serum from O.Smmol/L

\ .5mmol/L carry a
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ENSIC SCIENCES
'l4620-025 • Phone (415)451-1060

INSTITUTE. NUMBE;H
1

()(')(')'"'~

..t..u..:~.:;O..;

A TT/1C. If fY1 f£,11/T

Cal•lornoa 94609

.X..

JAMES E. MEEKER. Ph.D
PAUL W HERRMANN. M.D
DlfeCtor

SUBMITTED BY.

SOLAN:) ffillNIY ffiRONER

520 CLAY STREET
FAIRFIELD, CALIF.

SEALED

FROM.

YE..S

JIM

94533

OBRIEN

0.0 %
0.27 mcg/ml
0.21 mcg/ml
. 12 mcg/ml
0

0
0
0
AHE HLCCJVLHED. THE FOLLOW IN'-~
, ISOPROPYL ALCOHOLS, ACETONE,
IMIDE, PHENYTOIN, ACETAJ'1INOPHEN,
, METHAQUALONE AND CHLORDIAZEPOXIDE.

, PHENOTHIAZINES, ANALGESICS,
OTHER ORGANIC BASES ARE RECOVERED

0

. (, meg /ml
0.09 mcg/ml
0.04 mcg/ml
NONE RE:COVEHED (LESS TIIAN 0.') ng/tnJ l
NES, PHENOTHIAZINES, ANALGESICS,
ORGANIC BASES ARE RECOVERED.

DATE

APPENDIX "R"

109966

ENSIC SCIENCES

v<>m•orma

~~~2=-~-P~on& (415)4~~1060

.

NSTITUTE NUMBER

_/}

a/30'1/J'}.f/A!_ r::..z;r:___ _

Calllomra 94009

JAMES E. MEEKER. Ph.D
Chtef TOXICOIOQIS!

PAUL W. HERRMANN. M.D
Ouector

SUBMITTED BY

:){1LJW) CDUNTY CORONEH

S20 CLJ\Y STREET

I

FAIRFIELD, CALIF.

SEALED·

94~33

FROM:

YES

JIM OBRIEN

0. 0 8 '1,
0
l It II I

0 • l .1

lfl i

0.4)

llJ( ')/!Ill.

.I

0
0
0
0

SEDATIVES ARE RECOVERED. THE FOLLOWING
, ISOPROPYL ALCOHOLS, ACETONE,
DE, PHENYTOIN, ACETAMINOPHEN,
, METHAQUALONE AND CHLORDIAZEPOXIDE.
PHENOTHIAZINES, ANALGESICS,
OTHER ORGANIC BASES ARE RECOVERED

0
0.87 mcq/ntl

0.60 mcg/ml

NONE RECOVERED (LESS THAN 0.5 ng/ml)
0

ISTAMINES, PHENOTHIAZINES, ANALGESICS,
OTHER ORGANIC BASES ARE RECOVERED.

DATE

~.

-:; C:/
nno~'N""~

!NSlt:f~TE

1,09967
JAMES E MEEKER.

TOXICOLOGY LABORATORY

SUBMITTED
SOLAN') COUNTY CORONER

ClAY STREET
FAIRFIELD, CALIF.

-941-CCI

94533

:, Hf!

DATE
/31

TIME.

lO:JO

1

SEALED

IJt

FROM:

I

JIM OBRIEN

YES

REQUESTS

GENERAL
, BENE1'HO!' Nt::)

8

ETHANOL
ACETONE
PHENHYDRAMINE
ZTROPINE
HALOPERIDOL
YSERG!C AC!D DIETHYLAMIDE
UP
(
RPH 1 N
NE)
COCAINE ANIJ/OR M
TE
!DINE
I

..

;

0
14.
mg/dl
0.05 mcg/ml
0.14 mcg/ml
0.05 mcg/ml
NONE RECOVERED (LESS TAAN

.5

()

0
0
0

COMMON VOLATILES OR SEDATIVES ARE RECOVERED. THE
I
TESTED: ETHY
METHYL, ISOPROPYL ALCOHOLS,
MEPROBAMATE,
UTETHIMIDE PHENYTOIN, ACETAMINOPHEN,
AND
I
AZ
IAZINES,
ORGANIC

PHENHYDRAMTNE

PTNE

0.0') mc•J/
O.OJ. IT!C"•i/flll

J

0

ETHANOL
AC'FTONE

0
0

Y

UFflCIENT FOR FURTHER ANALYSIS.
OA7c
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CORRELATION

C DEATHS AT

FACILITY
1991
roximately 0930 nours, I was contacted
or of the Corr·•::' ~ 1 on a 1 Medica I Fac: ;, ':.y
wformed me t:>a:. three male 1nmates
cells wlth 1 n an hour of each other.
related illness anc ail three individua\s
(1t was
later aetermined
that the
this ternperat:Jre).
Af-ter the usual
removed to tne Skyview Mortuary in
rmed 1n the afternoon some seven to nine

1dentiflea as JAMES W. OTWELL.
were in then lc:t: thlrtles.
lwo were
hot and dry, and :ore boay temoeratures
was early 1n Cannata and not ~resent
retar~ed by h:gh body ternoeratures.
dH~d wh.1le
ly,nr;: on h1s ngnc. ::~ae 1r:
tes had multi~le ~~ttoos, but otnerw·se.
s k 1 n ::: :J n c 1 t 1 on s wh i c n wo t~ i c
h1ae were pr<::se'lt on the s;:·n. OL::
The eyes wer<:: not sunKen.
nata were mocerately obese w1:h an
r inches.
Brac:J was well aeveiooeo
and edematous.
-:-ne serosa i sur-:- aces
were oresent on the surfaces
were un1 formly heavy and showed marked
found
to
have
severe
coronary
fatty ~lve~s. but there was no
infarc:1or or cerebral lesions.
Blood anc unne
airway obs~ruc~1on.
exam1nat1on.

,

of various
organs confirmed the
the coronary ar:e:y in Bracy and fatty
and Cannata.
Other findings were
pulmonary conaestion and edema,
heart muscle f~oe-rs, edema of muscle
pancreas and adrenals. The brain showed
s of neuronal nuclei.
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Psychosoc'lal Rehao1 l1tat1on
Liv1nq Slolls at OMH~

. Ph.D.
c Inst ·i tute
989

ot

Menta 1

attem~ted

hess

Haa l t.h)

to

s ·.

provi~e

~for inmates whp a~~
.. oes1gners,o~ the·

of this ti-e-atment
soci a I and·, ndepen'dant

·
.,

nt-)nmates woula'be tauqht
~kills, as well as how· to
r own medicatlon&, ho~ to
of m•~tal illness.

ng

m•ntally ill 1nd1Viduals has
training approach is ·by far
iatrically disabled than
red "ta1k~ therapi~s have b~en
coping behaviors (Hagerty, et
al ahd Independent Living
training 0CLA teacri' b~sic
rmat that includes. 1 learning
7 'learning activities are!
answers

e revious une. and the steow1se
ties for participants to
ther sett1n9s ano s1tua~1ons.
ically disabled indiviauais
and skills related to a var1etY
iv1ng and nave been able to
1n, and Wallace. 1989>.

--

..

I

L

,_

I

'
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UCLA's Cl1nical Rasearcn
assistance with the
ing p
ram desi~ned to meet the
y i l l patient-inmates.
lan. patient-1nmates entering Q-

c

1 ntro.duct.1 ori
~ssiony units, . i t

treatment and ·
was hocaa that
sit in a g
·and ~ou)d re~ejv~
on Skills, problem-so,l~in~ . ·
. Once stabilized, inmates would
wou 1d ·receive mo·re i n-dept.n. and' ..
nally, once 'inmates. were
.
y woul~ learn more advanced skil Is
would work more intensely.·

t0 mainline or

·car~l• s~t.tings

·ana

reatment ·
roaches, sucn ·as OT and medic'ation
SILS was v1ew~d as ba1ng.the "backb~ne"
111e:

·

·

social workers, RNs, MTAs. psycho1ogists,
recreat on therapists attended ~ s~day
preoa
them to lead and/or teach others to
this grbup of trained prcifesstbnals, a
for each unit, and trainers
ir units.
within 5 weeks
ini
s~minar, all 7 DMH units were
SILS ·groups Wh1Ch met tW1Ce each week.
12 patiQnt-inmates, and most groups had
was seen as a priority, and SILS was
as
review panel as enhancing the
ealth in-patient services. Patient
1
forward to ~!LS groups and
leaders believed that their pat1ents
However, a aystemat1c eval~at1on
yet been conducted.

a snaP-shot." evaluation
as one component in SILS

PAGE 3

five
ient-inmataa who had received from one to 23
of SILS training were given a brief teat reqara1ng
ication issues as
•• tests of de~ression and eelfweataem.
members also were asked to complete ques~ionnalres regard1n9
behavior
each
ant-inmate. In eddi~ion, 8 patients WQre
dom1y selected to part cipate in a medication compliance
exercise t'hat. invo1v~d observing inmates dur·ing medic;ation
distribution. Previous s.tud1es (Wallace, 1988) 1ndicatea tl"lat
G~aaiona

module p~rticicants w~re
the'f felt ·more. know1ed
to see if the
OHH units 'et Vacavi 11e.

re co~oliant ~ith.med1cat1ons beca~~1e about their effects, an'd investigators
true for module'partic1panis on the~•

hypothese:; can be ·summar1.ze.d as fol 1o·ws: ·
Hypothesis #1.' _...T-here would be a significant.
the amount
MMM ·t~aining and scores on

ra ationsh~p
the.MMM test.

Hypothesis #2.
The
would be difference eftects o1
the training across units ings . .
•
Hypothesis #2a.
wou1d be differences in
ent-inmate
across units/wings.
MMM participants would exhibit batter

Hypothesis #3.

cation compliance

non-part1c1pa~ts.

few patient-inmates rece1ved

Hypothesis #1:

training to

iy test the hypotheses, resu1ts

cated ·that 1 nd

who had received'at least 18

Medication Management Module had
cation test scores than those
had not. Individuals who had received
more
their medications and could
s of medication-related skills mora accurately than
The chart below lists the mean scores of each
area of the Meoicat1on Management Module test for trained and
r

ined group!!.
Trajnio.g

so
14.0

4.6
2.0
rea
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;:j

4
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4 0
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L

s
1

4,8
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t
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There ware no slgn1ficant d1fferances in

scores among units, al~hough there was a trend
units who provided more train1ng achieved higher
sco
Me~m

HHM Score
17.~0

..
~

,.

3.2

HL20 ·'
12.00

0.0

23.22

2

.0

15.25
17.78
23.50

•'

10. 1 '•
.HLO

On measures of bahaviora .and ~ey~h1atr1c
were few differences among uni
ings. ·
expect differances, tl:le b'ehaviora1 measures used

..

more aporopriate for very
ressed clients .
to score in the noram ran9e on the
measures (Beck's Depression Inventory
measure) .

..

Medication comp1iance was found to be at or
a11 inmates,

due to 'the

regardless of module participation.
that medication
nist.ration 1s

sed that few
ient-inmates ever refu&e
, a
r of the inmaies were on
small numbir of subjects, the extremely D~1ef
and Q1fficu1ty in gathering treatment data on
the
ient-1nmates, the results c1ear1y indicate that
patient-inmates who are receiving skills tra1ning are acauir1ng
ge
lis. This is true even for inmates receiving only
of
moou!e.
These findings are corroborated by S!LS
consistent 1 y repor·ted that their group members
ite

rm SlLS training.

several montns, S!LS tra• ing
thr1 ed
ts, while the pro;ram has shrunk to one or no
week on the other three. Patient-inmate~ who
to the main\1ne after having completed
training have reoorted that they have
cont1nued to take their medications as prescr1bed. and that they
r the sk1i1s they were tauqh~. OMH program ao~in1s~ra~~~s
are curren~ly assessing what directionlsJ they wou1o like to see
I
p
ram go in the fut~re.
It is likely that mora tra1n1ng
those who wisn to become more inv9lved in
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a& we'll as for tnoae who neve already had exoe~ience
S!LS but who want to Mbrush up" on skills and learn about now
modu1ee. In addition, units may learn teGhn1Quea to conduct the1r
own SILS evaluation.
reatm~nt,

wi
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APPENDIX "V"
STATE OF CAUFORNIA-,-YOUTH AND ADUlT CORRECTIONAl AGE'NCY

PETE WilSON, Governor

DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
PO. Box 942883
CA

94283-0001

13, 1991

The Honorable John Burton, Chairman
Committee on Public Safety
State Capitol, Room 2179
Sacramento, CA 95814
Michael Pinkerton
Mr. Burton:
The following information on the gender and ethnic breakdown
of California Medical Facility (CMF) staff and the dates and
numbers of staff added to the CMF mental health program is
provided per your request:
staffing As Of July 1991

Wh

Indian
Islander
Other

Male/Female

Total

Percentage

851/391
301/169
178/65
31/24
32/42
16/7
6/5
16/22

1,242
470
243
55
74
23
11
38

57.5
21.8
11.3
2.6
3. 4
1.1
.5
1.8

Total

Indian
Islander

14/2
3/4
2/1
1/0
1/0
0/1

2,156

16
7
3
1
1
1

Total

29

55.2
24.2
10.4
3.4
3.4
3.4

The Honorable John Burton
2

13
1

1
0/1

Black

76.5
5.9

1

1

5.9

0

2

11.8

'I'ota l

17

PSYCHOLOGIS'r
White
Black
Asian

23
1
- -1- -

12/11
1/0
0/1
Total

85.7
4
4

25

In reviewing the increased staffing for the mental health
program, please keep in mind that the budget change proposal
(BCP) process starts 14 months before the positions are
authorized.
In the case of the added out-patient staff for
July 1, 1989, the initial
was presented and received
departmental approval in May of 1988.
'l'he refined concept
and the staff work to prepare the actual BCP was, of course,
completed in advance of the Department's BCP hearings.
The
California
Medical
Facility
underwent
significant
personnel changes; conversions on three occasions.
They are
as follows:
1. Since

1985/86
staffing by
for hospital

2.

CDC

increased psychiatric services
and expended $5.1 million
improvements.

In
1988/89,
there
was
an
in-patient
serv
140
Correct
Department of Mental Health.
1
10
2
4
21
2
93

enhancement_
the
of
by the conversion of
to
positi

Chief Psych
Staff Psychiatrists
Staff Psychologists
Registered Nurse III
Registered Nurse
Senior Medical Technical Assistants
Medical Technical Assistants

The Honorable John Burton
Page 3

3

1
3

Psychiatric Social Workers
Occupational Therapist
Recreational Therapist

3. In

1989/90, CDC established, at a cost of over $2.5
million annually, an out-patient psychiatric delivery
system at CMF,
with the establishment of 47.1
positions.
This
section
currently
treats
950
inmates.
10
Staff Psychiatrists
8.3
Staff Psychologists
15.6
Psychiatric Social Workers
5.0
Medical Transcribers
8.2
Office Assistants

The number of inmates
programs are as follows:

currently

Academic
External Educations
Vocational: Janitorial
Electronics
Horticulture
Computers
Pre-Release Program
Occupational Therapy
Total

enrolled

..-"'"

'

jf'jcp2

{ v!'c H. GOM
rector

~

//

of~ rections

educational

44
21
15
2
7

12
9

96
206

If I can provide additional information,
hesitate to let me know at (916) 445-7688.

Sincerely,

in

please

do

not

APPENDIX "W"
STATE OF CALIFORNIA-YOUTH AND ADUlT CORRECTIONS AGENCY

PETE WILSON, Governor

DEPARTMENT OF. CORRECTIONS

CALIFORNIA MEDICAl FACiliTY
VACAVIllE, CA
(707) 448-6841

95687-2000

September 25, 1991

Mr. Paul Gerowitz, Consultant
Committee on Public Safety
1021 "O" Street, Room A-198
Sacramento, CA. 95814
Dear Mr. Gerowitz:
Enclosed is a copy of the Extreme Weather Conditions Plan
that you requested on September 19, 1991.
This plan has been activated 18 times since August 23, 1991,
on the following dates, August 23rd - 24th, 28th - 31st.
September 1st- 5th, 12th- 18th., 1991.
In addition, you requested specific information on Inmate
David Burton, D-51406.
Inmate Burton has been seen
regularly by a cardiologist.
He has had two separate
outside cardiac consultants examine him.
Both recommended
against surgery, since he has already had two bypass
surgeries.
He is no longer a candidate for this type of
surgery.
If you have any further questions or concerns, please do not
hesitate to contact me, at (707) 449-6509.
Sincerely

!!fPENDIX

"X"

EXTREME WEATHER EMERGENCY PLAN
CALIFORNIA MEDICAL FACILITY
VACAVILLE, CALIFORNIA

REVISE

8-30-91

£0LICY:
It is the policy of the
Yed cal Facility to protect
both staff and inmates from excess e
emperatures due to our
area location.
The special vulnerability of inmates/patients due
to their aedications, is recognized
t
medical facility.
PURPOSE:
An
Extreme
Weather
Emergency
reduce/minimize health problems r
by extreme temperature changes and
xce
by indoor and outdoor temperatures
discomfort or serious consequences, to
general population inmates/patients.'

s
established
to
mates/patients caused
e plan is driven
cause possible
psychiatric and

SCOPE:
This plan addresses medical an
inmates/patients
determined to be at high
tsk
stress and drastic
temperature
fluctuations
to
medication
they
are
administered.
These
inmates
are
pr
ily
housed
in
tb
Outpatient Psychiatric Units, but can b
housed in any area
throughout CMF-Main, NRC a
DMH.
Also addre sed in this plan
on inmates including
is the procedure for all
ra
popu
CMF-Main, NRC and CMF-South.
RESPONSIBILITY:
The overall responsibility
the Chief Deputy Warden - C
of Operations - Main and Sou

activation f th s plan rest
with
ical Servic , Chief Deputy Wardens
and the Exec ive Director of DMH.

s

the responsibility of each
Chie Medi
l Officer of CMF,
tal
n s
ators of CMF and

Implementation
of
this
area/division Associate War
Medical Director of DMH and
DMH.

During non-business hours a
on the we e
Officer of the Day, the Psychiatric Offic
Medical Officer of the Da
are respon~ii
Implementation of this plan.
STAFF WELFARE:
Dur 1 ng a bot we at be:r emer e cy, the
placed upon the staffs' we fare.
It
staff will remain vigilant
f possible
employees during this type
f eme gen
1

Administrative
the Day and the
activation and

st emphasis must be
the expectation that
effects upon fellow
Mutual concern must

ency a ert

just

like

are

to observe that
i
to he same heat
ation
is
being
z ness, dehydration,
dr
Supervisors are
to continually consume
continually assessed for
When s
oms are
d,

to

B-1

Clin c

for

cy

be implemented whenever
fluctuations exist.
as
temperatures

The Extreme
excessive
Ext eme
t
exceeding 8

will monitor the
When the outside
ees
or
falls
below 60
ings will be relayed to
ommanders.
All CMF-Main
otified
by
the
Watch
monitoring,

of

inside

dors and wings, and
,

for

emperatur

inclusion

either

in

drops

degrees.

the Pharmacist that
Emergency Plan is in
sk Medication Roster.
r

rate a "High Risk" roster
ed medications determined
t stress and/or extreme
and
require
special
ubgroup of "High Risk"
by the Chief Medical
ial

o

evaluation, when the
or
falls
below 60

lert for
wing:

all

heat

stress

1)

Dlzztne s

2)

Dehyd:ra

3)

Feeli

4)

Flushed

5)

L1

n

dry f

Individual
immediately re
treatment/asse s

eli

t

observed
are
to
be
cal
taff for medical
n
his procedure.

th
responsible
al officials as
ibility of each
g ed duties
and
with the Extreme

When the tempe
institution, the
for contacting
listed below.
department to
procedures are
Weather Emerg n
RESPONSIBILITIES
1)

The Chief

De

Wa

al Services an
have
ove a
the Warde
this plan.

Operat l.ons
responsJbi
the activatl
2)

3)

4)

Following t
Chief Medic
the
issuin
liquids an
inmates/pat
Medicat
Business
has the
and that
to t be
supplies
conjunct!o
that all

's activation of

the plan, th
will activate and deactivate
loring o
ice,
hydratin
four
hours
to the
t

"High

Ris

the institutio
rating liquids
mber assigned
all of t e
They,

(in

also ensur
and operative
cb area/division will
staf
assigned during
will ensure that the

5

6

7

8

nt

t
90
lee

be

no

reaches
Out pa i

mates/patients
the "High Risk"
will be permitte
outside
yar

tient
b

e

and
rned

*

95 Degrees:

the

the direct
to
the r

rature reaches
e institu ion,
1 hire a
enforce
vation
pla
t h
mman
ce that 114e a
gree a
vation
ce to init!a e
ent
g

airflow

is

qu ds and
howe
very four hours to
the
Outpa
e
and
othe
"H gh

as

Risk"

Note tha
any
medical staff
patient
wi 1
b
a

h

rating

by medical staff.
given plain
staff.
A list
is maintained in
's office.)
be

5

order.
88 De

ees:

6

Service
of
Depu y
85 Degrees:

When

the

Captain, Associate
al
Services
and

Warden
Ch ef

temperature drops to 85
Watch Commander will
directions noted above
t
de cUvat
Stage I
n .

60 Degrees:

~TAGE

When cl mate conditions are such
that the tempe ature drops below 60
degrees, the Chief Medical Officer
or the Yed!cal Officer of the Day
will
be consulted by the Watch
Command r t
et ermine any needed
medical a sis ance/support required
as a res
f th
cool conditions.
Th
)4a
Department
w 1
che k
and
ventilatio
ure that
t is

II:
Part B:
Genf'ral

Pop_u1at ion_

Inmat~s:

Ola

,

South and NRC)

During hot weather as ident
ed
n this plan
inmates
housed
in
the
general
popula ion
areas
of
t e
institution will be encourage
to consume a ditional
liquids.
The shower restrictions will be relaxed t
increase the amount of time that inmates can shower.
Housing units with built-in
the air purged by staff.
building or corridor doors
fresh air to enter.
Electri
assist in air circulation.

exhaust systems w! 11 have
Wber
safe and feasible
will be opened to allow
fan
wi 11 be av ilable to

In the exercise yards,
cautioned to use
common sense and good Judg
They are not to
engage
in
over
strenuous
ivity
and
will
be
encouraged
to consume add tl nal
liquids.
Inmates'
activities and movement wil
be closely monitored by
staff so that immediate attention can be given to those
displaying heat stress s
Inmates

in outside work or

7

uca

nal

areas will

have

wat r

J gs

n t
Job si e
a ces
lo a
During hot weather, work breaks
d more frequently and
f necessary, bre k
e
d,
nma es on wor
rews w 1
to ut! l i ze shaded areas for breaks and
will monitor inmate workers
with beat stress symptoms.
in.

(Hain,

South

& NRC)

n Administrative Segregatl n Units will
to
onsume additional liquids.
Showe
be Increased when feasible and
nmates
to limit
exercise and
yslca
s

t

s with built-in exhaust systems will have
ged by staff.
Where safe and feasible,
doors will be o_pened to allow
resh air to
lectric fans will be available to assist in

a

tlvlties
and
movement
will
be
clos~t~
staff so that Immediate attention can be
se
isplaying heat stress symptoms.

y

minlstrative,
Maintenance an
Accounting
he
tical Laboratory, Mi
g aphics and
e are air conditioned and have a drinking
ain a allable.
Laundry
has
kl g fountains

cooling

un 1 t .

Bindery has exhaust and circulating
ing fountains are available.

fans.

a

20,000

CFM

are available.

a t

Yard is an outside operation.
It bas
and
a
drinking
fountain
with
a ed water.
When the concret
temperature
t :ruck exceeds 90 degrees,
1 t cannot be
into the casting beds.
Major work is
ion has a system of exhaust fans,
ans and "smoke eaters" over welding
very hot days, the add l ional heat

8

generated by the painting system and ovens raises
the internal temperature.
The paint system
s
shut down
uctl
st ps.
On extremely hot days, all PIA inmates are given
extra breaks, frequent opportunities to leave hig
heat areas
the water they want.
Whe
availa
f om
c
dish·
e.
In extreme heat,
inmates are returned
housing

SIAGJ:; II:
Part C:

(DMH ONL

For 1 nma t es h
I.

DMH Program.

During
Director
Administra

ho
the
Execut !v
or,
A sistant
Hosp t
g
m Di ectors
shall b
Supervising
Reglstere
temperatures rise above 85
below SO degrees F.
After
n t staff shall notify
The DMH staffing office
xecutive Director if the

noti f1 ed

r
I I .

When t
degrees
notify the
of said t
the
DMH super
s
or i
are not

III. When

greater
or
1s
(des
taken by

IV.

When
lower,
adequate,

empe

in the shade is
0
Watch Commander wi l
ve Director of DMH, or designee,
r
and
tivation of Stage II
Extreme Weather Emergency Plan.
1 e s e that air conditioning
that outside court yar s
e purposes.

e ter,

ture

the

emperature is 85 degrees F or
air condition ng is
working,
!
ooling
measures
HEAT") shall be
hyperthermia.
tempera
g

is

under "B.

to prevent

vallable.

hyper

re
not

s 60 degrees F or
working or is not
measures
(described
shall be taken by staff
rm i a.

v .

VI

0

ext
0

A.

should be
nd staff
point
f
not be u e

be

age

of

onally at
all vital

0

d

ease
clea
basis

2.

Any patient
or staff
who complains of feeling
weak or lethargic or who complains of cramping o
showing any other possible symptom or sign
hyperthermia needs to have
emperature taken and
fluids increased.

3.

e hargic
shoul
the

4.

or

slee

l l notify

his/her assessment
e t's IDN notes.

When beat
s e
ssiv
dining rooms, the shif
supervisor wi
eque
a s be taken to the unit
(unless temperature is greater there).

Unit Physicians'

Responsibilities:

1.

The status of

2.

Patients' curr nt med a t i ons shall be
and assessed fo possi le
Iter tions.

3.

Counsel an
the
danger
additiona

4.

On

1.

Will
assi
the
hydrating liqu d ,

1 pat i

reviewed

pa ie ts and LOC staff on
excessive
heat
and
need
for

weekends a
unit if reque

ights,

Will assist
when t h
85
deg:r
higher).

1.

Will

2.

Avoid al
v go ous spo
Any outdoor ac vity mu
by staff.

3.

Provide
water as c

POD

h

unit
ice,

2.

ass!
units i f de

be reviewed.

nt s s ha

with

shall

vis 1 t

obtaining

any

xt:ra

etc.

in providing meal service on the units
i
ng rooms are ahov
temperatures
are

t ients

ns
op

ower

to

coole

a
vity and running.
be carefully supervised

11

opportunities

to

use

a e and c n
all patient
on h dang r
ona l n u
ssive heat and the need for addi
restricting
ysical activity.
rslng Policy and Proced re Manua
specific treatment of hea relat

5.

Re

the

L

u it

physician

and

Supervising

r
Nurse/Designee for individ al patten
1 teness for recreational activi
es.

(DKH ONLY)
Whene
malfunctioning
heating
is
tempe a
s
each 60 degrees F or b
warming measures shall e J ns
t u
y

and

unit
special
ppr p i t

staff.
1.

pply
patients
blankets.

2.

Encourage the use of hot beverages such as hot
ho olate, tea, decaffeinated coffee and broth for
1 nts and staff.

3.
4.

ou:rage patients
proprlate.

showing
hyperthermia.

7.

additional

clothing

and

to increase physical activity,

patients'
and 2000,

6.

with

temperatures and vital signs at
and more frequently if lethargic or

possible

symptoms

signs

of

When patients appear lethargic or sleepy,
staff and physicians should assess patients
sig sand symptoms of hyperthermia.

LOC

Ed ca e and counsel patients on the
qu e clothing and physical activity.

for

deemed appropriate, movement
rmer u its may be required.

12

or

of

need

patients

for

to

STAGf; III:

First Alternate:

Second Alternate:

A.

U:ED
1.

4.

5.

6.

ensure t ba
provided
these pa ti

B.

f.

CUSTODY:
1.

rea chi

8

be
be
responsi l
temperatur
their fl nd 1
Commander
notify him
implemented
Medicat
n
2.

The Watch
Medical 0
Deputy
Associate
Executive Di
Mental Healt
plan.
repo t
Emerg '
t 1 mes .

3.

Custodi

others
Roster
identif
prov ded ! e
are t
be
list of the e
Watch

15

and
ing
k"

C.

D.

DMH:
1.

Ensure that any power failure or in perati
air
conditioning
system
is
reported
to
maintenance immediately.

2.

Ensure that needed resources (lee
chan le
gh
he
CMF
Department is needed.

3.

Promptly
report
any
unusual
occurrences,
related
to
the
temperature
emergency
situation.

luids) are
Se

BUSINESS SERVICES:
1.

Business Services will ensure that fans are
allotted to eaca housing wing throughout CMFMain.
They will ensure that the fans/blowers
in the units at CMF-South are In good working
order and that fans are available in the DMH
area if the air conditioning system fails.

2.

Ensure the procurement of adequate supplies
of ice and hydrating fluids are available for
the inmates in the Outpatient Psychiatri
Program as well as others listed on the "High
Risk" Medication Roster.

3.

The Chief of Plant Operations will monitor
the air conditioning, air vent and he a t1 ng
systems to ensure that they are working and
i f
any repairs are needed, that they are
completed in a timely manner.

4.

Provide for the routine monitoring of outsid
shade temperatures between the hours of
0
and
1800
or
as
needed
during
extreme
temperatures.

5.

Provide for
the adequa
orage
during this type of emergency.

6.

When temperature reaches 95 degrees or falls
below SO degrees, the Maintenance Department
will inspect all air ventilation,
heating
and/or air conditioning equipment to ensure
that it is in proper working orde .
During

17

of

ce

E.

n

to

ensure

ly implement

F.

tha
d.

ALL STAFF:
Dur ng t
E
re
Weat
s aff should not wait

to
provide
inmates
p eventative measur s.
implement increased
showers as specified in Stage I
without a need
for
medical
Further, additi
1 meas re
addi g of clo h ng~ re uc
sun and increased ventilation
ould be included n impl

THIS PLAN WILL BE REVIEWED PERI
CALLY TO
AS NEEDED DUE TO CHANGES IN CONDITIONS
N ITUTIONAL NEEDS.
MOD F
I
APPROVAL OF THE WARDEN.

EXTREME WEATHER EMERGENCY PLAN
WATCH COMMANDER'S CHECK SHEET
Da. t e:

CMF Watch Commander's Office

Notice of 85 degree or 60 degree outdoor temperature from the
Room Supervisor.
Time:
By: ________________
Contact the Pharmacist for the "ltigh Risk" Medication Roster.
)

Contact Nursing Supervisor to retrieve "special hydrating l l
for dialysis patients.

)

Notify Unit Lieutenants to pick up thermometers in Watch Comman
Office and report hourly temperature readings to the Watch Comma
The highest temperature (for extreme heal and lowest for ext emP
from Pach unit will be included in the Walch Report.
Unit

I

Lieutenant:
Time notifie

Unit

I I Lieutenant:

Time notified
Unlt III Lieutenant: ___________
Time no
Unit IV Lieutenant:
Time not fied
Unit V Lieutenant:
Time notif e

Notice of 90 degrees outdoor temperature reading, remove Inmates
"High Risk" Medication Roster from the yards.
Provide each unl
a Pharmacy print-out of inmates that are excluded from outside
ties due to temperatures.
Temperature reading received
from:_____
Time: ____________
Loca t l o n : · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

'SCHECK SHEET

No

f ed of 90 degre s indoor
I
Par
A f p

t

e

empe atu

Cl!

puty

e Di

ctate Warden,
(

)

)

Business Ser

Activation of 90 degrees Extreme Weathe
e

(

DMH

t

N

y:

or Designee

rg

-'

Associate Warden,

Centr
g

G.

ni

Prog am L e te
i
I
Uni

soc at

(

War e ,
o act va

Me leal Officer or
ou
the institut

)

Dr.

hired a

EXTREME WEATHER EMERGENCY PLAN
COMMANDER'S CHECK SHEET

STAGE II (95 DEGREES TEMPERATURE READING>:
)

Hire a second line custody supervisor on Third and First Watch to
monitor and enforce the 95 degrees plan ensuring that designated
inmates receive a
shower every four hours in addition to the lee and liquids they
receive under the 90 degrees plan.
Supervisor hired: ________________________ Time: _________________

)

Request Maintenance personnel to come on site, if during non-business
hours, to inspect all air ventilation and cooling equipment.

)

Hire additional Correctional

)

When the Warden or designee determines that the heat requires the
psychiatric inmates housed on the Third Floor in Closed Wings to be
relocated, move them to cells on the First and Second Tiers of NRC
and move the NRC inmates to the Third Floor Wings.

Offi~ers

as required.

NOTIFICATION OF TEMPERATURE CHANGES
the temperature drops to 88 degrees, notify:
)

Chief Deputy Warden, Clinical Services: ______________________
Time: _______

)

Chief Medical Officer or Hospital
Administrator: _________________________________________

Time: _____

the temperature drops to 85 degrees, and the plan is still in effect,
in notify:
(

)

Chief Deputy Warden, Clinical Services: _____________________
Time: - - - - -

)

Chief Medical Officer, Hospital Administrator or Nursing
Supervisor:
Time: _________

en the Warden or designee orders the plan deactivated, notify:
)

Chief Deputy Warden: _________________________________________
Time: _____
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EXTREME WEATHER EMERGENCY PLAN
UNIT PROGRAM LIEUTENANT'S CHECK SHEET
Date:

To:
From:

Program Lieutenant
Unit:

STAGE I:
(

)

Notified of 85 degree or 60 degree outdoor temperature
reading from the Watch Commander: ______________________
Time: __________

(

)

Conduct hourly monitoring of inside cell temperatures
in assigned areas throughout the institution where
"High Risk" inmates are housed. Report findings to the
Watch Commander.

STAGE II:
(

)

(90 DEGREE TEMPERATURE READING)
Notified of activation of 90 degree Extreme Weather
Emergency Plan by the Watch
Commander:
Time: ________~--Notify unit staff of activation of Stage II: Time: _____

(

(

)

Contact Food Services (Ext. 2454) for procurement of
ice and hydrating fluids for designate closed
psychiatric wings (M-2 (Cell Feed and Lock-up), N-2, I3, L-3, M-3, N-3, P-3).

(

)

Monitor issuance of ice and hydrating fluids to
Psychiatric Closed Wing inmates and others on the "High
Risk" Medication Roster in four hour increments.

(

)

Secure list of all inmates identified as dialysis
patients, from the Watch Commander's office. Provide
ice and request clinical staff to provide "special
hydrating liquids" for this group.

(

)

Continue to conduct hourly monitoring of inside cell
temperatures in esignated wings and report highest
temperature to the Watch Commander.

(

Ensure documentation of issuance of ice/hydrating
fluids in Unit Logs and 114-Ds.
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EXTREME WEATHER EMERGENCY PLAN
SECOND LINE SUPERVISORS
DUTY STATEMENT

GENERAL RESPONSIBILITIES:
You are to thoroughly know and understand the CMF Extreme
Weather Emergency Plan, its intent, and specific operation.
You shall monitor and ensure staff's complete compliance
with the provisions of the plan, correcting all deficiencies
and coordinating with the Watch Commander if assistance is
needed.
You s ha 11 ensure that a 11 staff are aware of the plan and
their responsibilities therein ..
Provide assistance, when
and where necessary, to ensure full compliance with the
plan.
SPECIFIC DUTIES:
1.

You shall tour all areas to ensure staff is in
compliance with the plan.
In closed wing areas, you
will sign in and out on the Unit Log Books.

2.

Coordinate with Plant Operations to ensure that all
ventilation systems are working, and if any repairs are
needed, that they are completed in a timely manner.

3.

Coordinate with Food Services to ensure that adequate
supplies of ice and hydrating fluids are available and
issued as needed.

4.

Ensure that a copy of the list
equipment are provided to the
Ensure that
clinical staff
"special hydrating liquids" for

5.

Coordinate with Clinical Services to ensure that any
inmate who exhibits unusual signs or symptoms is
examined/treated by Medical Staff.

6.

Ensure that
staff are closely monitored for any
symptoms of heat stress.
Staff exhibiting such signs
are to receive immediate medical attention.

7.

Prepare a summary report of activities chronicling the
events of the Emergency Plan Operations.

of inmates on dialysis
assigned housing unit.
supply them with the
this particular group.

1.
2.
3.

Hot Weather Emergency Plan
tch Commander's
Unit

ck List

ogram Lieutenant's Check Sheet
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AsARO

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

"Y"

TELEPHONE
(415) 433 6830

ElGHTH FLOOR
'155 MONTGOMERY STREET

TELEFAX

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94104

(415) 433-7104

October 8, 1991

Paul Gerowitz
Committee on Public Safety
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re:

Gates v. Deukmejian
(Our File No. 483-1)

Dear Mr. Gerowitz:
We represent the plaintiff class of inmates at California
Facility ("CMF") in the above referenced lawsuit. That
lawsuit settled in December 1990 and a Consent Decree, providing,
among other things, for appropriate psychiatric care for all
inmates at CMF, was entered as an Order of the United States
District Court in March, 1990. Michael Bien of our office and
Donald Spector, of the Prison Law Office, both counsel for the
intiff class in Gates, testified at the legislative hearing on
July 3, 1991 deaths at CMF of three inmates on psychotropic
medication.
Since the tragic deaths, under the procedures established
for compliance with the Gates Consent Decree, counsel for the
intiff class have been working with CMF to develop procedures
minimize the risk that such deaths will occur again.
ly in response to plaintiffs' concerns and questions, CMF
a Hot Weather Emergency plan, the most recent version
is dated August 30, 1991. The plan went through several
drafts and incorporated changes urged by plaintiffs including the
of activating temperatures for the Plan, improvement of
of
ifying inmates at risk for heat stroke,
of vital signs monitoring of high risk inmates and
the ambient temperature at which the Plan should be
activated.
In addition, in the context of a recently filed class
alleging constitutionally inadequate psychiatric care in
prisons throughout the state, Coleman v. Wilson, counsel for
prisoner class have
pressure on the Department of
to implement a comparable plan in prisons throughout
One key issue throughout the negotiations about the CMF Plan
has been the temperature that would activate the Plan.
Documents
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the deaths had used a temperature of 85
as an
temperature for instituting
measures for
medicat
CMF
After the deaths
on a scheme whereby
would begin
when the outside
reached 90
and
preventive measures for inmates in locked
when the cell temperatures reached 95 degrees.
unacceptable to plaintiffs, and at the legislative
Mr. Bien testified to that effect.
(Plaintiffs• counsel
ected to the temperature act
levels
the
under the Consent Decree.) As a result of Mr.
and the Committee's
, CMF
to
preventive measures when cell
reached 90
and these lower temperature levels are reflected
the
1991 version of the plan.
concerned, however, that 90 degrees
may be
deaths such as the ones
is to
As

the Committee to recommend that the
islature
statute comparable to that for hospitals providing for a
of 80
for a 1 areas where inmates
medications are housed. At the very least, as a
the hearings, the committee should recommend a study of
ity of air-conditioning or otherwise cooling these
In the event neither of these approaches is adopted by
CDC should be required to provide preventive
those outlined in the Plan when the temperature
exceeds 85 degrees.

Paul Gerowitz
8, 1991

We appreciate the opportunity to provide information to the
legislature on these matters. Please do not hesitate to call on
us if we can be of further help to the Committee.
Very truly yours,

& ASARO
By:
Adela B. Karliner
ABK:rb
cc

Co-Counsel

APPENDIX "Z"

September 30, 1991

Protection & Advocacy
incorporated
Mandated to protec t
and advocatE' for the
rights of ColiforrHmlc; w1th
developmental
disabilities or iclenfified as
mentally ill
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COPS
The Honorable John Burton, Chairman
and Members of the Public Safety Committee
Attention: Mike Pinkerton, Chief Counsel
California State Assembly
P.O. Box 942849
Sacramento CA 94249-0001
Dear Assemblyman Burton:
We wish to submit the following written testimony in
follow-up to our presentation to the Public Safety
Committee hearings on August 19 and 20 regarding the
deaths of prisoners at the Vacaville Correctional Medical
Facility due to the use of psychiatric drugs and
hyperthermia.
Protection and Advocacy, Inc. (PAI) is California's
federally-mandated protection and advocacy system for
persons with mental disabilities and persons with
developmental disabilities.
PAI operates under the
direction of the federal Protection and Advocacy for
Mentally Ill Individuals Act and the Developmental
Disabilities Assistance and Bill of Rights Act.
We appreciate and commend your investigation into the
recent deaths of three mentally ill prisoners at the
Vacaville Facility and your efforts to ensure that such
deaths do not occur again.
The testimony presented to you
focused primarily on the cause and circumstances of the
prisoners' deaths
they were receiving psychiatric
medications which, in combination with high temperatures
at the Vacaville facility, caused fatal hyperthermia - and
how to prevent future deaths of this nature at the
Vacaville facility.
We remain concerned, however, that adequate steps be taken
to address other potentially serious problems related to
the use of psychiatric drugs, and that corrective measures
be instituted in all of California's prisons and state
hospitals, where large numbers of persons are receiving
the medications, often involuntarily.
Psychiatric medications can be an effective part of
treating severe mental illness and have been of benefit to
many mentally disabled persons.
However, in addition to
hyperthermia, the drugs have a number of serious,
potentially lethal consequences. Other known, and

100 Howe Avenue. Suite 185N, Sacramento, CA 95825,916/488-9950, Toll Free Number 800/776-5746, FAX 916/488-9960
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Problems with the use of psychiatric drugs in California
mental health facilities have been documented by other
sources previously.
In 19 77, the California Leg is lature
reviewed medication practices at Napa State Hospital and
the Assembly Office of Research published a related
report, entitled: The Use and Misuse of Psychiatric Drugs
in California's Mental Health Programs."
The serious risks presented to patients by these drugs
establishes a concomitant responsibility on the part of
the staff of the institution to minimize these risks.
PAI
requests that when this Committee considers changes to
make life safer for patients at Vacaville, it not limit
itself to the risk of hyperthermia, or require changes
only in this one facility where psychiatric drugs are used.
We urge you, based on the above information, to take action which will ensure
that:
1.

Staff of correction and mental health facilities in which psychiatric
drugs are prescribed are made fully aware of the potentially dangerous
and lethal effects of psychiatric drugs;

2.

Staff are fully trained to appropriately monitor and respond to the
signs and symptoms of the drugs' side effects, in particular those
which may be life threatening;

3.

All individuals receiving psychiatric drugs - regardless of whether they
are in a mental health or correctional facility- be fully informed of the
drugs they are receiving and the potentially lethal risks of the drugs.

In addressing and minimizing all the risk factors involved
with the use of psychiatric drugs at one time, we hope
there will be no need to again conduct investigations and
hearings into medication-related deaths at any of
California's correctional and mental health institutions.
We appreciate the opportunity to have appeared before your
committee and to make this submission, and hope it is
helpful to you in your deliberations and formulation of
corrective measures on this issue.
Sincerely,

t}ft---'~if:

X•./~·C.'

I
\,

/

----·

Arthu~

(

:

.j_

J/.

Rosenberg
Senior.Nttorney
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INTRODUCTION
This report presents the results of Protection & Advocacy, Inc.'s (PAI) investigation into the
deaths of three California citizens between October 1909 and February 1990.

Each of these

individuals, at the time of his death, was a patient at a state psychiatric hospital operated by
California's Department of Mental Health (DMH).
Thi:, investigation

wa~

undcrt<tkc·n as part lll 1'/\l's responsibility

ptrr~uanl

to federal law to

investigate incidents of abuse and nqclcct. PAI's investigation into these deaths consisted of the
following: review of pertinent medical records, review of Ventura and San Bernardino County
Coroners' reports and investigations. consultation with an independent forensic pathologist.
consultation with a Board Certified psychiatric expert with over 15 years experience, and interviews
with hospital staff.
As a result of its investigation, P/\1 has conclmkd that the psychiatric drugs administered to
thc:.c tlrrec mcrL while clfcetive for some patients, appear to have been a dir;:ct cause of their deaths
and that inadequate monitoring of and response to their conditions by hospital staff increased the
risk factrw leading to their deaths.
C.C. was a 24-ycar-old patient at Patton State Hospital who at the time of his death was

taking five different medications, including several which have potentially toxic side effects involving
respiratory depression and low blood pressure. On the afternoon of October 9, 1989, while on the
grounds of Patton, he began experiencing difficulty bre<:thing and soon thereafter collapsed and died.
The cause of death was multiple drug ''Jxicity.
J.V. was a 28-ycar-old patient at Camarillo State Hospital. On the afternoon of December
26.

J

989. he was locked in his donn room alone, without supervision, for approximately three and

2

one-half hours. When staff entered the room at the end of that period, he \vas found dead on
floor, having suffocated on his own vomit. The post-mortem toxicology report

cvealcd the

for toxic to lethal side effects for t\vo of the medications he was given.

K.C. was a 21-ycar-old patient at Patton State Hospital who had been diagnosL:d as
both developmental ;md

llll'lllal di~abilities.

medications, including psychiatric drugs.

/\1 the time of hi~

he· had been

K.C. had been placed on suicidt watch and

doctor's orders was to be chccktd by staff every 15 minutes. On February l 1:\, 19()0 at 2:45 a.m.,
was injected with tht neurolc.:plic drug Haldol. Shortly afLcr the injection, K.C. suffered a
~'rrest

and died in his bed. His death was not discovered by Patton StaJf until 6:00 a.m., when full

rigor mortis had already set in.
While it may never be definitively determined that the deaths of these
the psychiatric drugs, as

diseuss:~d

in this report, there

~:,

men were caused

good reason to believe that

was,

fact, the case. Further, these three deaths evidence a common pattern of
'

•. inadequate procedures to

patient health and safety, lt.:ad1

to the conclusion thaL

safeguards and training were not in place at these facilities.
PAl is forwarding this report to the Director of DMH, requesting that the Department:
•

Conduct an investigation into each of these deaths and issue a report

how

deficient practices identified by PAI will be remedied.
•

Ensure that all patients receiving psychiatric drugs have their medical and
conditions monitored in accordai1ce with accepted medical standards.

•

Enhance and ensure life-saving procedures and protocols at all DMH facilities to treat
those

o

experiencing life-threatening effects of their

Train its staJf in the proper use of psychiatric drugs.

3

(Ooo;cs"?)
·~.-.

________ _

•

Ensure that all staff are aware of the dangerous and potentially lethal side effects of the
drugs given to patients and that they be adequately traincJ to rccogni;c the signs and
symptoms of these effects.

PSYCHIATIHC:_j>RE0.S AND THEIR DANGEROOS EFFECTS
The vast majority of patients in state psychiatric hospitals are treated with psychiatric drugs.
Certain classes of these drugs, known as phenothiazines or neuroleptics, are used to combat thought
disorders, such as hallucinations

c~"eing

and hearing things which do not exist) and delusions (grossly

inaccurate beliefs which arc obviously contrary to fact). TI1ese are the drugs which have descended
from the first phenothiazine. the drug chlorpromazine (whose commercial name is -Thorazine).
There arc several

subclas~<s

of these drugs. bccaust.: they differ in chemical structure.: from

chlorpromazine. However, all of thes' subclasses relam significant similarities to each other.
Neuroleptic drugs can also produce signs of neurological dysfunction, often called
cxtrapyn:·nidal symptoms (EPS). These symptoms include tremors, a generalized internal discomfort
knmvn as akathesia (which can be described as an internal restlessness), spasms of the neck muscles,
difficulty swallowing, involuntary protrusion of the tongue, fidgeting, drooling, and shuffling
movement of the feet. Other side effects can include muscular stiffness (dystonia) and involuntary
muscular movements (dyskinesi:1).

The usc of neurokptics has been associated with breathing

problems, disturbances of hearL rate and blood pressure, hyperthermia, Neuroleptic Malignant
Syndrome, and Tardive Dyskinesia (a condition which results in involuntary movements of the jaw,
tongue, and extremities, and which may be irrcvnsihlc ). The neuroleptic Thorazine, in particular,
is knovm to ;,uppress the body's natural coughing rcikx. Suppression of that reflex increases the risk
of breathing in fluids such as vomit, or foreign bodies.
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that

Medic3.1

"lead-pipe") can involve " person's extremities or other parts of the body.

This rigidity can be

extremely painful, leadir s to muscle breakdown, renal failure and death.

THE DEATH OF ( .C.
C.C. was a ..!.4-ycar-old male patient at Patton State Hospital at the time of his death on
October 9, 1989. He had been a patient at Patton since May 31, 1984. C.C.'s diagnoses since 1984
were :,chizophn nia (undifferentiated chronic), antisocial personality disorder and hypertension. The
medications

r.

-:scribed for him included Loxitanc. Vistaril, Aldom<.:t, Indcrol, and lithium. At 3:15

p.m. on 0, ·. ocr lJ, llJolJ. C. C.
p.m. he: w;

Wd:C

seen on the grounds of Patton in no apparent distress. At 4:0U

brought to tnit ?-Ci when he

Sldrtt.:d

to hJ.vt.: difficulty breathing. He then collapsed.

bccamc · nn.:sponsiv;:; and wa~ tram!c:rn:d to .San Bernardino County Hospital where he was
pronot.:: .ccd dead at 5:07 p.m. On October 13, 1989, an autopsy was performed and the cause of
death vas determined to be multiple drug toxicity. According to records, prior to his death CC was
notr i to have breathing difficulties and a dropping blood pressure.

As established by PAI's

ps· ;hiatric expert, "In situations of multi-drug regimes, particularly when there are several
r :dications with similar side effects, e.g. central nervous system sedation and hypotension, there is

C.C. was in fact L1king several medications that can produce sedation, lowered blood pressure
and have potentially toxic side effects involving respiratory depression, low blood pressure, and
bronchospasm. The toxicology report found that at least one of C.C.'s medications, Loxitane, and
some of its metabolites, were in the toxic range. C.C.'s difficulty breathing shortly before his death
raises the distinct

pos~ibility

of drug-related. resp ·ato:-y depression leading to respiratory failure.

While it has been asserted by hospital staff that C.C. was smoking marijuana on the afternoon
he died, and that such usc was somehow conncctcJ tu his death, this allegation was not confirmed
6

the available medical reports and most importantly, the rost mortem toxicology results reported
no blood level for substances such as cocaine, amphetamines, or cannabis. Rather, according to the

"It becomes clear that C.C.'s condition may have been dt.:tcriorating for several days and the
administration of medication which were in part rc~ponsibk for his increasing toxicity,
produced a lethal effect."

THE DEATH OF J.V.
J.V. was a 28-year-old man who died at Camarillo State 1Iospital on December 26, 989. lie
\\'as involuntarily admitted to that facility on November .::L 19olJ. At the time of admissiun he ·s.::-a comprehensive physical examination and everything was\\ 1thin normal limits. His psychiat:-ic
diagnoses were schizo-affective, bipolar disorder, and alcohol ckpcndence. According to
J .\'. had a history of mental illness dating back to age 2U.

hi~ recorci~.

He had bct:n hospitalizcd for mental

illnt:ssin Guadalajara, Ml:xico and Olive View Hospital in Sylmar, California.
· During his hospitalization at Camarillo, he was being treated with ThoraLinc, several
tra.'1quilizers, lithium, Cogentin, and Sodium Amytol, the latter of which was given intramuscularly
during periods of agitation. On the day of his death, he had received Thorazine, lithium, Cogentin
and Valium.
On December 26, 1989, at 7:15 in the evening, J.V. was found dead by staff, lying face up on
the 11oor of his dorm. Approximately three: and one-half hours carlit:r, at 3:45p.m., J.V. was placed
in his dorm room by ward staff. The room was locked, preventing other patients from entering and
J .V. from leaving. Mcdical records indicate: he wa'i last seen alive at 4:30p.m. when he was observed
staff member to bc slceping on his bcd. 'There is no account of any other contact with J.V. until
he was found dead, 20 feet from the bed in which he had been observed sleeping, notwithstanding

7

monitored by qualified treatment

the fact that California
least cvuy half
('oroner's

report,

was found dead when a staff

him if he wanted to cat. This action '\·as taken after a fellow
to staff

J

the Coroner's investigator arrived

dinner.

he found J.V. to be in full rigor mortis and "to have been

at the hospital less than two hours
dead for some time." As described

the investigator,

other trauma is observed. Small pieces

arc observed about the mouth of the

what appear to be green and silver colored

foil observed In and around J.\'.\ rnouth turned

ot~l

It

to be candy \Vr3pping.

\Va:-

bewre J.\'.'s death, patients had been g1vcn a smCill

that on

An .autopsy was performed on J.V. Tne conclusion was that J.V. died from "aspiration
to

chronic schizophrenia." In essence, J. V. died as a result of choking on his ov:,rn vomit.
According to PAI's independent psychiatrist, a number

in determining

drug related

factor~

must

actual cause of J .V.'s death. First, and most apparent, l V. was
ditd after aspirating gastric; contents. As discussed

drug
neuroleptic drug ThoraLine
reflex. These
m

effect on
IS

known

tract can actually cause vomiting
the medical profession to suppress the body's natural

lethal,

could

for some time·

cit

Physicians Desk Reftrence, and have been discussed in psychiatric journals at least as

as 1980. Considering that J. V. choked to death on his own vomit, PAl's psychiatric expert concluded
that the Thorazine and Cogentin he was given may have played a significant, if not crucial, role.
Second, PAl's expert concluded that there is a distinct possibility that J.V. succumbed to
toxicity.

Post-mortem toxicology results reveale.: a potential
8

toxic to lethal side effects from

.'s

not

to

expert, even

''the interaction of several central nervous

are not
can intensify the potential

effects." The presence of lithium,

add a further element for producing toxic effects with all the other psychiatric
A

consideration presented

expert was that J.V. was suffering from a paradoxical

reaction to the medications. TI1ese reactions are characterized by agitation and bizarre behavior,
was evidenced by J.V., and are actually caused by the medication.
As explained by the expert, staff often consider patients' aggressive or bizarre behavior as
mental illness. when such behavior may actually be caused by toxic
As a

the

staff often treat these symptoms (or delirium) with more drugs, which increase
exacerbate the symptoms staff are attempting to treat.
Unfortunately, it appears that this condition, or even the possibility of such a paradoxical

reaction, was not recognized in the two-to-three days before J.V.'s death and his "agitation and
behavior was considered to be a part of his general mental disorder" rather than an
medications which needed to be addressed. Untreated, delirium can, as it may have in J

.'s

case, result in a patient's death.
the exact cause of J

's death may never be known, there is little doubt

to adequately assess and monitor J.V. contributed to

death.

the day of his death, J.V. was locked unattended and unsupervised in his room
hours. Although state regulations require hospitq.l staff to monitor such patients at least
every half-hour, records reflect that staff monitored J.V. only once during this time. When staff
found J.V., he had been dead for several hours, leading PAI's experts to conclude that "during
time he could not have been assessed or examined by staff."

9

THE DEATH OF K.C.
K.C. was a 21-year-old male patient at Patton State Hospital from November 1988 until his
death at that facility on February J 8, 1990. According to the medical records, K.C. was diagnosed
as having schizophrenia (undifferentiated type), a history of substance abuse, a seizure disorder and
Klindcltc;r's syndrome (a chromosomal abnormality which may cause intellectual deficits). During

his hospitalization at Patton, the medication prescribed for him included Prolixin Deconoate,
Cogentin, Tegretol, Dilantin, and Imipramine.
On the cYcning of February 17, 1990, K.C. was on a suicide watch as a result of a suicide
all:.:il1pl one

ve:.:k earlier and was. pursuant to doctor's orders. to

h~

chc:ekcd by staff every E

m1null's. K C·.was appare:1tly having difficulty breathing. was agitated, and \\a~ t::Dcricncing visual

hall:Jcinauons of mosquitoes in his bed.
( )n Fd1ruarv !1--,.

dt =~:-15

a.m ..

st~Jff

offned K.C . an oral dose of the neuroleptic Jrug Prolixin.

When he refused this medication. he was given an injection of another neuroleptic, Baldo!. After
the: injection of HaldoL it is reported that K.C. was seen by staff at 3:00 a.m. going to the bathroom.
/\1 6:UO a.m., a ;JSychiatric technician went to awaken K.C. and found him on his stomach,

face clown on his bed with no pulse. in full cardiac arrest.
Although it was 6:00a.m. when K.C. was found dead, PAl's psychiatric expert concluded that
he: must have died shortly after the injection of Baldo!. 'n1is conclusion flows from the fact that K.C.
\\a'' 111

!ull ngor mortis wiJcn h'.' was found, a condition which gcncr<tlly takes st:vcraJ hours to
As pointed out by the :.:xperL since K.C. died several hours before be was discovered, there

could not have been adequate monitoring of his condition by staii to assure that he was not in any
distress, or at the very lea<;t, that he was breathing. Sudden deaths following Haldol administration
have been reported in the medical literature.
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K.C:. was described as being

In addition to the possible fatal reaction to

difficulty breathing, and as experiencing visual hallucinations. According to PAI's
visual hallucinations arc more frequent in toxic states. Individuals with a pre-existing bram

ury

more sensitive to developing toxicity and delirious states and in K.C.'s case:, with a history
seizure disorder, and KJinefellcr's Syndrome, this was::; very

condition

to

expert.
TI1e combination of agitation, respiratory distre~s. and vi~ual hallucinations cxpcricnn:d
the clcvclopmcnt of

. strongly suggests the presence of a toxic state and
reaction to the drugs, or delirium. rn1i" condition, as
the etrebra!

metaboli~m

discus,~cl

which produc-;:s disorganization in

~!

arlin,

invol\'C~

1'1

a lfcran

widG range ol mentitl pruccs:oes.

Unrecognized and untreated, ddirium can n:sult in ckath from cardiovascular collaps~.

Further.

there is ahvays heightened danger of toxicity when sevc1 a.l medications are used together, as
here.
According to the expert tht behavior and symptoms exhibited hy K.C. may ven well have

ue to the medications ht had bL:cn receiving.
as evidence of his mental illness.

Ullfurtuni.itdy, lto,vevcr. his act1om wnc

Ht was then treated with more drugs,

exacerbating the paradoxical reaction and the toxic level in his blood.
While PAl's expert acknowledges that the actual causes of K.C.'s death may never be
with certainty, it does not appear that hospital staff undertook the careful
would have been warranted given the combination of K.C.'s mental and developmental
Although there was a doctor's order to monitor K.C. every J 5 minutes, it is unlikely that this
in any me<mingfulmanner. When K.C. was found, full rigor mortis has set in, a
generally takes several hours to develop. Further evidence of inadequate monitoring is found

tn twspital staff notes expressing concern that an "employee did not ensure that the patient was
11

breathing and not in any distress." From the available evidence, it is not likely that K.C. was carefully
assessed in the hours before his death.

CONCLUSION
In his analysis of

th~se

three deaths, PAl's expert underscored the fact that the treatment

of severely mentally ill patients who require multiple medications is always hazardous and requires
careful monitoring. He advised that vital signs should be taken regularly, and that medical and
laboratory tests should be obtained at intervals, the frequency of which would be cLtermined by the
clinical condition of the patient.

!·urthcr. h'-·

advi~d

that chan_!:cs in a patient's condition must

be carefully c'·dluatcd hecwsc suuden or unexplaim:d \'ariations in the mental or medical state
of the patient could be an mdication of the unset of an adverse effect. When a patient's mental

condition becomes unstabk and additional medications seem to be required, this should always be
considered as a sign of potential difficulty. ''At those times," he stated, "more frequent and more
intensive monitoring of the patient's condition should be instituted. Unfortunately it appears that
was not done in the case: Jf the three patients who died."
It is alsu remarkable that the hospital staff failed to follow the pc.jents' monitoring
procedures ordered by

ducwr~

and required by state law. Although both J.V.'s and K.C.'s conditions

were to be monitored at frr:quent intervals. it is unlikely that this occurred since rigor mortis has set
m

the time they were discovered by hospital staff.
While PAI recognizes that these deaths occurred ov·::r one year ago, and that the exact causes
deaths may never be determined, PAI believes that if there had been effective monitoring of
response to these three patients' conditions, and staff and patients had been fully aware of the

potentially lethal effects of the drugs administered, these deaths may have been preventable. It is
incumbent upon the caretakers to fully evaluate these cases to become fully aware ofthe serious risks
12

drugs,

that accompany the administration of

they develop and
done in the

monitoring practices and protocols to assure that the administration of these
safest possible manner.
Although neuroleptic drugs have been effective and beneficial to many

the use of

these drugs in hospitals presents serious and profound risks to the patients who arc, often
taking the drugs. PAl believes this risk establishes a concomitant responsibility on lh<:

ofDMH

staff to minimize these risks, b<: fully informed of the risks inherent in the; usc of the

to ckal

inform patients of these risks, and be fully traint:d in th<: manag ·"'.lent of the
with the pot<:ntially letha: effects of the drugs.

RECOMMENDATIO!\S
As a

rc~ult

of the concerns and qucsLions hrougllL to

requesting that the Department

1.

c: Mental

h\ : hcsc th rcc (h

PAl will he

each of these

and issue

Health:

Conduct a separate investigation of the circumstances
a report addressing how the deficient practices identified

2.

PAl will be n:ml:died.

Establish policies and procedures which ensure that all patients receiving
drugs or anticholinergic drugs V'.ill have thc:ir physical and psychiatric
monitored on a regular basis in accordance with accepted medical

3.

Enhance and ensure emergenL:y life-saving procedure~ and protocols an.: dcvelopcd and
in place at each DMH facility to prevent death or substantial injury

who

experience life-threatening effects of medication.

4.

and <:nsure the

observation and

from severe side effects of their medication.
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of

who are

5.

TI10roughly review its policy on informed consent and any medical information sheets and
training materials used in conjunction with that policy. This policy and the relevant forms
should, in order to comply with state statute, include clear and detailed descriptions of
Neuroleptic Malignant Syndrome, hyperthermia, paradoxical reactions and other
signific~nl

si!k

died~ of

lll'tJrolcptics and antic!Jolim:rgics, with a clear description of the

precautions patients should take to avoid or reduce these dangers. The policy and forms
should explain that these side effects can be lethal, and must point out the specific
medications that may cause these potentially lethal side effects. In particular, state polic-y
and forms should ensure that patients, receiving the.:

drug~

,·oluntarily or involuntarily, and

their families or friends are warned of the danger<- of neuroleptic and anticholinergic
drugs.
6.

Train ar of its clinical staff in the proper usc and lethal danger of neuroleptic and
anticholinergic drugs.

Specifically, such training should emphasize the potential

~ide

effects of neuroleptics and thc.:ir diagnostic signs.
7.

Review each patient's medication regimen for evidence of improper utilization of drugs
or failure to treat side effects, and its possible contribution to psychological or physical
deterioratiOn of the patient.

8.

Develop a protocol that would ensure consideration of the possibility that patients'
agitation and discomfort are caused by the medications and minimize the likelihood that
these symptoms are erroneously interpreted as the manifestation of psychiatric illness.

9.

Institute policies and procedures which will ensure that patients who are at risk of
hyperthermia because of the nature of the drugs being administered to them
will be placed promptly in air conditioned or cool wards whenever necessary and have
fluid intake monitored.
14

10. Ensure that all state hospital staff recognize and treat symptoms of Neuroleptic
Syndrome. Emphasis should be placed on those factors which place a client in a
category, and the monitoring and laboratory testing which must be done in order to
detect its onset. Staff should be aware of the specific symptoms, as well as drug and
other treatment methods which must be applied aggressively to pn.:vcnt death or
substantial injury from this life-threatening condition.

PROTECf!ON & ADVOCACY, INC.

BY:
Arthur J. Ro~i1bc~--Senior AttJ~n·
/
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Investigator
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